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ABSTRACT

(S/NFD) This report presents the results of a tactical evaluation of a Soviet FISHBED E (MIG-21F-13) aircraft performed under the management of the Foreign Technology Division, Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio. The evaluation consisted of comparative and tactical flights against both USN and USAF first line fighter aircraft. Results of the performance and flight test evaluation, system and subsystem characteristics, design features and technological information acquired from the exploitation are presented in FTD Document CR-20-13-69 INT Volume I - Technical. Basic agreement between published estimates and the exploitation results was found and the current practiced tactical maneuvers against the FISHBED E were confirmed and revalidated.
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PURPOSE

(S/NFD) The purpose of this report is to present the results of a tactical evaluation of a FISHBED E (MIG-21F-13) aircraft. The report is intended to:

1. Present to Commanders and combat members an evaluation of the effectiveness of existing tactical maneuvers by USAF and USN combat aircraft and associated weapons systems against the MIG-21,

2. To exploit the tactical capabilities and limitations of the MIG-21 in an air-to-air environment,

3. To optimize existing tactics and develop new tactics as necessary to defeat the MIG-21,

4. To evaluate the design, performance and operational characteristics of the MIG-21.

BACKGROUND

(S/NFD) The mission of the Foreign Technology Division includes the acquisition and evaluation of foreign materiel to provide information of scientific and technical value to our national intelligence community as well as Air Force and Navy research and development organizations, thus enabling our combat crews to best perform their assigned missions. This report concerns a project to obtain such information designated Project Have Doughnut.

(S/NFD) The exploitation of the MIG-21 aircraft was assigned a high priority since it has been widely exported and deployed to most nations within the communist sphere of influence and is in combat in SEA.

(S/NFD) Comprehensive data on the MIG-21 aircraft is contained in (U) Fishbed Weapon System, ST-CS-09-27-69, dated 23 Sep 1969, classified Secret and Have Doughnut Volume I - Technical, FTD-CR-20-13-69 INT, classified Secret No Foreign Dissemination. The Have Doughnut project was initiated to provide substantiating and supplemental information to that published in the FTD/DIA Study as well as to validate current tactical maneuvers used by USAF and USN combat aircrews against the MIG-21 aircraft.
SUPPLEMENT 1
PROJECT HAVE DOUGHNUT
REPORT OF TACTICAL
EVALUATION OF PROJECT AIRCRAFT
AS DETERMINED BY
THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
TACTICAL AIR COMMAND
GLOSSARY

1. **Adverse Yaw**: The tendency of an aircraft to yaw away from the applied aileron. Induced by rolling motion and aileron deflection, usually greatest at high angle of attack and full aileron deflection.

2. **Maximum Rate Turn**: That turn at which the maximum number of degrees per second is achieved.

3. **Maneuverability**: The ability to change direction and/or magnitude of the velocity vector.

4. **Maximum Performance**: The best possible performance without exceeding aircraft limitations.

5. **Energy Maneuverability**: A concept used to determine total inflight performance by measuring instantaneous and sustained maneuverability of an aircraft through its envelope.

6. **Maneuvering Energy**: The ability to perform maneuvers as a result of energy possessed.

7. **Energy Level (Es)**: Total energy state possessed for a given combination of altitude and airspeed (Mach).

8. **Energy Rate (Pe)**: A measure of the ability to gain or lose energy in terms of altitude and airspeed or combinations thereof.

9. **V-N Diagram**: A plot of load factor versus velocity used to provide a measure of instantaneous maneuverability.

10. **Lethal Envelope**: The vulnerable envelope emanating from the target aircraft.

11. **Defensive Turn**: The basic defensive maneuver designed to prevent an attacker from achieving a launch or firing position.

12. **Hard Turn (Single Direction Turn)**: A planned defensive turn in which the intensity of the turn is governed by the angle-off, range and closure of the attacking aircraft.

13. **Break**: A maximum performance defensive turn into the attacker to instantly destroy an attacker's tracking solution.

14. **TCA - Angle-Off (Aspect Angle)**: The angle between the defender's line of flight and the attacker's line of sight measured in degrees (Track Crossing Angle).

15. **Separation**: Distance between an attacker and defender. Can be either lateral or longitudinal.
16. **Scissors**: A defensive maneuver in which a series of turn reversals are executed in an attempt to achieve the offensive after an overshoot by the attacker.

17. **Jinking Maneuver**: A series of rapid turn reversals or abrupt changes of roll/pitch angle at random intervals, to prevent an attacker from achieving a tracking solution. Usually employed with little load factor while gaining lateral separation.

18. **Diving Spiral**: A near vertical accelerating dive using G and roll rate to destroy an attacker's tracking solution and gain lateral separation.

19. **High Speed Yo-Yo**: An offensive maneuver performed to maintain nose-tail separation and prevent the possibility of becoming engaged in a scissors maneuver.

20. **Lufbery**: A circular tail chase.

21. **Low Speed Yo-Yo**: A maneuver employed to facilitate closure and at the same time allow an attacker to remain inside an opponent's turn radius.

22. **Closure (Relative Velocity)**: The time rate of change of distance along the line of sight between aircraft.

23. **Element**: The basic fighting unit (two aircraft).

24. **Fluid Element**: The second or supporting element in fluid four formation, flying in a high or low element position.

25. **ACM**: Air combat maneuvers.

26. **DCM**: Defensive combat maneuvering.

27. **Maximum Performance Maneuvering Envelope**: A maneuvering region for the wingman in which optimum visual coverage and mutual support may be achieved in maximum performance maneuvers.

28. **Defensive Split**: A controlled separation of a defensive element in different planes used in an attempt to force the attackers to commit themselves to one of the defenders.

29. **In-Trail**: Individual aircraft, one behind the other.

30. **In-Train**: Elements or flights, one behind the other.
1. INTRODUCTION

(S/NFD) Tactical Air Command, in joint participation with United States Navy and other government agencies, conducted an analysis of the MIG-21F-13 (FISHBED E) day fighter weapons system. The FISHBED is deployed widely throughout the world (Table 1-1) and represents a formidable threat to US tactical forces. TAC pilots evaluated FISHBED E as a total weapons system in a tactical environment and compared it, operationally, with selected USAF aircraft.

2. DESCRIPTION OF TEST ITEM:

A. (S) The MIG-21F-13, designated FISHBED E, is a single-place, clear air mass, high altitude, point interceptor, weapons system. The aircraft is capable of performing a secondary role of ground attack and incorporates air-to-ground armament systems. Initial MIG-21 prototype design was started in 1952 and design modification for the FISHBED E was initiated in 1959. This variant provided improved stability. (See Fig 1-1) A resume' of general performance characteristics is shown in Table 1-2.

B. (S) The MIG-21 is being used in the Southeast Asia environment primarily as a medium and low altitude interceptor and day fighter. United States strike force fighter bombers are intercepted by the MIG-21 which is initially GCI vectored into the rear hemisphere for a highspeed, single-pass attack. Prolonged engagements have occurred, forcing the MIG-21 to operate as a day fighter at medium and low altitudes. Only limited use has been made of the MIG-21 in the high altitude, point intercept role, due to tactics of USAF aircraft.

C. (U) Detailed description of the FISHBED E weapons system is available in ST-OS-09-27-69 technical study, and other FTD publications.

3. OBJECTIVES

(S/NFD) To determine the tactical capability of the complete FISHBED E (MIG-21F-13) weapons system. The aircraft will be evaluated in a tactical environment as a day fighter, clear air mass interceptor, and as an air-to-ground attack aircraft. Comparative operational analysis with selected US operational aircraft will validate or formulate optimum US air combat maneuvering techniques and will define the tactical capabilities, limitations, and deficiencies of the FISHBED E.

4. SCOPE OF THE TEST

(S/NFD) The scope of this test included, but was not limited to:

A. Defining the offensive and defensive tactical capability of the FISHBED E total weapons system in an air-to-air environment. Comparative tactical analysis will be accomplished with the MIG-21 and the following aircraft:
### Table 1-1

**World Wide Fishbed AOE**

(S-Gp-1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Air Forces</th>
<th>C/E</th>
<th>D/F</th>
<th>UNK</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Germany</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumania</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>717</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communist China</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Korea</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Vietnam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Republic</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>417</td>
<td>1162</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1793</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Soviet Air Forces in European Communist Countries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Air Forces</th>
<th>C/E</th>
<th>D/F</th>
<th>UNK</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E Germany</td>
<td>284</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>506</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Fishbed - World Wide**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>2299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 1-1  FISHBED E  
(S-Gp-3)
TABLE 1-2

FISHPED E GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

(S-Gp-l)

Configuration: Clipped delta wing planform with swept tail surfaces.

Mission:

Primary - Clear air mass, high altitude point interceptor
Secondary - Ground attack and tactical reconnaissance

Propulsion: One type, R-37F axial flow turbojet with afterburner thrust
12,650 pounds (max afterburner), 8,640 pounds (maximum dry)

Armament:

Gun - One 30mm cannon with 60 round capacity
Missiles - Two ATOLLS
Rockets - Thirty-two 57 mm FFARs (two pods)
Bombs - Total bomb load on all three stations, 3,300 pounds

Dimensions:

Wing Span - 23.47 feet
Length - (Without pitot boom) 44.2 feet
Height - 13.5 feet
Weight - Empty: 11,017 pounds
Takeoff: 17,286 pounds
Maximum: 18,072 pounds

Performance:

Maximum Mach - 2.05
Service Ceiling - 57,500 ft.
Strike Radius - 370 NM with external fuel

Structural Limits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>w/o External Stores</th>
<th>w/External Stores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Load Factor</td>
<td>8 G</td>
<td>6 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Indicated Airspeed</td>
<td>595* kt</td>
<td>595* kt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Indicated Mach</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Dynamic Pressure</td>
<td>1200 lb/ft²</td>
<td>1200 lb/ft²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fuel Load:

Internal - 4,600 lb
Centerline Tank - 880 lb

* Below 15000 ft, above 15000 ft 640 kt
B. Identifying the operational limitations and deficiencies of the FISHBED E systems and subsystems, to include:

1. Aircraft performance
2. Aircraft stability and control
3. Armament, lead computing gun sight, and radar ranging system.
4. Cockpit environment

C. Defining optimum air combat maneuvers (ACM) to be employed by US tactical aircraft in defensive or offensive situations to defeat the FISHBED E.

D. Validating recommended ACM prescribed in current tactical manuals and publications.

E. Determining the air-to-ground attack capability, deficiencies and limitations of the FISHBED E weapons system.

F. Identifying those desirable design features of tactical significance incorporated in the MIG-21F-13 aircraft.

5. DEFIENCIES AND LIMITATIONS:

(S/NFD) Tactical limitations and deficiencies of the FISHBED E are:

A. Poor Forward and Rearward Visibility. Forward visibility through the sight combining glass, bulletproof glass slab, and forward windscreen limits visual target detection. F-4 and F-105 type targets normally are acquired at three to five miles range.
Rearward visibility is restricted by the seat flap (Figure 1-2 and 1-3), narrow canopy, and aircraft structure to an area outside a 50-degree tail cone.

B. Low Q Limit. Below 15,000 feet, the aircraft is limited to .98 IMN, or 595 KIAS. Airframe buffet is severe at and above these airspeeds and the aircraft is unusable as a weapons system.

C. Weapons System. The 30mm cannon capacity is limited to 60 rounds, and severe pipper jitter precludes tracking corrections during cannon firing. The optical, lead computing, gyroscopic sight precesses excessively, and target tracking is impossible over 3 Gs. The Range-Only Radar is susceptible to chaff and electronic jamming.

D. High Longitudinal Control Forces. Above approximately 510 KIAS, below 15,000 feet, the pilot experiences high stabilator control forces and cannot command a high pitch rate.

E. Airspeed Bleed-off. At high G loads, the MIG-21 airspeed bleed-off is excessive. This does, however, improve the turn radius.

F. Engine Response. Engine acceleration in response to throttle movement is extremely poor. During ground operation, 14 seconds are required to increase the engine speed from idle to full military power. Formation flight is difficult, requiring combined use of speed brakes and throttle movement.

G. Afterburner Puff. At altitudes above 15,000 feet, the engine of the FISHEBED E produces a white puff of unburned fuel as afterburner power is engaged and disengaged.

H. Directional Stability. Directional stability is poor. During air-to-ground attacks, if turbulent flight conditions exist, excessive pilot effort is required for precise target tracking.

6. CONCLUSIONS

(S/NFD) The FISHEBED E has an excellent operational capability in all flight regimes. However, performance is limited below 15,000 feet, due to severe airframe buffeting which occurs above .98 IMN, or 595 KIAS. Heavy longitudinal control forces are encountered at 510 KIAS and above, making high pitch rates difficult or impossible to achieve. Forward visibility through the combining glass, bulletproof slab, and windscreen is severely degraded and the rear seat flap (Figure 1-3), narrow canopy, and aircraft structure reduce rearward visibility. Armament is adequate; however, the 30mm cannon is limited to 60 rounds total capacity and considerable pipper jitter occurs during firing. The tracking index drifts off the bottom of the windscreen when tracking targets in excess of 3 Gs. Airspeed bleed-off during high G turns is excessive and engine
Fig 1-2 Seat Flap
(S-Gp-1)

Fig 1-3 Cockpit Area
(S-Gp-1)
response is poor.

A. Comparative Tactical Analysis

(1) F-4 and FISHBED E:

(a) The F-4 has the capability to control an engagement below 15,000 feet by exploiting the MIG-21 airspeed limitation and airspeed bleed-off characteristic at high G. By orienting an attack towards the FISHBED E's blind cone in lag pursuit type maneuvering, and by operating in the vertical during ACM, the F-4 can defeat the MIG-21.

(b) Acceleration Comparison. Acceleration performance of the F-4 is superior in military and afterburner power up to 30,000 feet. A significant advantage is apparent in military power and a slight advantage was demonstrated in afterburner power. Below 15,000 feet, the F-4 can easily accelerate to above the usable airspeed (595 KIAS, or .98 MN) of the FISHBED E.

(c) Zoom Comparison. The F-4 has a significant advantage in military power zoom performance from low altitude up to 30,000 feet. It has a slight advantage over the MIG-21 in afterburner power zoom capability, up to 20,000 feet.

(d) Turn Comparison. The MIG-21 has more instantaneous G available than the F-4 at any given airspeed up to the limit load factor of the aircraft. The MIG-21 loses airspeed more rapidly during high G maneuvering than the F-4, and the subsonic, thrust-limited, turning performance of the MIG-21 was about one-fourth G less than shown on current energy maneuverability charts.

(2) F-105 and FISHBED E:

(a) The F-105 should press an offensive attack only if an initial rear hemisphere advantage exists. Prolonged maneuvering engagements should be avoided. The airspeed limit of the MIG-21 below 15,000 feet can be easily exceeded by the F-105 if defensive separation is required. Lag pursuit offensive maneuvering to the MIG-21's blind cone, mutual flight support, and hit-and-run tactics should be employed by the F-105.

(b) Acceleration Comparison. The F-105, in military and afterburner power, closely matches the MIG-21 in acceleration performance up to 15,000 feet altitude from subsonic airspeed to 1.05 MN. The F-105 can easily accelerate to above .98 MN, or 595 KIAS, below 15,000 feet and exceed the airspeed limit of the FISHBED E.

(c) Turn Comparison. The MIG-21 has a distinct advantage in turn capability at all airspeeds and altitudes. The F-105,
therefore, should utilize hit-and-run tactics, and avoid prolonged turning engagements with the MIG-21.

(d) Fire Control and Armament. The F-105's air-to-air missile firing capability is equal to that of the MIG-21. However, the F-105 has a superior gun system with its higher cyclic rate and better gunsight system.

(e) APR-25 RHAW. The APR-25 RHAW equipment will not provide sufficient warning for the F-105 pilot to negate a missile attack by the FISHBED E.

(3) F-111A and FISHBED E

(a) The F-111 should avoid maneuvering engagements with the MIG-21, since energy loss during prolonged maximum performance maneuvering is prohibitive and DCM potential is lost.

(b) Acceleration Comparison. The MIG-21 has superior acceleration performance from subsonic speed to the maximum $Q$ limit at altitudes below 15,000 feet. The F-111 has a definite advantage above the .98 IIT, or 595 KIAS.

(c) Turn Comparison. The MIG-21 has superior turn capability at all altitudes and airspeeds and the F-111 should not attempt to engage in a turning fight with the MIG-21 at any altitude.

(4) F-100D and FISHBED E:

(a) The F-100 should avoid maneuvering engagements with the MIG-21. Effective DCM is possible by accelerating beyond the .98 IIT, 595 KIAS, limit of the MIG-21 below 15,000 feet. Hit-and-run attacks can be accomplished and lag pursuit maneuvering to the blind area is most effective. Visual scan and mutual support are essential.

(b) Acceleration Performance. The MIG-21 has a significant advantage over the F-100 in both military and afterburner acceleration in all flight regimes.

(c) Turn Comparison. The MIG-21 has a significant advantage in turn capability at all airspeeds and altitudes. Therefore, the F-100 should not attempt to defeat the MIG-21 in a prolonged turning engagement. Hit-and-run tactics are effective, providing the F-100 airspeed is kept well above 450 KIAS.

(d) Fire Control and Armament. The F-100 missile capability is approximately equal to the MIG-21's, although the AIM-9 capacity is greater. Radar ranging of the MIG-21 in missile mode, combined
with the enunciator lights for "In Range" and "Over G" equalize this missile capacity difference. The four M-39, 20mm cannons and the optical sight system of the F-100 are superior to the MIG-21's gun system.

(5) F-104D and FISHBED E:

(a) The F-104 should employ high-speed, hit-and-run tactics during offensive action and avoid prolonged maneuvering engagements with the MIG-21. If the offensive situation deteriorates, the F-104 should separate by accelerating to above .98 IMN below 15,000 feet.

(b) Acceleration Comparison. The F-104 has a slight advantage over the MIG-21 in military and afterburner power accelerations up to 30,000 feet.

(c) Turn Comparison. The MIG-21 has a superior turn capability at all altitudes and airspeeds when compared to the F-104, and the F-104 should never engage in a prolonged, turning fight with the MIG-21.

(d) Zoom Capability. The F-104 demonstrated a better zoom capability than the MIG-21; however, if the zoom maneuver terminates at low airspeed, the F-104 is at a tactical disadvantage and vulnerable to follow-up MIG-21 attacks.

(e) Fire Control and Armament. The F-104 fire control system is slightly superior to that of the MIG-21. The two aircraft have equal IR missile capability; however, that of the F-104, with the M61 cannon, has a slight advantage, because of the cannon cyclic rate and accuracy of the sight system. The F-104 ASG-14 radar system is superior to the Range-Only Radar system in the MIG-21.

(6) F-5N and FISHBED E:

(a) Within the performance limits of the aircraft, the F-5 has considerable potential for engaging the MIG-21 in a tactical situation. At altitudes below 15,000 feet, the F-5 has a performance advantage. The tactical engagement can be controlled effectively by the F-5 and if defensive separation is necessary, it can exceed the MIG-21's airspeed envelope below 15,000 feet. The F-5 can closely simulate the MIG-21 up to Mach 1.2 for combat crew training in ACM, dissimilar aircraft engagements.

(b) Acceleration Comparison. The MIG-21 has a slight advantage in afterburner acceleration, and an equal acceleration capacity in military power. The F-5 is limited to Mach 1.25, and the MIG-21 has a distinct performance advantage at higher Mach numbers.
The F-5 has an advantage when operating below 15,000 feet above the .98 IMN, Q limit of the MIG-21.

(c) Turn Comparison. The MIG-21 has a slightly better instantaneous G capability; however, overall turn comparison appears about equal to that of the F-5.

(d) Fire Control Comparison. The F-5 is comparable to the MIG-21 in fire control capability.

(7) RF-101 and FISHBED E:

(a) The most effective defensive maneuver for the RF-101 is an unloaded, maximum power acceleration to above .98 IMN (595 KIAS) below 15,000 feet altitude. A steep descent, 45 degrees or greater, when possible, will provide background IR clutter, increase the acceleration rate, and force the attacking MIG-21 to enter the flight regime where high longitudinal control forces are encountered.

(b) Acceleration Comparison. The MIG-21 has a slight advantage over the RF-101 in afterburner acceleration up to Mach 1.2 at 16,000 feet. The RF-101 is comparable to the MIG-21 in military power acceleration from 300 KIAS to .98 IMN at 15,000 feet.

(c) Turn Comparison. The MIG-21 has a superior turn capability in all flight regimes.

(8) B-66 and FISHBED E:

(a) The B-66 is vulnerable to attack by the MIG-21. Escort protection is mandatory during operation in a high MIG threat area, and B-66 survivability depends upon the escort effectiveness and teamwork.

(b) A 3 G defensive spiral, considered maximum performance for the B-66, will not negate a MIG-21 missile or gun attack. However, the descending spiral will assist the escort in offensively positioning on the attacker and may provide the time required for the escort to perform a diversionary missile launch or obtain a kill.

(9) RF-4C and FISHBED E:

(a) The RF-4C, equipped with a QRC-353A chaff dispenser, can effectively deny radar ranging information for the FISHBED E. As MIG radar lock-on is obtained and QRC-353A is activated, radar lock-on is transferred from the RF-4C to the emitted chaff. The MIG-21, however, can estimate range visually for a missile attack or use the optical sight manual ranging mode for gun firing.
(b) Effective DCM for the RF-4C is the same as for the F-4C/D/E.

B. Operational Limitations of the FISBED E:

(1) Aircraft Performance

(a) Airspeed limit of 595 KIAS, .98 Maf, below 15,000 feet altitude.

(b) High longitudinal control forces below 15,000 feet altitude over 510 KIAS.

(c) Slow engine acceleration.

(d) Excessive airspeed bleed-off during high G maneuvering.

(e) Afterburner puff when engaging or disengaging above 15,000 feet.

(f) Limited range and flight duration in combat conditions.

(2) Stability and Control

(a) Poor directional stability in turbulent flight conditions.

(b) High longitudinal control forces above 510 KIAS, below 15,000 feet altitude.

(c) Adverse yaw and rudder sensitivity during low speed maneuvering.

(3) Fire Control and Armament

(a) Cannon capacity is limited to 60 rounds

(b) Gunsight is not useful when tracking in excess of 3 Gs.

(c) Excessive pipper jitter when firing the cannon.

(d) Electrical cage button for sight is difficult to actuate while preparing to pull the stick grip mounted trigger.

(e) Range Only, X-band, radar is susceptible to chaff and electronic jamming.

(f) Maximum usable sight reticle depression is 95 mils.

(4) Cockpit Environment:

(a) Functional switch and instrument grouping is poor.
(b) Over-the-nose visibility is limited.

(c) Poor visibility through the forward windscreen area.

(d) Restricted rearward visibility.

(e) Cockpit warning lights are located poorly and are difficult to monitor and interpret.

(f) Throttle quadrant controls require concentrated effort to operate.

C. Optimum ACM for defeating the MIG-21 involved orienting an attack towards the 50 degree blind cone in a lag pursuit technique, then converting the attack to pure or lead pursuit for the missile/gun kill. Vertical maneuvering potential of the MIG-21 was not as good as indicated in current EM plots and ACM, in some instances, can exploit this by vertical maneuvering. The 595 knot airspeed limit of the MIG-21 below 15,000 feet can be effectively exploited during DCM to effect separation.

D. ACM, as described and recommended in AFM 3-1 and TACM 51-6, are valid and effective if executed correctly in the proper tactical situation.

E. The MIG-21 has a limited capability in the ground attack role. The 30mm cannon is highly effective against heavy ground equipment (Annex E); however, the 60-round capacity is a limiting factor. Pipper jitter precludes tracking corrections during gun firing and aircraft directional stability is marginal in turbulent firing conditions. The 95 mil pipper depression limit prevents low angle releases of bombs/rockets.

F. Desirable features of the MIG-21 include:

(1) Simplicity of design and operation

(2) Small size, light weight, and maneuverability

(3) Pilot restraint adjustment

(4) Three wheel brake selection with anti-skid protection

(5) Absence of engine exhaust smoke

(6) Lacquer finish that effectively eliminates skin corrosion.

(7) Longitudinal stability without artificial damping

(8) Stabilator automatic positioning, matched with aircraft speed stability.
G. This test was very successful in obtaining a vast amount of invaluable data of an operational nature. Technical publications and intelligence reports could never substitute for the knowledge gained through this test. Obtaining other foreign aircraft, from friendly countries as well as Soviet Bloc countries, and conducting tests such as "HAVE DOUGHNUT" would be of great benefit to the USAF.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. (S/NFD) Formation Tactics and Maneuvers. Overall evaluation of the test as conducted against the MIG-21 and the complete list of USAF fighter aircraft has validated the tactics and maneuvers that are presently outlined in AFM 3-1. Specific tactics for all tactical situations could not be obtained from this limited test. Air combat maneuvers exploiting the limitations and weaknesses of the MIG-21 are summarized for each fighter aircraft as follows:

(1) F-4

(a) Force the engagement to low altitude and maintain high airspeed. Flight below 15,000 feet and maintain at least 450 KCAS.

(b) Retain a high energy level. Accelerate in an unloaded flight condition when necessary.

(c) Establish maximum angle off during DCM with the MIG-21. Establish this high TCA at initial sighting and maintain it with the minimum G required to avoid airspeed bleed-off.

(d) Maneuver in a vertical plane below 15,000 feet and avoid slow-speed reversals. Avoid prolonged, turning, close-in engagements with the MIG-21 and, if necessary, completely disengage to retain a higher energy level for possible reattack.

(e) Exploit the rear hemisphere blind cone of the MIG-21 (50 degree blind cone). Whenever possible, maneuver toward this blind cone, using lag pursuit or rolling maneuvers toward the outside of the turn.

(f) The MIG-21 is extremely difficult to detect visually. Visual scan procedures should be continuously emphasized when in the MIG high-threat area. Pilots of the #2 and #4 aircraft in the four-ship flights should direct their primary effort to visual scanning during an engagement.

(g) Mutual support and teamwork are vital. When mutual support is lost, immediately disengage at high speed (above .98 MMR, or 595 KIAS, below 15,000 feet).

(h) At high airspeeds (595 KCAS) below 15,000 feet, the MIG-21 is ineffective because of pronounced airframe buffet. If the
MIG-21 gains an offensive advantage below 15,000 feet, the F-4 should accelerate to above .98 IMN in a slight turn, increase TCA while maintaining visual contact with the attacker, obtain separation, then position for a head-on attack if all conditions are favorable. If conditions do not permit sufficient separation for a head-on attack, a complete disengagement should be accomplished.

(2) F-105

(a) Maintain maximum airspeed (above 450 KIAS) below 15,000 feet when operating in a high MIG threat area.

(b) Avoid prolonged maneuvering engagements with the MIG-21 at any altitude. Do not allow airspeed to dissipate below 450 KCAS during ACM.

(c) Do not rely on the APR-25 equipment to provide adequate warning of MIG-21 missile attack.

(d) The MIG-21 is extremely difficult to detect visually, and visual scan procedures should be continuously emphasized when in the MIG high threat area.

(e) Mutual support and teamwork should be continually emphasized. Whenever mutual support is lost, immediately disengage and separate (above .98 IMN, 595 KCAS, below 15,000 feet).

(f) If an offensive advantage has been obtained on the MIG-21, maintain at least a 50-knot closure rate and press the attack through the lethal missile envelope to lethal gun range. If a kill cannot be obtained as minimum lethal gun range is reached, separate by performing a descending acceleration (above .98 IMN, or 595 KIAS, below 15,000 feet).

(g) Exploit the 50 degree blind cone in the rear hemisphere of the MIG-21. Whenever possible, maneuver toward this blind cone, utilizing lag pursuit or rolling maneuvers toward the outside of the turn.

(3) F-111

(a) The F-111 should avoid maneuvering engagements with the MIG-21.

(b) At the first indication that an attack by a MIG-21 is imminent or in progress, the F-111 should accelerate to above .98 IMN, or 595 KCAS, below 15,000 feet, and separate.

(c) Very high speed, hit-and-run attacks should be performed by the F-111 against the MIG-21 only if an initially favorable offensive position exists.
(4) F-100

(a) The F-100 should avoid maneuvering engagements with the MIG-21.

(b) If an attack by a MIG-21 is imminent or in progress, the F-100 should maintain mutual support, accelerate to above .98 IMN, or 595 KIAS.

(5) F-104

(a) The F-104 should avoid prolonged maneuvering engagements with the MIG-21.

(b) The F-104 should use only hit-and-run, high-speed attacks on the MIG-21.

(c) If a distinct advantage cannot be maintained in an aerial engagement against the MIG-21, the F-104 should disengage by accelerating to above .98 IMN, or 595 KIAS, below 15,000 feet.

(6) RF-101 and RF-4C: When an attack by a MIG-21 is imminent or in progress against the RF-101 and RF-4C, an immediate acceleration above .98 IMN, or 595 KIAS, below 15,000 feet should be accomplished to effect separation. Only mild "jinking" or turning should be performed to retain visual contact with the MIG-21 until outside of missile range.

(7) B-66: If the B-66 operates in a high MIG threat area, an escort of tactical fighters should be provided. When attacked by a MIG-21, the B-66 should attempt separation is a descending maximum G spiral.

B. Aircraft Modifications

(1) Recommend the automatic acquisition mode of the F-4E APQ-120 radar system be modified to allow automatic acquisition ranges up to five NM.

(2) Recommend equipment capable of positively identifying hostile aircraft be incorporated in tactical weapons systems as soon as possible.

C. Training

An aggressive ACM program should be a required part of combat crew training, replacement training units, and operational continuation training. Dissimilar aircraft should be used for training whenever possible and the F-5N aircraft should be used for simulating the MIG-21 in ACM.
D. Future Exploitation. Recommend the Foreign Technology Division be authorized to aggressively pursue obtaining other foreign aircraft for exploitation in programs similar to HAVE DOUGHNUT. These aircraft should include those from our Allied countries as well as Soviet designed aircraft. Major US aircraft corporations should be allowed to participate in the exploitations if security permits. This would allow our aircraft manufacturers the benefit of seeing the results of foreign technology first hand and give them a better understanding of the competition that we must meet and beat.

8. TEST ENVIRONMENT AND PROCEDURES

A. (S-NFD) Offensive and defensive tactical capabilities of the MIG-21 were assessed during air combat maneuvering with selected tactical aircraft. Basic fighter maneuvers used during this evaluation are described in AFM 3-1.

(1) Offensive Capability. Flight conditions were established for the MIG-21 (attacker) and participating aircraft (defender) which defined a particular attack geometry, airspeed regime, and maneuvering sequence. Attack conditions initially simulated those being employed in SEA environment; however, the attacks were not limited to the high-speed, rear-hemisphere, single-pass type.

(2) Defensive Capability. The MIG-21 established defined flight conditions in a defensive posture and simulated attacks by selected aircraft were accomplished. Defensive maneuvering of the MIG-21 was evaluated by constraining the maneuvering to a definite sequence within defined flight parameters.

B. Operational deficiencies and limitations of the FISHBED E were identified by evaluating system performance in an operational environment.

(1) Comparative performance with selected US tactical aircraft was investigated by:

(a) Acceleration Checks. Level flight acceleration checks with selected tactical aircraft were accomplished. Each aircraft stabilized co-altitude in a line-abreast position with the MIG-21. Power was advanced to military/maximum simultaneously. Results of the qualitative acceleration performance were recorded by each participating pilot, safety chase, and observer.

(b) Zoom Performance. From stabilized flight conditions in a line-abreast formation, power was applied simultaneously and a smooth pitch rate was established to achieve the desired flight path attitude. During the zoom, each aircraft maintained the desired climb angle if separation occurred. Zooms were terminated as the MIG-21 reached a pre-determined minimum airspeed. Relative positioning of each aircraft was recorded on cockpit voice tape during each maneuver.
(2) Stability and control characteristics of the MIG-21 were assessed qualitatively as the aircraft performed air combat maneuvers, including offensive tracking, air-to-ground attack, high speed pursuits, low speed reversals and high G rolls. MIG-21 stability and control investigation during ACM was limited to the normal operational flight regime of the aircraft. Maximum performance maneuvering during certain flight conditions was also evaluated.

(3) The aircraft armament system was analyzed during live cannon firings in an air-to-ground environment. Pipper jitter, tracking characteristics, muzzle flash, and weapons effects were documented. Thirty millimeter high explosive, incendiary cannon shells were used in 10-round links. Prior to cannon firing, the system was dry borted at 1,000 feet range. Characteristics of the tracking index were assessed during ACM and documented under high G flight conditions. Radar capability in cannon and missile mode was investigated during offensive positioning on various target aircraft. RHAW indications during MIG-21 sight radar look-on were investigated by offensive maneuvering with F-105 aircraft using APR-25 equipment.

(4) Cockpit environment of the FISHBED E was assessed by the TAC aircrew participants. Cockpit questionnaires were completed during static ground analysis and immediately after ACM missions. Cockpit qualitative assessment was completed by pilots with minimal aircraft experience and again after considerable exposure to actual cockpit operation.

C. Optimum combat maneuvers to be performed by US tactical aircraft to defeat an attacking MIG-21 were defined during simulated combat engagements.

(1) Initial investigation of DCM was limited to a 1-on-1 situation with maneuvering constrained to a preplanned sequence. Defensive maneuvering progressed to a 1-on-2, and 1-on-4 situation to evaluate element and flight DCM and tactics.

(2) Basic DCM described in AFM 3-1 were performed and their effectiveness assessed. Combinations and variations of these maneuvers were accomplished and the results documented.

D. Air combat maneuvers described in AFM 3-1, TAC publications, and Fighter Weapons Wing lesson plans were performed and the results of each maneuver were assessed. In this manner, a valid analysis of maneuver effectiveness was accomplished.

E. Air-to-ground attacks were performed using the NR-30 30mm cannon. Cannon system, tracking index, and aircraft handling qualities were analyzed and weapon effects were documented.

F. Design features of the MIG-21 were assessed qualitatively by
TAC crews to evaluate the cockpit environment features.

G. Safety:

(1) Mission planning procedures and evaluation flights reflected maximum consideration for flying safety.

(a) Evaluation missions progressed from investigation of MIG-21 weapons system avionics and aircraft handling qualities involving mild maneuvering, to an offensive 1-on-1 situation with moderate ACM, to 1-on-2/4 with maximum performance maneuvering in defensive and offensive modes.

(b) Break-off minimums, as prescribed in AFM 51-6, were considered inviolable.

(c) Safety chase aircraft was required on every test mission. The chase pilot was familiar with all details of the flight, MIG-21 operation, and emergency procedures.

(d) All test missions were conducted in day, VFR flight conditions.

(e) A mobile control officer, familiar with MIG-21 operation and procedures, was required to be on duty during all flight operations.

(f) Aircraft drag chute was used on all landings with the MIG-21.

(g) MIG-21 ground taxiing was reduced to a minimum by towing the aircraft to a position adjacent to the runway for each mission. After each landing, the MIG-21 was shut down immediately after clearing the runway and towed to the hangar area.

H. Mission Planning:

(1) The possibility that the MIG-21 would permanently go out of commission at any time, and that each test flight would be the last, dictated that the following priority be established for the required data:

(a) Air combat maneuvering and comparative performance at low and medium altitudes with:

1. F-4D/E

2. F-105D/F

(b) Quantitative flight testing for performance, stability
and control, and energy maneuverability data.

(c) Continued ACM and comparative performance with selected tactical aircraft.

(2) Prior to each mission involving ACM or comparative maneuvering, all participating aircrews were briefed in detail on each aspect of the mission so that maximum data could be obtained from each flight. Briefing guides as established in TACM 51-4 were followed. The pre-mission briefing was conducted by the project officer or assistant project officer, who also participated in each evaluation mission. ACM engagements were terminated by radio call when the following occurred:

(a) Flight conditions were becoming unsafe.
(b) A neutral, or stand-off, situation was apparent.
(c) A decisive advantage was gained by either participant.
(d) Maneuvering produced the required data.

(3) All participating aircrews were selected on the basis of their demonstrated ability and knowledge of ACM and SEA combat experience. This selectivity provided:

(a) Most qualified aircrews and more meaningful data.
(b) Maximum amount of usable data per tactical sortie.
(c) Maximum degree of safety during tactical analysis.

(4) Evaluation missions were conducted initially with the MIG-21 in an offensive posture to define the attack and comparative performance capability. Defensive combat maneuvering was employed by US tactical aircraft to negate a simulated missile/gun attack and then attempt to achieve an offensive position. All available technical material on the FISHBED E was reviewed to identify suspected deficiencies and limitations of the weapons system. Performance data and energy maneuverability estimates were analyzed to determine the general MIG-21 performance capability. TAC recommended ACM and FISHBED E tactical capability estimates were compared to provide a basis for flight planning.

(5) Mission debriefings were conducted as soon as practical after completion of each mission to provide more valid flight analysis and mission data. The project/assistant project officer participated in each debriefing to insure complete understanding of mission results and data acquired. Simulated "kills" which occurred during ACM reflect mutual agreement by all participants concerned.
(6) To reduce the possibility of a ground mishap, the MIG-21 was towed to and from the active runway. This procedure also prevented unnecessary brake and tire wear associated with taxiing, a primary consideration since spares were not available.

I. Data Acquisition:

(1) Photographic. Maximum photographic documentation was acquired by providing the safety chase aircraft, participating aircraft, and ground monitor with 16mm Canon Scopic motion picture cameras. Gun camera and external pod-mounted cameras were used when possible on selected missions. Cockpit, over-the-shoulder cameras were installed in the MIG-21 to record cockpit conditions during each flight.

(2) Tape Recording. Voice tape recorders were used by the MIG-21, safety chase, and participating aircrews to document each tactical air situation and development. Ground monitors were used to record the UHF communication during comparative flight evaluations. Briefings and debriefings were recorded and summarized daily.

(3) Data Cards. Mission data cards were completed by all participating aircrews during or immediately after each mission. Significant events and pilot qualitative comments were noted.

(4) Cockpit Evaluations. Cockpit questionnaires were completed by participating TAC aircrews. Continued analysis was accomplished as cockpit exposure and familiarization of pilots were gained.

J. Aircraft Modifications for Tactical Evaluation Data:

(1) UHF communications system was installed and the standard VHF equipment was removed. A UHF blade antenna was added.

(2) Representative combat configuration was achieved by fabricating two wooden wing pylons and attaching a LAU-7A missile launcher to each. One AIM-9B training missile was then attached to each launcher.

(3) A voice tape recorder was placed on the right rear cockpit console and a communications lead was connected to the pilot's headset and microphone for providing necessary inputs.

(4) Other modifications for quantitative flight test data included:
(a) Oscilloscope - 10 channel
(b) Over-the-shoulder cameras (2)
(c) Photo panel
(d) X band beacon
(e) Stopwatch

(5) Standard US instruments were installed:

(a) Airspeed indicator
(b) Calibrated Machmeter
(c) Altimeter

9. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

(S-NFD) One hundred and two total sorties were accumulated on the MIG-21 by all participating agencies. Table 1-3 summarizes these sorties by mission, participating aircraft, and flight duration. USAF tactical evaluation of the FISHBED E was accomplished on 35 sorties. Annex A summarizes the results of each tactical mission.

A. Offensive and defensive tactical capability of the FISHBED E was analyzed and comparative performance with selected tactical aircraft was evaluated.

(1) F-4:

(a) Acceleration. Comparative acceleration checks with the F-4 and MIG-21 were accomplished on missions 1, 2, 13 and 53. Average fuel load for the F-4 aircraft during the acceleration performance evaluations was 8,500 pounds and the FISHBED E averaged approximately 3,800 pounds.

1. Qualitative acceleration performance obtained during mission 1 with both aircraft (F-4D and MIG-21) in a clean configuration indicated that the F-4 could maintain a close wing position as the MIG-21 accelerated at 10,000 feet in military power from 300 KIAS to 400 KIAS. Excess power would enable the F-4 to accelerate ahead of the FISHBED E at any time. During afterburner accelerations at 10,000 feet from 300 KIAS to 550 KIAS, the F-4D could maintain close formation with the MIG-21 and excess power was available which would permit the F-4 to accelerate ahead. As 550 KIAS was obtained at 10,000 feet, airframe buffeting of the MIG-21 became severe. Speed brake effectiveness of the MIG-21 and F-4 was about equal and during deceleration at 10,000 feet
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Man</th>
<th>Flight No.</th>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Primary Chase Acft</th>
<th>Participating Acft</th>
<th>Tactics Test Acft</th>
<th>Comparative Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>With F4D - 2 accel, 2 decel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>With F4 - 2 accel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>With F105 - 2 accel, With F4 - zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>F4B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>(N/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F4B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F4J</td>
<td>(N/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>With F4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>F4E</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F105D</td>
<td>2 Accel, decel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F105D</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F4J</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>Accel, 2 zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>APFTC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td>(N/A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>APFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td>(N/A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man No</td>
<td>Flt Dur</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Mission</td>
<td>Primary Chase Aoft</td>
<td>Participating Aoft</td>
<td>Comparative Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>22 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>23 Feb</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>23 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1 A6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>24 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>24 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>4 F4D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>24 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>2 F4J 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>25 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>25 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>1 F100D 1 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>25 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>1 A4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>26 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1 F111A 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>26 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1 A7A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>27 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>27 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1 F4E</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>27 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F4B</td>
<td>2 F8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0:55</td>
<td>28 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0:55</td>
<td>28 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>28 Feb</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>28 Feb</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>29 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>2 F4J</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>29 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>1 F4E</td>
<td>1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flt No</td>
<td>Dur</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Mission</td>
<td>Primary Chase Aoft</td>
<td>Participating Aoft No</td>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>1 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F4B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>1 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>1 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>2 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F4B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F4J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>2 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>2 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F4E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>3 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>F4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>3 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>3 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>F4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>0:47</td>
<td>4 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F4E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>4 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>4 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>7 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>TAC/USN</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>0:55</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>9 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>10 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men No</td>
<td>Flt Dur</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Mission</td>
<td>Primary Chase Acft</td>
<td>Participating Acft</td>
<td>Initial Posture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>10 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>T39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>11 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN EI</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>0:05</td>
<td>11 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>12 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>12 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>12 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>14 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>T38</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>15 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>15 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RF101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F4J</td>
<td>2 F4J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>18 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>AFPTC</td>
<td>T38</td>
<td>2 F4J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>2 F8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>19 Mar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>AFPTC</td>
<td>T38</td>
<td>1 F105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>1 F104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>20 Mar</td>
<td>AFPTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon No</td>
<td>Flt</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Mission</td>
<td>Primary Chase Aoft</td>
<td>Participating Aoft No</td>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>20 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F4J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>21 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>USN E1</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>22 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>USN E1</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>23 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>USN E1</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>24 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>USN/E1</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>25 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>F106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>26 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>F106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>F106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>27 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man No</td>
<td>Flt Dur</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Mission</td>
<td>Primary Chase Acft</td>
<td>Participating Acft No</td>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>27 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td></td>
<td>USN/EI Chaff</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RF-4C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>29 Mar</td>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>F4D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>30 Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on mission 1, both aircraft remained in the same relative position after opening speed brakes simultaneously. Idle power comparison resulted in much greater F-4D deceleration.

2. Military and afterburner power accelerations were accomplished at 30,000 feet on mission 2. Close formation was maintained by the F-4 with 95 percent power during the military power acceleration. When afterburner was used by the MIG-21, the F-4D maintained close formation with less than full afterburner power. Excess power was available for the F-4 to separate.

3. Acceleration performance was again evaluated on mission 13. Armament pylons were installed on stations 2 and 8 of the F-4D. At 10,000 feet, in military power, the F-4 was superior in acceleration performance, requiring 38 seconds to reach 450 KCAS as compared to 51 seconds for the MIG-21. Both aircraft initially were stabilized line abreast at 300 KIAS. At 40,000 feet, accelerating from 260 KIAS line abreast in a descending full afterburner maneuver, the F-4D gained the lead position starting at 1.1 IMN. At 1.2 IMN, the F-4D was 300 feet ahead of the MIG-21.

4. With both aircraft in a combat configuration during checks on mission 53, the F-4 accelerated better in military and afterburner power at 20,000 feet. Afterburner acceleration performance at 25,000 feet demonstrated F-4 superiority up to 1.1 IMN. Combat configuration for the MIG-21 included two AIM-9B missiles and centerline pylon. The F-4D was configured with armament pylons, stations 2 and 8, four AIM-9B missiles and a centerline camera pod.

5. Below 15,000 feet, the MIG-21 encounters pronounced airframe buffet at .92-.98 IMN. As this flight regime is entered, airframe buffeting begins translating through the cockpit rudder bars and is evidenced by a rudder buzz. As airspeed is increased, the buffeting becomes severe and causes instrument panel vibration to the point that cockpit instruments are unreadable. The aircraft, at this point, is unusable as a weapons system. Manually opening the intake shutter doors does not produce a significant change in the buffet onset. The only recourse available to the pilot for eliminating the buffet is to reduce speed until the buffet stops.

(b) Zoom Comparison:

1. The F-4, clean configuration with 8,500 pounds of fuel, versus the MIG-21, clean, 1,900 liters (3365 lbs) of fuel. Starting at .80 IMN, 15,000 feet MSL, and zooming at 30 degree flight path angle, the F-4 demonstrated significantly superior performance in military power (mission 13, Annex A). Under these same conditions, in an afterburner zoom, the F-4 gained 4,000 feet more altitude and terminated with 20 to 30 KCAS airspeed advantage over the MIG-21.
2. The F-4, with four AIM-9B missiles and 8,500 pounds of fuel, versus the MIG-21, clean, starting at .9 IMN, 10,000 feet MSL, in afterburner power, again demonstrated superior performance and gained 1,500 to 2,000 feet, terminating with 30 KIAS advantage over the MIG-21 (refer to mission 40, Annex A).

3. An afterburner zoom was conducted with the F-4 configured with four AIM-9B's and a camera pod centerline, totaling 17 units of drag (this compares to the MI0 CAP configuration used in SEA), refer to mission 56, Annex A. The MIG-21 was configured with two AIM-9B missiles simulating ATOLL missiles. Conditions were 20,000 feet MSL, .90 IMN, full afterburner power, 40 degree pitch attitude established. The F-4 terminated the maneuver with a slight advantage (1,000 feet and 20 KIAS).

4. Technical and performance data available supports a conclusion that the MIG-21 has a superior zoom capability, especially from 20,000 feet up. Qualitative tests results indicated that this was not the case and the F-4, with comparable configurations, was found to be superior to the MIG-21 in zoom capability at subsonic speeds terminating at altitudes up to 35,000 feet.

(c) Turn Comparison:

1. Refer to Supplement 2 of HAVE DOUGHNUT Vol I for the quantitative data on the MIG-21 performance from AFFTC flights conducted concurrently with the Phase II tactical evaluation.

2. The VN charts for the MIG-21 appear to be valid and at any airspeed the MIG-21 can generate more instantaneous G than the F-4, up to the point of structural limitations. Qualitative data shows that the MIG-21 loses airspeed more rapidly in a high G, full afterburner or military power turn than the F-4. For example, with comparable configurations, fuel load, altitude, airspeed and G, the F-4 consistently completes 180-degree turns with an average of 70 KIAS speed advantage. This occurs up to and including 35,000 feet MSL/1.35 IMN. It was demonstrated that prolonged, maneuvering engagements should not be attempted by an F-4 against the MIG-21. Despite the fact that the MIG-21 loses airspeed more rapidly than the F-4 in a turn, the MIG-21 can generate more G at a lower airspeed than the F-4.

(d) ACM:

1. The F-4 must capitalize on those performance areas where an advantage exists and maintain a high airspeed (450 KCAS or .9 IMN minimum), play the vertical (zooms and dives, get very high airspeed in the dive), force the fight to below 15,000 feet, and press a close-in attack only when a distinct advantage is held. Below 15,000 feet, at airspeeds above 510 KIAS, the MIG-21 encounters heavy longitudinal control forces. This limit is particularly significant below 10,000 feet.
feet above 540 KIAS, where maximum G available cannot be obtained to the longitudinal flight control limit.

2. On four occasions (missions 43, 46, 47 and 48), the test aircraft was set up with an overtake speed between 50 and 100 KIAS inside a 60-degree tail cone of the F-4, at a range of 6,000 to 12,000 feet. The F-4 entered a 6 G, descending spiral, maintaining 450 KCAS, and denied the MiG-21 the capability to achieve a "kill". In all cases, if mutual support had been available, the MiG-21 would have had to disengage immediately or be vulnerable to a kill from the supporting F-4. If the FISHBED E chose to follow the F-4 below 15,000 feet in this spiral maneuver, it was unable to match the turn performance of the F-4 and maintain a high airspeed. Therefore, the F-4 was successful in DCM by:

a. Performing an unloaded acceleration to above .96 IMN, below 15,000 feet, for a complete disengagement.

b. If re-engagement was desirable after separation, reverse after separating 2 to 3 NM and employ all-aspect missiles.

e) Radar Signature:

1. A total of 24 radar intercept sorties was accomplished by the F-4 to evaluate the MiG-21 radar signature characteristics. The smallest radar cross section occurred from the head-on aspect, and average detection range was 20 NM. Lock-on averaged 15 NM from the head-on aspect. From a tail-on aspect, ranges increased to 25 NM and 17 NM, respectively. From abeam, or 90-degree aspect, the range for acquisition and lock-on increased to 35 and 28 NM, respectively. Target altitude was determined to be a consideration only because ground clutter at lower altitude complicated the radar target recognition problem.

2. Comparison of APQ-109 (F-4D) radar detection ranges and those of the APQ-120 (F-4E) revealed that the APQ-109 acquired the MiG-21 at 5-10 percent greater range. The source of such a small deviation over a limited sampling is difficult to define. It should be recognized, however, that the increased beam width of the APQ-120, necessitated by a redesigned radar reflector to be compatible with the internal gun of the F-4E, decreases the amount of power that can be concentrated on target. Therefore, a slight degradation in range performance is to be expected.

3. Neither the F-4D nor F-4E is currently equipped with a suitable low altitude or look down capability against airborne targets. It, therefore, becomes evident that both aircraft (and the F-4D as well) are vulnerable, from a radar detection standpoint, to low front quarter and head-on attacks. Because of this limitation,
visual look-out remains the primary threat detection sensor. The automatic acquisition mode of the APQ-120 radar, while definitely easing the radar detection and look-on problem, is virtually useless to the crew in the situation under discussion because the range gate in the automatic acquisition mode sweeps out to a range of only 12,500 feet maximum. By the time a front seat acquisition can be made on a visual target, it is very probable that insufficient range will remain to permit offensive action in the form of an AIM-9 missile launch. Further, in a turning engagement following visual identification of the threat aircraft, ranges in excess of 12,500 feet will frequently be encountered. Automatic acquisition, considered in a sterile environment, can be considered a significant advantage to the aircrew. However, the foregoing circumstances indicate that under realistic conditions the capability for auto acquisition actually increases, rather than decreases, the requirement for close crew coordination. A modification of the existing APQ-120 automatic acquisition capability to provide selection of a maximum range of 30,000 feet is desirable.

(f) Radar Technique and Discussion. In the F-4D, use of the MAP B mode for radar search will provide slightly increased detection ranges over RDR, 1 Bar. However, it is likely that due to the tightly focused radar beam in MAP B mode, a slightly decreased detection probability exists. RDR, 3 Bar, will probably prove ineffective, due to the infrequent illumination of the target. The transmitter beam width of the APQ-120 in the RDR mode is 6.7 degrees, as compared to 4.7 degrees in the APQ-109. Accordingly, the signal applied to the B-sweep of the APQ-120 during acquisition and look-on widens the sweep to 6.7 degrees. A target at long range occupies a very small portion of that 6.7 degree beam and sweep. It is subsequently badly distorted and broken up in the B sweep until a relatively strong target signal is available for display. The result is that when searching for an airborne target with the APQ-120 in the RDR mode, the target, although displayed on the scope, is easily mistaken for receiver noise when initially displayed. Therefore, the best results can be obtained in the MAP mode of the APQ-120.

(2) F-105

(a) Acceleration. On missions 3 and 8, acceleration in both military and afterburner in one G flight show the F-105 to be comparable to the MIG-21, up to 1.05 MN and altitudes of 15,000 feet. The MIG-21 configuration was clean and the F-105 was clean with 10,000 pounds of fuel remaining. The MIG-21 gained a position 200 feet ahead of the F-105 in military acceleration from 350 to 500 KIAS. The MIG-21 gained a position 500 to 1,000 feet ahead of the F-105 in the afterburner accelerations from 400 KIAS to 1.05 MN at 15,000 feet MSL. Therefore, the two aircraft are about equal in acceleration performance under the stated conditions.
(b) Turn Comparison. The MIG-21 has a better turn capability than the F-105 at all airspeeds. This holds true at all altitudes except below 10,000 feet and airspeeds above 540 KIAS, where the MIG-21 cannot obtain maximum performance due to stabilator limitations. The MIG-21 has a better instantaneous G capability, better sustained G capability, and approximately the same airspeed bleed off rate at high G loads.

(c) It was shown during ACM (missions 8, 9, 50 and 72) that the F-105 should not pursue a maneuvering engagement with the MIG-21. If the F-105 has an initial offensive position, he can continue to maneuver for a "kill" provided he maintains at least 450 KCAS. Once the initiative is lost by the F-105 in an engagement, an immediate separation should be accomplished by accelerating to above 595 KCAS below 15,000 feet.

(d) RHAW. On missions 50 and 72, the APR-25 Radar Homing and Warning gear was evaluated with the MIG-21 Range Only Radar. During this limited evaluation, the APR-25 was unable to detect lock-on by the MIG-21 radar outside of five kilometers. The average detection range indicated by the APR-25 was 3-1/2 kilometers or 11,484 feet, which can be inside the maximum firing range of the ATOLL missile system, depending on altitude. On more than one occasion, radar passes by the MIG-21 were undetected by the APR-25 until well within the optimum missile firing range. It is apparent that the APR-25 is an aid for detecting MIG-21 radar lock-on; however, it should not be relied upon as a primary detection device. Visual look-around and scan procedures continue to be the most reliable means for detecting an attack.

(3) F-111

(a) Mission 27 was accomplished with the F-111 to determine the optimum F-111 DCM. An immediate turn by the F-111 at maximum MIG detection range, followed by a low magnitude "jinking" acceleration to minimum altitude and maximum Mach was the only effective defensive maneuver.

(b) APS-109. The APS-109 equipment was evaluated during mission 99 with the F-111 and the MIG-21 Range Only Radar. The APS-109 produced clear audio and strobe indications when the MIG-21 radar locked on the F-111 aircraft. During this limited evaluation of the APS-109 system, it was noted that the maximum detection range for MIG-21 radar lock-on was five kilometers, and the average range detection was 3-1/2 kilometers. This equates to 11,484 feet, which is inside the maximum range capability of the ATOLL missile system. Therefore, while the APS-109 system is an aid for detecting the MIG-21 Range-Only Radar lock-on, it should not be utilized as the primary means of detection. Visual look-around and scan procedures remain the best means of detecting an attack.
(4) F'-100

(a) The F-100 was evaluated with the MIG-21 on mission 25. The F-100 was able to force overshoot and negate close-in, gun-tracking attacks by the MIG-21 through DCM involving high G rolls, nose-high, maximum-performance reversals, and hard turns to a break. This type of maneuvering is "last-ditch" type for the F-100, and a followup attack by the MIG-21 would have been successful. The limited Mach of the MIG-21 below 15,000 feet (0.98 Mach, 595 KIAS), dictates that the F-100 use 595 KIAS as minimum separation speed.

(b) Flight integrity and teamwork represent the best possible tactics for engaging the MIG-21 in offensive action. The need for an excellent visual scan/look-out pattern cannot be over-emphasized. If the F-100 is in an offensive position on the MIG-21 at low altitude, a kill probably can be obtained by maneuvering toward the MIG-21's blind cone. However, without a speed advantage, vertical or high G maneuvering would rapidly change the F-100's offensive position to one of defense. Results of Mission 25 indicate that the F-100 should avoid air-to-air engagements with MIG-21 aircraft when the initial conditions are not optimum. Defensive separation, when required, should be performed at low altitude, above 595 KIAS.

(c) Turn Comparison. The MIG-21 has a slight advantage in turn capability at all airspeeds and altitudes tested. The sustained G capabilities of the MIG-21 are significantly better.

(5) F'-5N. The F-5N was evaluated with the MIG-21 on mission 87.

(a) Acceleration. The F-5 demonstrated superior acceleration capabilities in military and afterburner power at low altitude (15,000 feet) up to the Q limit of the MIG-21. The MIG-21 had a superior unloaded acceleration capability to 1.2 IMN, the maximum obtainable Mach of the F-5.

(b) Zoom Comparison. Starting from 10,000 feet, 0.9 Mach using full afterburner in a 30-degrees pitch zoom, the MIG-21 had slightly better performance.

(c) Turn Comparison. The F-5N and MIG-21 are closely matched in turn capability between .9 and 1.2 IMN. The MIG-21 has more instantaneous G available below .9 IMN; however, the F-5N has a slightly better sustained G capability. Therefore, the two aircraft have comparable turn capability.

(d) General. During ACM, the F-5 and MIG-21 performed the same maneuvers during the engagement on mission 87. Because of the small size of both aircraft, visual acquisition was difficult. The restrictions to visibility in the MIG-21 caused loss of visual contact and a resultant "kill" position was obtained by the F-5. The turn,
zoom, and acceleration capabilities were closely matched and the results of the ACM were determined by pilot tactical proficiency rather than superior aircraft performance. Radar returns of the MIG-21 and F-5 are nearly equal. The F-5 can exceed the low altitude Q limit of the MIG-21 and has a better cockpit visibility. The F-5's slow speed maneuverability and fuel specifics are comparable to the MIG-21.

(e) Training. The F-5 performance envelope makes it an excellent training vehicle for simulating the MIG-21 aircraft. Its small silhouette, acceleration, zoom, and turn performance closely approximate the MIG-21. Exposure of combat crews to air combat training against the F-5N would significantly aid aircrews in actual combat with the MIG-21 aircraft.

(6) RF-101. The RF-101 was evaluated with the MIG-21 on mission 68.

(a) Acceleration. Acceleration showed the RF-101 to be equal to the MIG-21 in subsonic military acceleration at or below 15,000 feet. With the same initial conditions, the MIG-21 was slightly superior when performing an afterburner acceleration from 350 KIAS to 1.1 TAN. The RF-101 is capable of accelerating above the Q limit of the MIG-21 below 15,000 feet.

(b) Turn Comparison. The MIG-21 has a superior turn capability when compared to the RF-101, which was demonstrated on all encounters flown during the one evaluation flight. Results show the RF-101, when under attack by a MIG-21, should accelerate immediately to above .98 TAN, 595 KIAS, in a steep dive, below 15,000 feet, and separate from the attacker.

(7) B-66. B-66 defensive maneuvering was evaluated on mission 78.

(a) Acceleration. The MIG-21 is far superior in acceleration at all altitudes and the B-66 Mach limitation is well below the Q limit of the MIG-21 below 15,000 feet.

(b) Turn. The last-ditch maneuver of a high G, descending spiral performed by the B-66 failed to negate an attack by the MIG-21. This still appears to be the best possible maneuver for the B-66 to accomplish when under attack of a MIG-21. If the B-66 operates in a MIG-21 high threat area, close fighter escort should be provided so the high G spiral DCM would permit the escorting aircraft to achieve a "kill" position on the MIG attacker.

(8) RF-4C. The QRC-353A was evaluated on mission 98 utilizing an RF-4C. During this limited evaluation, it was determined that the QRC-353A is effective in denying radar range information to the MIG-21
during an attack. Each time the MIG-21 Range-Only Radar locked on to the RP-4C and the QRC-353A chaff dispenser was activated, radar lock-on was transferred to the chaff, thus denying range information to the MIG-21 radar system. Even though radar range was denied the MIG-21 radar system, the MIG-21 pilot could still perform an effective ATOLL missile attack and follow-up gun attack on the RP-4C, using visual range estimation or manual sight ranging.

B. MIG-21 Cockpit Evaluation

(1) General. The MIG-21F-13 cockpit reflects the Soviet philosophy of engineering simplicity. Functional grouping of switches, controls, instruments, and warning lights is poor and gives the cockpit a cluttered appearance. Results of cockpit evaluation by TAC project personnel are summarized in Annex D. The poor grouping of switches and controls causes the necessity for close pilot attention when some cockpit action is required. However, the overall design simplicity of aircraft systems generally requires little pilot monitoring or control.

(2) Support Requirements. Ground-handling equipment is minimal and includes that required for over-the-wing refueling and reservicing of gasoline, lubricants, gaseous oxygen, and high pressure air. Filler ports and access panels are readily accessible and aircraft turn-round time frequently was 30 minutes. Battery starts are possible; however, an external power source was normally used during this evaluation.

(3) Cockpit Entry and Pilot Seat. A ladder is necessary to enter the cockpit. The pilot steps onto the seat, which contains the seat-type parachute, and must support himself on the canopy rails as he carefully positions his feet on the rudder bars. He then lowers himself into the seat. Great care must be taken as the pilot positions his feet on the rudder bars because the limited space between the leg restraint mechanism, the center pedestal, and the lower instrument panel. Rudder bars are manually adjusted by maintenance personnel before the pilot enters. Seat comfort is marginal because of the parachute harness back strap arrangement. This was alleviated somewhat on some missions by putting a foam rubber cushion between the harness and the pilot's back. Seat positioning optimizes pilot body posture so that high G loads are more easily tolerated by the pilot. The legs and buttocks are positioned on the same level, which reduces the tendency for blood to pool in the lower body areas as G forces are applied. Seat adjustment is accomplished by an electric actuator which moves the seat up and down. Visibility during taxi operation is poor because of limited over-the-nose visibility and reduced visual acuity through the sight combining glass, the bulletproof glass slab, and the forward windscreen. Canopy/head clearance causes head movement restrictions. Ejection triggers on each armrest are easy to operate and are readily accessible. Donning the parachute and integral seat restraint harness takes one to two minutes. Each leg strap on the seat-type parachute must be positioned over the leg and threaded through a harness loop and
The seat pan slot at the rear of the seat, then into a central harness connector. Finally, the pilot snaps the right shoulder strap into the connector and attaches the oxygen, G-suit, and communications leads. The personnel lead group, although bulky, does not restrict pilot movement or cause discomfort, once attached. A ratchet handle located on the right side of the seat allows the pilot to tighten the harness and restraint mechanism to a high tension. Shoulder harness slack may be adjusted by a release/locking lever located on the left side of the pilot's seat.

(4) Canopy and Controls:

(a). The canopy is pneumatically operated by controls within the cockpit and externally accessible from the left forward nose section. The pilot positions two levers in the cockpit to close and lock the canopy. There is no warning light to indicate a canopy-unlocked condition. Care must be taken when opening the canopy so as not to apply pneumatic pressure to the actuator before the locking mechanism has fully released. Improper opening technique on one occasion caused the canopy to snap open forcefully and become disengaged at the forward hinge point.

(b). The canopy is designed to semi-encapsulate the pilot during normal ejection sequence. Alternate controls allow for separate jettison of the canopy.

(5) Switchology

(a) General. With slight slack in the shoulder harness, all switches and controls can be actuated by the pilot. If the shoulder harness is locked in the fully-retracted position, the pilot has some difficulty reaching the forward left and right extremities, i.e., the landing gear panel indicator light dimmer control. Placards for switches located on the right vertical console are positioned above each respective switch, while placards on the left are positioned below each switch. This inconsistency is confusing to an inexperienced MIG-21 pilot and causes identification difficulty. Guards and covers for switches and buttons are good.

(b) Armament Switches. Controls, switches, and monitoring lights for bombs, rockets, cannon, and missiles are located randomly throughout the cockpit. Despite this scattered switch arrangement, very little pilot action is required to set up the desired armament. When converting from missile to gun attack, the pilot must reposition the following:

1. Missile - Cannon switch to cannon.

2. Sight cage lever - Uncage (this can be accomplished by alternate use of the electrical cage function).
(6) Instrument Panel

(a) Grouping of flight instruments is poor, as pilot crosscheck requires total panel scan instead of localized scanning. Each meter, vertical speed, and turn indicator are positioned on the right half of the instrument panel, and attitude indicator, airspeed, altimeter, and compass are on the left. Engine instrument grouping is good. The engine monitoring gages (tachometer, EGT, oil pressure and fuel totalizer) are located on the right lower half of the instrument panel. Readability and interpretation of these instruments is good.

(b) Warning lights are poorly located and difficult to interpret. The gear warning light is positioned on the lower left panel; the marker beacon, nose cone, stabilizer ratio, and trim warning placards are in the center panel; fire warning and other lights are in the upper right portion of the panel. Dimness of the warning lights, even at full intensity, causes interpretation difficulty. Color coding is inconsistent throughout the warning/monitor indications and a red colored teletite may or may not indicate a normal condition. The monitoring and warning light system is adequate for providing vital information to the pilot.

(7) Console and Pedestal. Controls and switches located on left and right consoles and center pedestal were generally rated good to fair. Identification and accessibility of switches on the center pedestal was marginal because of the control stick position which blocked the pilot's view. Left console switches were provided with a gang bar to facilitate pilot actuation. Switches are arranged so that the ON position is either a forward or upward movement of the switch control. Pressure gages on the vertical side panels and forward vertical instrument subpanels were difficult to interpret.

(8) Emergency Controls. Manual control of nose cone, stabilator ratio and intake shutters provides pilot override capability for these normally automatic systems. Emergency airstart and landing gear controls are adequate, but require concentrated effort to actuate. An emergency hydraulic pumping unit is incorporated for limited stabilator control after loss of primary and boost system. This system is manually selected by the pilot. Aileron control can be effected by manual action if the boost system is lost.

(9) Stick Grip. Speed brake, gunsight electrical cage, and trim armament fire buttons are located on the control stick grip. Actuation of electrical cage when pressing the trigger is somewhat awkward but does not necessarily limit the pilot's ability to operate the systems. The brake handle arrangement is poor and represents antiquated design.

(10) Throttle Quadrant. Throttle controls were rated good to fair. The positive lock lever for idle is good as inadvertent stop-locking levers cause difficulty for the pilot because of the determined effort required to engage and disengage afterburner power.
C. FISHBED E Armament and Fire Control System:

(1) General. Poor forward visibility degrades the overall effectiveness of the FISHBED E weapons system. The tracking index, fire control systems, and armament can be effectively employed only when the pilot retains visual contact of the target. Targets were frequently unobserved, or could not be visually spotted, caused by the sight combining glass, the bulletproof glass slab, and the forward windscreen.

(2) Switchology. The overall cockpit switchology evaluation, including armament and avionics controls, is presented in section 9b. During air-to-ground attack mission, the pilot generally has enough time to position switches as required. The air-to-air switchology requirements to initially set up the systems are more difficult and pilot actions are excessive. It is possible, however, to convert from a missile attack to a gun attack with one switching movement.

(3) Gun. The NR-30, 30mm cannon is limited to a capacity of 60 rounds. Gun rate of fire was not established; however, published estimates are 850 rounds/minute, which provides for a total firing of 4.2 seconds. Estimated muzzle velocity is about 2,560 feet/second. During gun fire, piper jitter is excessive, about 20 mils, and tracking correction during gunfire is not possible. Muzzle flash can be seen during daytime conditions from a range of 3 miles. Results of air-to-ground attack on a bulldozer are depicted in Annex D. It is estimated that 2 rounds of H3I impacted the vehicle and rendered it irreparable. The bulldozer was in operational condition before this attack, although the blade had been removed. No cannon malfunctions were encountered during the cannon firing missions.

(4) Gunsight:

(a) Manual ranging of the gunsight cannot be smoothly and precisely performed. System hysteresis and friction make it virtually impossible to prevent overcontrol of the sight reticle diameter size with the throttle twist grip.

(b) Piper jitter during cannon firing is in excess of 20 mils.

(c) Gyro drift when tracking air targets is excessive. G loads greater than 2.5 cause the sight reticle to drift to a point near the bottom of the sight combining glass. At very high G loads, the sight reticle disappears entirely.

(d) Sight electrical caged function is sluggish and slow to respond. During air-to-air tracking, it is necessary to hold the electrical cage button (on the stick grip) until radar lock-on occurs. The electrical cage button is poorly positioned and difficult to actuate when preparing to fire the gun.
(e) Sight Depression Limit. FISHEDE E over-the-nose visibility restrictions limit the useful mil depression to 94 mils. Large lead angles during air-to-ground attacks with bombs, gun, or rockets are not available. It is not possible to depress the gunsight in the gun mode of operation as may be required for ground attack at long slant ranges.

D. Desirable Characteristics Incorporated in the MIG-21F-13 FISHEDE C/E Weapon System:

(1) General. The MIG-21F-13 clear-air-mass, day fighter/interceptor was introduced into operational Soviet units in 1960. This weapons system incorporates several excellent design features which are summarized in the following discussion. As future US tactical fighter aircraft requirements are formulated, consideration should be given to these desirable features and qualities of Soviet technology. Extrapolation of Soviet 1960 state-of-the-art projected to the 1970 time period has significant impact on future US tactical fighter requirements and desired capabilities.

(2) Simplicity. Maintenance requirements are minimized by system design simplicity. Ground-handling equipment includes only that required for servicing fuel, lubricant, oxygen, and high pressure air. Filler ports are easily accessible and reserving time is minimal. Access hatches to facilitate maintenance are numerous and specialized heavy equipment is not required for routine support and maintenance of the MIG-21F-13. Attachment 1, Annex B, summarizes the maintenance discrepancies that developed during this 102-sortie evaluation. For comparative analyses, Attachments 2 and 3, Annex B, summarize those noted for participating F-4D project aircraft. Pilot cockpit tasks are minimized by engineering simplicity of aircraft systems. The pilot is not required to devote excessive time and attention to monitoring aircraft systems. He then is afforded the luxury of devoting maximum attention outside the cockpit to evaluate a developing air situation. Ease of system operation, simple cockpit procedures, and minimum system monitoring enhance pilot performance during a tactical engagement.

(3) Size. The small frontal area provides a low probability of visual or radar detection of the MIG-21 in a head/tail-on aspect. The MIG-21 pilot can use the quality to his advantage for reduced detection during patrol or attack. After initial visual detection of the MIG-21, it is necessary to "padlock" or remain visually fixed on the aircraft to prevent losing contact. US tactical aircraft of comparable size are the F-104 and F-5.

(4) Light Weight. Operational weight of the FISHEDE C/E, configured with 60 rounds of 30mm ammunition and two ATOLL missiles, is 16,250 pounds. Although not demonstrated, it is possible to operate
the MIG-21 weapon system from soft runways, i.e., snow, dirt, sod, etc. Tire consumption rate is comparatively low and 50 landings are normally available from main gear tires. During this evaluation, one set of tires accumulated 53 landings and could probably have been extended to 60.

(5) Cockpit Environment:

(a) Seat. Aircrew seat positioning of the MIG-21 enhances the pilot's ability to sustain high G loads. Because of the semi-reclining pilot posture, with legs slightly elevated, blood pooling in the lower body extremities is reduced. This results in pilot ability to function more adequately under high G conditions. Figure 1-4 depicts MIG-21 aircrew position as compared to that in the F-4, F-104, and F-105.

(b) Seat Restraint. A ratchet assembly adjacent to the seat armrest provides the pilot with a means of tightening the restraint harness to a high tension. This tightening process can be accomplished quickly with one hand, a feature not incorporated in any present tactical fighter aircraft.

(c) Ejection System. By semi-encapsulating the pilot with the canopy during ejection, high speed bailouts are possible without serious pilot injury. The system is designed to operate at speeds up to 595 knots at sea level and up to Mach 2.05 at altitude. From all indications, this ejection system is extremely effective and reliable. Figure 1-5 illustrates the ejection system sequence.

(d) Armor. The MIG-21 pilot is protected by armor plating as indicated below:

- Headrest .68 inches thick
- Rear plate .63 inches thick
- Front plate .4 inches thick
- Glass shield 2.5 inches thick

Review of all available gun camera film indicates that, although the MIG-21 has a tendency to explode when hit by cannon/missile fire, the pilot ejects successfully in most cases. Effectiveness of this armor plating contributes to the high pilot survivability rate.

(e) Armament (Cannon). The lethality of the 30mm cannon was demonstrated during a simulated ground attack mission. The target for the strafing attack was a standard, US manufactured bulldozer. The bulldozer was rendered inoperative and irreparable after being hit with two rounds of 30mm HEI ammunition. The 20mm cannon used by U.S. tactical fighters would not have caused a comparable degree of damage.
1. The pilot squeezes the armrest triggers, activating the firing mechanism for the shoulder harness and the seat ejection.

2. After seat moves 1.5 inch, the drogue chute firing mechanism is engaged, drives out the canopy plug and pushes out the chute.

3. The seat engages the canopy covering the pilot. The timing mechanism starts.

4. The drogue turns the seat for deceleration forces.

5. The mast with the drogue chute is disengaged and the front canopy locks release.

6. The canopy is turned up and disengaged from the seat. Pilot restraint locks are released.

7. Pilot's chute opens automatically at 13,100 feet (4000 meters).

**Figure 1-5**

EJECTION SEQUENCE

(S-Op-3)
(f) **Head Up Display.** The following information is presented to the MiG-21 pilot in the form of a head up display: target radar lock-on, target in range, over-G condition for missile launch and target breakaway (minimum range). Although lacking in sophistication, the presentation provides the MiG-21 pilot with required information in a manner which is simple and effective.

(g) **Wheel Brakes.** A three-wheel braking system has been incorporated in the MiG-21 design. The nose wheel can be selected at the pilot's option. This increases the total system braking energy by 23%. After landing gear retraction, an automatic feature applies the wheel brakes to prevent rotation while in the wheel wells.

(h) **Navigation Lights.** Individual navigation light bulbs are cooled by bleed-off airflow. This cooling procedure has the effect of prolonging the life of a bulb and reduces failure.

(i) **Engine:**

1. **Smoke Trail.** At the start of this evaluation, the MiG-21 produced no tell-tale black smoke trail from the engine at any power setting. This quality was extremely noticeable during the evaluation, as in many instances, visual detection of the MiG-21 was possible only by acquiring the smoke trail of the US chase aircraft in close proximity, then by restricting visual search to the immediate area. A vivid contrast of comparative engine burning qualities was apparent as the F-4 and MiG-21 aircraft operated in close formation. The dense black smoke trail produced by most US engines is an operational handicap; Soviet technology has eliminated this serious problem.

2. **Airstart.** The airstart system incorporates an autonomous oxygen supply and is designed to be capable of restarts up to 39,000 feet. Enough oxygen is available for four to five airstarts at 30-seconds duration each. During the starting cycle, aviation gasoline is supplied from a special tank. A significant increase in relight capability has been gained with little weight gain or complexity.

(j) **Aircraft Finish.** A protective finish, which has the appearance of a lacquer coating on the aircraft skin, prevents corrosion as well as greatly lowering the manhours required to keep the aircraft clean.

(k) **Stability and Control:**

1. **Aircraft speed stability requires little control stick force or movement as aircraft speed is increased throughout the operational speed range.** Very little stabilator trim is required as airspeed changes throughout the operational range of the aircraft. This requirement for minimum trimming is advantageous to the pilot, as it
simplifies precise tracking during airspeed changes, i.e., dive bomb runs, air-to-ground cannon attack, etc.

2. Static and dynamic longitudinal stability is positive throughout the aircraft subsonic speed range. There is no tendency for the MIG-21 to porpoise or overshoot an initial trim condition when disturbed in the longitudinal mode, and stability can be described as "deadbeat." This quality is apparent throughout the subsonic speed and altitude range of the aircraft and is achieved without the aid of an artificial pitch damping subsystem, i.e., rate gyros, viscous damper, etc.

3. Excellent performance of the MIG-21 has been gained by effectively optimizing the airframe and engine combination.
ANNEX A

TACTICAL MISSION SUMMARIES (U)

(S-NFD) NOTE: In this Annex, the MIG-21F-13 is referred to as the "Test Aircraft."
**Mission Nr:** 1  
**Date:** 8 Feb 1968  
**Flight Duration:** 0:30

**CONFIGURATION:**

(S-NFD) **Test Aircraft:** Clean with empty centerline pylon  
**Primary Chase:** F-4D, with MAU-12, pylons, stations 2, 8

**EVENTS:**

(C) Ground evaluation, start, taxi, takeoff, climb to 10,000 feet, acceleration comparison, afterburner and engine response, aircraft maneuvering qualities, slow speed handling characteristics, avionics and sight system analysis, low approach, full stop landing.

**MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:**

(C) Engine response is poor during taxiing and engine checks. Wheel brakes are fair and steering is difficult with differential braking. Wheel brakes would not hold during run-up at full power. Acceleration on takeoff and stabilator effectiveness on rotation was good. Landing gear would not retract until the third recycle attempt. Trim change during gear retraction is slight. Aircraft has a slight sink during flap retraction. Speed brakes are poor and fairly ineffective and aileron control is very sensitive at low speed. Adverse yaw is very pronounced during low speed maneuvering. The afterburner will not ignite until engine speed reaches 100%. Airframe buffeting is encountered about 550 KIAS and as power is reduced the buffeting stops with deceleration.

(S) During maneuvering flight, a nose lightening and slight dip-in occurred at about 5.5 Gs, accompanied by high airspeed bleed off. Stick forces are medium to heavy. Stall approach is accompanied by mild buffeting and wing rock. At 140 KIAS, recovery was effected as the left wing dropped. During acceleration from low speed, the intake suck-in doors close with a noticeable bang. Below 200 KIAS in the traffic pattern, the aircraft feels sensitive to controls.

(S-NFD) During acceleration checks at 10,000 feet with the F-4D chase aircraft, the F-4 had superior performance throughout (300 to 400 KCAS) in military power. Afterburner acceleration checks from 300 to 550 KCAS demonstrated that the F-4D could maintain a wing formation position and had excess power available to separate from the test aircraft. As 550 KCAS was reached, the test aircraft terminated the acceleration because of severe buffeting.

(S-NFD) Level flight deceleration with speed brakes is equal to F-4 speed brake deceleration; however, when idle power is used, the F-4 decelerates more rapidly.
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(C) Slow speed maneuvering requires good piloting technique because of wing rolloff and adverse yaw characteristics. Visibility through the forward windscreen is poor and targets generally are acquired at 3 to 5 NM range.

(C) If afterburner is selected by throttle being moved into afterburner range from any position less than full military RPM, ignition is delayed until the engine accelerates to 100%. No afterburner puff was apparent during AB operation at 10,000 feet and below, and engine smoke was not apparent at any time.

(C) Rearward visibility is restricted by canopy so that the pilot can see only about one foot of each wing tip.
Mission No: 2
Date: 11 Feb 1968
Flight Duration: 0:35

CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon
Primary Chase: F-4D, with MAU-12 pylons, stations 2,8

EVENTS:

(S) Ground evaluation, start, taxi, run-up, military power takeoff, climb to 5,000 feet, stabilize on .88 IMN and start check climb to 30,000 feet holding .88 IMN, level acceleration check in military power from .8 to .96 IMN, afterburner acceleration check at 30,000 feet from .8 to 1.2 IMN, supersonic handling qualities, avionics investigation, offensive maneuver on chase F-4 at 15,000 feet and 450 knots, letdown, land.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) Visibility during taxiing is fair and idle power will maintain a good taxi speed once aircraft is moving. Some intermittent braking is required to hold a comfortable taxi speed. Wheel brakes are still marginal and steering is difficult. Brakes will not hold during run-up at 100% power. Best technique on line-up before takeoff is to engage nose wheel brake after turning onto the runway, then apply brakes firmly after obtaining the desired heading. Rudder was effective about 450 KIAS and gear retraction was normal. Little pitch change with gear retraction and slight sink is noticeable with flap retraction.

(S-NFD) Level-off was accomplished at 5,000 feet and .88 IMN and 275 liters of fuel had been used since starting the takeoff roll. Climb was initiated at .88 IMN at 5,000 feet with 1,975 liters of fuel and 3.4 minutes later, level-off was made at 30,000 feet MSL. Fuel used during the military power climb was 100 liters. Control response during climb was good and very little trim action was required to hold the .88 IMN climb schedule. Over-the-nose visibility was fair and climb attitude was about 10 degrees. Speed brakes are not very effective for decelerating. During military power acceleration from .86 IMN to Vmax, 140 liters of fuel were used in 1.9 minutes. Final Mach number stabilized at .95 indicated and 370 KIAS at 29,300 feet indicated altitude. Afterburner acceleration from .8 to 1.2 IMN at 30,000 feet was accomplished in 1.2 minutes and with 300 liters of fuel. Supersonic handling qualities were good and adequate roll and pitch is available. Gunsight radar would not indicate lock-on although amber power light was illuminated. During high side attack on the chase F-4D, sight piper was loose and tracking was very difficult. A very pronounced engine harmonic zone was apparent during letdown with 78-80% power. Speed brakes should be
used in the traffic pattern to allow use of higher engine rpm so the power delay effect is minimized. It is difficult to reach the switches in the forward corners with a locked shoulder harness.

(S-NFD) The F-4D chase aircraft had no difficulty maintaining close chase position with the test aircraft during the military power climb to 30,000 feet. The F-4D used 400 pounds of fuel during the climb. Excess power was available and the F-4D could accelerate away at any point during the climb. During the military power level acceleration check at 30,000 feet, the F-4D maintained close formation with 95% power. Less than full afterburner was required to maintain position during the afterburner power acceleration from .8 to 1.2 IMN. The test aircraft produced a noticeable white puff as afterburner was ignited and terminated.

(S-NFD) The F-4D executed a hard turn during the test aircraft's simulated attack. Angle-off was about 20 degrees and closure rate was 100 knots and it was possible to maintain a position inside the F-4's turn. Visual detection of the test aircraft is extremely difficult.
CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon
Chase F4D: MAU-12 pylons, stations 2, 8
F105D: Clean

EVENTS:

(S-NFD) Ground evaluation, start, taxi, takeoff in A/B power, rendezvous with F-4D for zoom comparison, zoom in military power at 30 degrees flight path angle to 300 KIAS, rendezvous with F-105D for acceleration comparison at 15,000 feet, military power acceleration 300-450 KIAS, A/B acceleration 450-550 KIAS, high speed, high side attack on F-105 at 15,000 feet, tracking capability, avionics check, maintaining offensive position, let down, full stop landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S-NFD) Start, taxi, and takeoff were normal, although the gear had to be recycled before it retracted. Zoom maneuver started with 528 KIAS, 10,000 feet, and 1,890 liters of fuel, and terminated at 25,000 feet, 250 KIAS, and 1,800 liters of fuel. During the zoom the F-4D was able to stay in formation with 92% power.

(S-NFD) Rendezvous with F-105D at 15,000 feet was accomplished and military power acceleration check was made from 300-450 KIAS. Fuel used during the acceleration was 50 liters and elapsed time was 1.3 minutes. Afterburner acceleration check was accomplished from 450 KIAS to 530 KIAS. An offensive attack on the F-105D was set-up by positioning the test aircraft on a perch at 25,000 feet. Descending attack was made, accelerating to about 1.1 in minimum afterburner and cycling A/B as necessary to stay below the buffet speed. Offensive position was maintained through F-105 defensive maneuvering and the attack was broken off for another set-up. A high side attack was again initiated from 25,000 feet with the F-105 at 15,000 feet and 450 KIAS. The test aircraft remained in an offensive position again throughout the F-105D defensive maneuvering. It is difficult to retain visual contact with the target at less than 3 miles range and excessive concentration is required. The test aircraft feels good and solid when tracking at 6 Gs. The gunsight radar did not indicate a lock-on during either attack so tracking was in caged sight mode.

(S-NFD) The F-105 pilot indicated that visual detection of the test aircraft was extremely difficult, head/tail-on. Acceleration check
in military power indicated little performance difference in the two aircraft. Due to A/B ignition delay on the afterburner acceleration, the F-105 initially started to separate. After the test aircraft obtained afterburner light-off, the acceleration performance appeared equal to the F-105D. During defensive maneuvering, the F-105 pilot had a tendency to overestimate the range to the test aircraft because of its very small size. A 4 G level turn by the F-105 into the attacker did not produce an overshoot and a level break turn in afterburner power only resulted in excessive airspeed bleed-off for the F-105.

(S-NFD) The second attack by the test aircraft was initiated at 25,000 feet. The F-105 accelerated to .9 IMN at 15,000 feet and started a descending hard turn as the attacker called missile launch, terminated A/B and continued a high G roll underneath. Visual contact was lost during this roll and effectiveness of the maneuver was compromised. The test aircraft remained in an offensive, tracking position throughout the F-105 defensive maneuvering. During the attack, the test aircraft attained 7 Gs while remaining in the offensive posture. The test aircraft produced a very noticeable afterburner puff at altitudes above 15,000 feet when engaging and disengaging the afterburner.
Mission Nr: 5  
Date: 18 Feb 1968  
Flight Duration: 0:45

CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon  
F-4D Participant: MAU-12 pylons, stations 2,8  
F-4D Chase: MAU-12 pylons, stations 2,8

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, start, taxi, afterburner power takeoff, military power climb to 20,000 feet at .9 IMN, level defensive maneuvering against high speed, high side attack by F-4D, defensive maneuvering and wings level afterburner power zoom, offensive maneuvering for photo analysis, simulated flameout approach to landing, full stop landing

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) Taxi and takeoff were normal although several recycles were necessary before the gear would retract. Military power climb to 20,000 feet at .9 IMN was made and rendezvous was effected with F-4D for defensive combat maneuvering.

(S) The test aircraft stabilized at 20,000 feet, .9 IMN, for the first attack. The F-4D initiated the attack from 25,000 feet and accelerated to 1.2 IMN with an initial TCA of 30 degrees. Missile envelope was achieved by the F-4D and simulated missile launch was called. The test aircraft turned into the F-4 and continued attempting to negate the attack. The F-4D closed into gun envelope, tracked the test aircraft with 6.8 G, and was not forced to overshoot.

(S) The second maneuver's initial conditions were established similar to the first. The F-4D attacker accelerated to 1.2 IMN during the initial situation at 30 degrees TCA. Reversal was made as missile envelope was reached and TCA decreased to about 10 degrees. Tracking required 7 Gs and the test aircraft generated a hard turn into the attack and caused an overshoot. As the F-4 overshot high and outside the test aircraft, visual contact with the F-4D was lost and the third maneuver was set-up.

(S) Initial conditions for the third maneuver were the same as previous attacks. At missile launch range, the test aircraft started a level 3 G turn into the attacker and increased to 5.5 Gs. The attacking F-4D was forced to overshoot and both aircraft executed a wings-level zoom.
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(S) Conditions for the fourth maneuver were established with the test aircraft initiating an attack on the F-4. The F-4D defender was stabilized at 15,000 feet and Mach .9. The attack was started by the test aircraft at 25,000 feet and 450 KIAS from a high perch position. A simulated missile launch was called at 1.5 miles range and the F-4 executed a hard turn at 3 Gs increasing to 7 Gs. An overshoot resulted and the test aircraft was forced outside the turn and pulled high. The test aircraft attempted to pull back down and inside the F-4 to continue offensive maneuvering; however, the F-4D reversed as the overshoot occurred and set up a scissors type maneuver. Maneuvering was terminated before the engagement progressed to low speed scissors.

(U) The test aircraft returned for simulated forced landing pattern and full stop landing.

(S) By using afterburner modulation, speed brakes, and G load for airspeed control, the F-4D successfully maintained an offensive posture during the first attack. With similar initial conditions on the second offensive engagement, the F-4 did not reduce power during the attack and was forced to overshoot high and to the outside of the test aircraft. Poor rearward visibility from the test aircraft caused loss of visual contact with the attacker and subsequent maneuvering for an offensive position was not possible.

(S) As an overshoot was generated on the third engagement, the F-4 pilot called for a wings-level zoom to be executed. With about equal flight conditions at entry into the zoom maneuver, both aircraft performed a maximum performance zoom in afterburner power. It was determined that the F-4 attained 2,000 - 3,000 feet more altitude than the test aircraft and could have maintained an offensive posture.

(S) Defensive maneuvering by the F-4 during the last engagement caused the test aircraft to overshoot. A 7 G, nose high reversal by the F-4D permitted attainment of an offensive posture. Radar lock-on indications were not obtained by the test aircraft during this attack.
Mission Nr: 7
Date: 19 Feb 1968
Flight Duration: 0:30

CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean, with empty centerline pylon
Participants:
- F-4D Nr 1: MAU-12 pylons, stations 2 and 8, missile launcher
  AND AIM-4D TDM
- F-4D Nr 2: MAU-12 pylons, stations 2 and 8, LAU-7/A missile
  launchers and 4/AIM-9B missiles.

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, start, taxi, afterburner power takeoff, military
power climb to 15,000 feet, offensive maneuvering with two F-4D aircraft
at 15,000 feet, IR signature documentation, reversal characteristics,
straight-in simulated flameout landing approach, full stop landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) Start, taxi and ground checks were normal; however, it was
necessary to recycle the gear handle before gear retraction occurred. The
first attack was head-on at co-altitude with the F-4D's at 16,000 feet,
.9 IN. The F-4 formation was spread, simulating two elements. As
visual contact was obtained, the test aircraft initiated a level turn
toward the F-4's and pulled to about 7 Gs, attempting to achieve a
rear hemisphere position on the Nr 2 F-4 who was low. Both F-4's
started turning toward the test aircraft, using maximum power. Nr 2
F-4 executed a climbing turn and Nr 1 F-4 turned down (split plane
maneuvering). As the test aircraft attempted to achieve a kill
position on the Nr 2 F-4, lead F-4 rolled high, executed a "yo-yo"
and closed to gun kill position while tracking the test aircraft. The
test aircraft was unable to track Nr 2 F-4 at any time during the
engagement.

(S) The second engagement was initiated with the test aircraft in
offensive posture and the F-4's in fighting wing formation, at 16,000
feet and .9 IN. During the high side attack, the test aircraft selected
the wingman (Nr 2 F-4) and pressed the attack. F-4 lead called for a
split and started a climbing turn as Nr 2 F-4D turned down in a high G,
full power spiral. The attacker was able to track initially, but
could not match the F-4's performance through the spiral, and because
of energy lost could not track. Lead F-4 turned in behind the test
aircraft, closed to 1,000 feet while tracking, and achieved a kill.

(S) The third engagement started with the test aircraft initiating
a high side attack, once again with the two F-4's at 16,000 feet, .9 IN,
in element formation. The attacker closed from 4 o'clock to 4,000 feet
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range as the F-4 element maneuvered into a hard right turn. The attacker was tracking in a lead pursuit curve with 3.5 G as F-4 Nr 1 initiated a defensive split. As the split occurred with F-4 Nr 2 descending, the test aircraft changed his attack to F-4 Nr 1. As the range decreased to about 2,000 feet, F-4 Nr 1 performed a high G roll underneath and caused the attacker to overshoot. Lead F-4 (Nr 1) then reversed and became offensive as the test aircraft was forced into the forward hemisphere.

(S) As the test aircraft returned for a simulated flameout approach, IR tone signatures were recorded by AIM-4D and AIM-9B missiles. A malfunction in the AIM-4D prevented discernible tone shift at cooling. The AIM-9B tone was good on the test aircraft and there was no appreciable tone difference in the test aircraft and the F-4D chase aircraft.

(C) A straight-in, simulated flameout pattern was performed by the test aircraft, followed by a full stop landing.
Mission No: 8
Date: 19 Feb 1968
Flight Duration: 0:35

CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon
2/F-105D: Clean

EVENTS:

(S) Ground evaluation, start, taxi, takeoff, military power climb to 10,000 feet, acceleration checks in military and afterburner power with F-105D defensive maneuvering at 16,000 feet, offensive maneuvering defensive vertical maneuvering, photo documentation, simulated flameout approach, go-around, full stop landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) The acceleration check was performed at 10,000 feet in military power from 400 to 500 KIAS. As the test aircraft reached 500 KIAS, the F-105D was indicating 494 knots and was about 300 feet behind. Speed brakes were extended to compare deceleration performance and it was immediately obvious that the F-105 was superior. Afterburner acceleration check was started at 400 knots and terminated about 500 KIAS. Again, the acceleration performance of the two aircraft was very close, with a slight margin in favor of the test aircraft. This check was performed with a fuel weight of 5,500 pounds for the F-105, and 2100 liters (3723 lb) in the test aircraft.

(S) Engagement number 1 for the mission was set-up with the test aircraft in a defensive posture at 16,000 feet and .9 IAS. The element of F-105D's initiated a high speed attack from 6 o'clock. A simulated missile launch was called at 6,000 feet range and the test aircraft entered a 4 G turn. The attackers continued closing for a gun attack to 2,000 feet range. All aircraft were operating in afterburner power and the test aircraft increased the turn rate to 5 Gs. The attackers were forced into a slight overshoot and elected to disengage by performing an unloaded acceleration. The F-105's reversed, unloaded, and accelerated away as the test aircraft attempted a high G reversal. Visual contact with the attackers was lost and their separation was successful.

(S) The second engagement was initiated with the test aircraft in an offensive mode. The two F-105D aircraft were in formation, simulating a strike force element, at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The attacker closed on the F-105 element from 5 o'clock with about a 100 knot closure rate. As the test aircraft closed to missile range, the F-105's started a hard right turn and split, with the wingman descending and the lead climbing. The attacker pressed for the low aircraft (number 2), who
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engaged afterburner and increased the G load to maximum. The attacker maintained a 6 o'clock position on F-105 number 2, but could not track smoothly. The lead F-105, through split plane maneuvering, was able to effect a "yo-yo" and attain a lethal gun position on the test aircraft and maintained the offensive posture for an effective kill.

(S) The last engagement was performed with the test aircraft in defensive posture at 16,000 feet and .9 IMN. F-105 element was positioned directly astern at 6,000 feet range for a simulated missile launch. As this launch was called, the test aircraft entered a full power, 3.5 G, climbing spiral. The F-105 element could not match the turn-climb performance and would have dissipated energy to an unacceptable level. The engagement was terminated.

(S) Photo documentation was accomplished as the test aircraft positioned for a simulated flameout approach. The approach was performed at 250 KIAS, then 350 KIAS, as a steeper descent to a point 1.5 miles short of the landing runway was established. Flare was started at about 1,000 feet for the low approach.

(U) A go-around was executed, followed by a full stop landing.

(S) This mission demonstrated that the F-105, using a lag pursuit attack, could press for a successful kill if an initial offensive advantage existed. The F-105's could separate successfully and could use the high G break turn to negate an attack. F-105 level acceleration performance at 10,000 feet in military and afterburner power was comparable to the test aircraft.
Mission Nr: 9
Date: 20 Feb 1968
Flight Duration: 0:45

CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean, with empty centerline pylon
F-105D: AIM-9B, outboard stations

EVENTS:

(S) Ground evaluation, taxi, minimum afterburner, takeoff, military power climb to 15,000 feet, set-up head-on flight conditions for air combat maneuvering with F-105D, high speed attack on F-105 during dive bomb run and attempt gun kill, attack F-105 at 15,000 feet from astern position, record IR signature, perform simulated flameout approach to landing, go-around, and full stop landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) The first engagement was initiated with the test aircraft and F-105 maintaining head-on track from long range (20 NM). Both aircraft were established at 15,000 feet, .9 IMN. As both aircraft passed line abreast with about .5 miles separation, each started a turn toward the other, attempting to secure an offensive kill position. The F-105 accelerated to 1.02 in afterburner on the initial turn-in. After 180 degrees of turn had been completed, the test aircraft and F-105 were still essentially in a head-on standoff. As the maneuvering progressed, the test aircraft pilot momentarily lost sight of the F-105 and reacquired the chase F-4 aircraft mistakenly, and oriented his ACM on the F-4 chase. As this occurred, the F-105 attained a kill position on the test aircraft.

(S) The second engagement was started with the test aircraft attacking the F-105 while it was on a simulated dive bomb attack. As the F-105 pulled out of the 45 degrees dive bomb run at 580 KIAS, the test aircraft acquired about 550 KIAS attempting to close to a lethal range. Hard "jinking" action by the F-105 allowed the test aircraft to close to gun range and track momentarily.

(S) The test aircraft was positioned astern the F-105 for a high speed attack at 15,000 feet. As "missile away" was called, the F-105 initiated a 3 G turn to defeat the missile. The test aircraft continued closing to gun range and tracked the F-105 briefly. The test aircraft then rolled out of the tracking turn and attempted a level separation in afterburner power. The F-105 reversed his defensive turn and had the capability to launch a missile at the separating aircraft.
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(S) IR signatures were documented by the AIM-9B equipped F-105. Missile tone increases in pitch and intensity as the test aircraft engages afterburner.

(U) A random simulated flameout pattern and low approach was accomplished by the test aircraft and a full stop, normal landing was made.

(S) High longitudinal stick forces reduce the test aircraft's maneuvering potential at airspeed over 500 knots. If the F-105 had elected to separate at an airspeed over 600 KIAS, it is felt that this maneuver would have been successful, because of the maneuvering and structural limit of the test aircraft. A straight-ahead acceleration without violent "jinking" action may be a more appropriate separation/defensive maneuver.
**Mission No.:** 13  
**Date:** 18 Feb 1968  
**Flight Duration:** 0:40

**CONFIGURATION:**

- **Test Aircraft:** Clean with empty centerline pylon  
  F4D: MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2,8

**EVENTS:**

- Ground checks, taxi, takeoff, military power climb to 10,000 feet rendezvous with F-4D, comparative military power acceleration from 300 to 450 KCAS, maximum power zoom comparison, unloaded maximum power acceleration performance comparison, turn performance comparison with F-4 at 35,000 feet and 20,000 feet, military power zoom comparison with F-4 at 20,000 feet, 400 KIAS, ACM with defensive F-4D at 10,000 feet, 400 KCAS, letdown, full stop landing.

**MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:**

- Acceleration performance of the test aircraft compared with the F-4D was investigated at 10,000 feet. Both aircraft stabilized line abreast at 300 KIAS and applied full military power while maintaining level flight. The F-4D reached 450 KCAS after 38 seconds elapsed time and the test aircraft required 51 seconds to accelerate to 450 KCAS.

- Zoom comparison was initiated at 15,000 feet, .8 I.MN, in afterburner power with both aircraft line abreast. A standard pitch rate was performed to achieve a 30 degree flight path angle climb. As the zoom was terminated by the test aircraft at 28,000 feet, 270 KIAS, the F-4 had attained 32,000 feet and indicated 300 KCAS.

- From 40,000 feet at 260 KIAS, both aircraft in line abreast position started a maximum power, descending acceleration. At 1.1 I.MN, the F-4D accelerated ahead of the test aircraft and was 300 feet in front at 1.2 I.MN. A wind-up maximum performance turn at 35,000 feet was initiated by both aircraft, which resulted in the test aircraft's attaining about 5.6G and rolling out after 360 degrees of turn with 230 KIAS. The F-4 attained 6 G's initially and rolled out after 360° of turn with 300 KCAS.

- While descending to 20,000 feet at .9 I.MN, another wind-up maximum performance turn was accomplished. The test aircraft reached 6 G's initially, which dissipated to 3 G's as the airspeed bled off. The F-4 attained 6.5 G's initially and bled off to 4 G's as the turn progressed. Both aircraft rolled out of the turn simultaneously and the F-4 had 80 KCAS more than the test aircraft.
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(S) A military power comparative zoom climb was performed starting at 10,000 feet, .91M. A standard 2.5 G pitch rate to 30 degrees flight path angle was accomplished with both aircraft line abreast. At simultaneous zoom termination, the test aircraft at 19,500 feet had 300 KIAS; the F-4D at 21,500 feet had 320 KCAS.

(S) ACM was initiated with the F-4D offensive. A high side pass at 1.1 was started by the F-4 at 25,000 feet. The test aircraft was established at 20,000 feet, 400 KIAS. As the attack progressed to missile range, the defender rolled into a 6 G, afterburner power turn. By modulating speed brakes and afterburner, the F-4 attacker maintained a pursuit curve without being forced into an overshoot.

(S) The second engagement was performed with the F-4D in a defensive posture at 10,000 feet, 400 KCAS. A high side attack was started by the test aircraft accelerating in afterburner to about 500 KIAS. The F-4 initiated a 3 G turn at missile launch, increased to 7 G's as the attacker decreased range. The test aircraft was forced to the outside of the turn and the F-4 rolled wings level and performed a vertical zoom. As the zoom maneuver was started, the test aircraft attempted to follow, but because of low airspeed, could not maintain a tracking position behind the F-4. The engagement was terminated.

(U) The test aircraft returned to base, performed an idle letdown with speed brakes extended, normal full stop landing.
CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with centerline pylon
4/F-4D

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner power, climb to 23,000 feet while F-8 obtains IR documentation, establish track for head-on engagement at .9 M. The flight of F-4's did not detect the test aircraft on radar during about 30 miles of head-on convergence. The test aircraft visually acquired the F-4's, converted to a rear hemisphere attack and completed a gun attack on F-4 number 2, who had performed a hard turn at 5 G. After tracking for several seconds, the test aircraft switched his attack to F-4 number 1, who had increased the hard turn to about 6.5 G's. Tracking of F-4 number 1 was accomplished by the test aircraft at about 6.8 G's maximum. Airframe buffeting was experienced by the test aircraft at 15,000 feet, 520 KIAS; however, power reduction eliminated the buffeting. Turn reversals were accomplished effectively at 170 KIAS by the test aircraft. As F-4 element (numbers 3 and 4) obtained a rear hemisphere position on the test aircraft, this engagement was terminated.

(S) Similar initial conditions were set-up on engagement 2 and the F-4's acquired the test aircraft simultaneously on radar and visually at 2-3 miles. F-4 numbers 1 and 2 maneuvered vertically to the rear hemisphere of the test aircraft who had not acquired the F-4's visually. This engagement was terminated as the F-4's closed to lethal gun range because of the inability of the test aircraft to visually acquire the attackers.

(S) Initial conditions for the third engagement were established by the F-4's in pod (ECM) formation at 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The test aircraft, executing a simulated GCI high-speed attack from the rear of the F-4 flight, closed to gun range on F-4 number 4. During this closure, the test aircraft experienced light buffeting at 16,000 feet, 500 KIAS, and obtained visual acquisition on the F-4's at about 8 miles. F-4's performed a 7G descending turn/break and the
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aircraft maneuvered into the vertical, rolled off, and back down on F-4 number 4 for a gun kill. F-4's number 1 and 2 were able to effect a sandwich maneuver and become offensive as the engagement terminated.

(S) Radar and visual search patterns proved to be inadequate during this mission and further analysis is required. Vertical maneuvering by the F-4's with superior zoom, and sustained G made it possible to gain an advantage on the test aircraft. Once the test aircraft is in a lethal rear hemisphere position, a maximum performance break appears to be necessary to negate the immediate attack. Support of second element or wingman is necessary to insure survival against re-attacks, since a low energy state exists after the maximum-performance, last-ditch, break maneuver.

(C) Limited visibility rearward from the test aircraft is a severe restriction that should be capitalized upon.
Configuration:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon
F-100D: Clean

Events:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner, military power climb to 15,000 feet, head-on engagement with F-100, .9IMN, rear hemisphere attack on the F-100 at 15,000 feet, line abreast position for ACM, letdown, full stop landing.

Mission Summary / Comments:

(S) After military climb to 15,000 feet, conditions for the first engagement were established at .9IMN. A head-on flight path was set-up and after visual acquisition at 3 miles, each aircraft entered a maximum performance turn. After 180 degrees, the test aircraft appeared to have turned about 20 degrees more than the F-100. At the end of 360 degrees of F-100 turning, the test aircraft had gained a significant advantage. Both aircraft were operating in afterburner power and after the maximum performance turn had lost considerable energy. A slow speed, turning situation was apparent and this engagement was terminated. The test aircraft assumed the offensive mode for the second engagement and initiated a high speed attack from the F-100's rear hemisphere. Range was decreased through missile range and into gun range as tracking was accomplished. The F-100 performed a hard turn to negate the missile and maximum performance break to thwart the gun attack. The test aircraft was forced to overshoot and the F-100 reversed as it occurred. A "yo-yo" was executed by the test aircraft into the vertical and the engagement was terminated during this temporary stalemate.

(S) Initial conditions for the third engagement were set-up with the F-100 in an offensive posture and test aircraft at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. An attack was initiated by the F-100 from 6 o'clock with about 75 knots closure rate. Although the test aircraft performed a hard turn in military power at missile launch, the F-100 continued to maintain a steady closure while tracking. A "yo-yo" into the vertical was executed by the F-100 to prevent an overshoot, which was followed by a roll-off and further offensive positioning. The test aircraft lost visual contact with the F-100 at simulated missile launch.

(S) The fourth engagement was initiated with the aircraft in line abreast position at 1.5 miles range. Vertical maneuvering was simultaneously initiated as each aircraft attempted to gain an offensive
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posture as the test aircraft executed an unloaded acceleration and vertical zoom.

(S) The F-100, with an initial position advantage (rear hemisphere) is capable of completing a successful attack on the test aircraft. However, it is not capable of out-performing the test aircraft in a sustained maneuvering engagement. An overshoot by the test aircraft can be obtained by the F-100's performing a maximum performance break turn. Rear visibility restriction in the test aircraft is a significant tactical disadvantage that should be exploited.
Mission Nr.: 27  
Date: 26 Feb 1968  
Flight Duration: 0:40

**CONFIGURATION:**

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon  
F-111A: Clean

**EVENTS:**

(S) Ground checks, taxi, minimum afterburner takeoff, military power climb to 15,000 feet, rendezvous with F-111 and initiate a high side attack, attack F-111 from beam position at 15,000 feet, defensive maneuvering with F-111 at 15,000 feet and attempt to become offensive, letdown, full stop landing.

**MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:**

(S) Rendezvous was accomplished with the F-111 at 15,000 feet and the test aircraft established conditions for a high side attack. The test aircraft started the attack from the 7 o'clock position of the F-111 and accelerated to 525 KIAS. Simulated missile launch was called at 1 to 1-1/2 miles and the F-111 started a moderate, descending left turn at 3-1/2 G's. Afterburner was engaged by the F-111 and after about 270 degrees of turn, the wings were swept to attempt high Mach separation. Visual contact with the attacker was lost. The test aircraft maintained a gun tracking position on the F-111 for about 30 seconds, and the F-111's separation maneuver was not effective until reaching an airspeed above 560 KIAS. At this point, it was apparent that the test aircraft could no longer maintain position, due to the airframe buffeting at high indicated airspeed.

(S) For the second engagement, the F-111 maintained 450 KIAS at 15,000 feet and the test aircraft set-up an attack from the 3 o'clock position. The attacker selected afterburner power and accelerated to 525 KIAS during the initial pursuit. Since the attack was oriented from the right side of the F-111, the right seat pilot commanded the airplane. He started a hard right turn and called for 16 degrees wing sweep. Due to cockpit confusion, the F-111 left seat pilot aircraft commander interpreted the call as 60 degrees and selected the full aft position on the wings. The test aircraft overshot due to the 70 degrees TCA and pulled into the vertical for a high "Yo-Yo" maneuver. The F-111 reversed the turn as the overshoot occurred in an attempt to scissors the test aircraft. Cloud conditions prevented further maneuvering during this engagement.

(S) Test aircraft flight conditions for the third engagement were established at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The F-111 initiated the attack
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4 o'clock position, co-altitude, and accelerated to 1.1 Mach prior to reaching missile range. A climbing, hard right turn in afterburner was performed by the test aircraft and the F-111 closed to gun range, selected 26 degrees wing sweep and momentarily tracked the test aircraft at maximum gun range (3,000 feet). As the zoom maneuver progressed, the test aircraft achieved separation and the engagement was terminated. Minimum fuel was reached and the test aircraft returned to base for full stop landing.

(S) To generate an overshoot, the F-111 must initiate a maximum performance turn while the attacker is out of gun range and immediately effect separation by an unloaded acceleration at full power. At a low energy state in a maneuvering engagement with the test aircraft, the F-111 is extremely vulnerable. Poor rearward visibility and side-by-side seating further degrade the F-111's air-to-air capability. If initially in an offensive rear hemisphere position, the F-111 can effect a missile attack and probably convert to a gun attack. As the test aircraft maneuvers vertically, the F-111 should attempt to separate.
CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon.
F-4E: Clean

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner power, military power climb to 30,000 feet, establish track at 1.2 IMN for head-on ACM with F-4E, repeat first engagement at 15,000 feet, 550 KIAS, scissors comparison at 20,000 feet, letdown, full stop landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) The first engagement was initiated with the F-4E and test aircraft on opposing tracks at 30,000 feet, 1.2 IMN. Visual detection for both aircraft occurred at about 4 miles range and simultaneous turns were started toward each other. Initial lateral separation was two miles and as the aircraft turned toward each other, the test aircraft crossed the F-4 track at 110 degrees. Continued hard maneuvering through a series of zooms, turns, and "yo-yo" resulted in the F-4E's becoming defensive and the test aircraft in a position for a gun kill.

(S) Initial conditions for the second engagement were established with each aircraft at 15,000 feet, 550 KIAS, on opposing flight tracks. Visual detection was not obtained and each aircraft performed a 180-degree turn-around. During the turn, visual acquisition by the F-4E was established and the F-4 "yo-yoed" high, turning toward the 6 o'clock position of the test aircraft. The test aircraft did not acquire the attacking F-4E due to the limited rearward visibility, and the engagement was terminated with the F-4E in gun tracking range and position.

(S) A scissors comparison was accomplished on the third engagement and both aircraft were initially established line abreast, co-speed, 20,000 feet. On the first turn in, the F-4E established a higher climb angle than the test aircraft and gained an altitude advantage as TCA was 90 degrees. Two more reversals were executed and the F-4E, maintaining an offensive posture, attempted to track the test aircraft for a gun kill. Energy dissipation during the tracking attempt by the F-4, and a nose-high rolling maneuver by the test aircraft resulted in the test aircraft's achieving an offensive position in the rear hemisphere of the F-4E. The F-4 fuel was 2,000 pounds, significantly below that required in a normal combat situation. Flaps were not used, although afterburner was used intermittently. "Bingo" fuel was called and all aircraft returned to base.
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The test aircraft demonstrated superior performance in the high altitude engagement. It would have been to the F-4E's advantage to force the flight to low altitude. Rear visibility limitation of the test aircraft again was apparent as visual detection of the F-4 attacker in the rear hemisphere is difficult. A slow speed scissors with the test aircraft should be avoided.
MISSION NR: 37  
DATE: 29 Feb 1968  
FLIGHT DURATION: 0:35

CONFIGURATION:
(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon  
F4E: Clean

EVENTS:
(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner power, military power climb to 20,000 feet for head-on ACM with F-4E, ACM at 15,000 feet with F-4E on head-on set-up, defensive maneuvering with F-4E attacking from 4 o'clock at 15,000 feet, letdown, full stop landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:
(S) An opposing track with the F-4E was established at 20,000 feet, 1,212 IMN. Visual detection was obtained (no radar) as both aircraft passed abeam at two miles range. Each aircraft maneuvered into the vertical and turned in towards each other. The F-4E achieved about 30° flight path angle, then turned down inside the test aircraft, which pulled up to about 500°. As the test aircraft topped the zoom maneuver at a higher altitude, the F-4 continued turning toward the adversary and pulled up again into the vertical as the test aircraft unloaded and turned down into the F-4. Track crossing angle was 180°. Two more zooms in the vertical were performed by the test aircraft and each time, the F-4E maneuvered to achieve 180° of TCA. The engagement was terminated with neither aircraft gaining an advantage.

(S) Head-on conditions were established at 15,000 feet, .95 IMN, for the second engagement. Maneuvering started as each aircraft passed line abreast at 1 mile. The F-4E and test aircraft pulled into the vertical and achieved about a 70° flight path angle. Floating over the top of this zoom at 100 KIAS, the test aircraft lost visual contact with the F-4 and turned in a direction which allowed the F-4 to roll into the rear hemisphere and assume a kill posture. The engagement was terminated.

(S) The F-4E initiated a high side attack on the test aircraft at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS, for the third engagement. The F-4 accelerated in afterburner power to 1,212 IMN and at 3-4 miles range with 70° TCA, attempted a barrel roll attack which turned into a high "yo-yo" and a rolloff. A turn into the attacker was initiated by the test aircraft and the F-4 lost visual contact during the high rolloff. An unloaded acceleration was accomplished by the F-4 to separate. As 1,212 IMN was obtained, the F-4E pulled up for a vertical zoom at 80° flight path angle.
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The test aircraft in the rear hemisphere outside of gun range could not match the F-4's zoom performance. A slow reversal by the F-4 at the apex of the zoom set-up a rolloff to the blind cone of the test aircraft. The engagement was terminated with the F-43 in a lethal missile envelope. "Bingo" fuel was called and each aircraft returned to base for landing.

(S) Vertical maneuvering by the F-4 must approach 90° to be effective. Determined maneuvering toward the test aircraft's blind cone instead of pressing for lead or pure pursuit appears to be advantageous and should be investigated further.
Mission Nr: 39  
Date: 1 March 1968  
Flight Duration: 0:35

CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon  
F-4E: MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2 and 8, 2/AIM-9B missiles

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner, military power climb to 20,000 feet, defensive combat maneuvering with F-4E initiating high side attack at 1.2 IMN, head-on engagement at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS, defensive maneuvering at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS, repeat previous engagement, letdown, land.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) For the first engagement, the F-4E with two AIM-9B missiles (inert) initiated a high side attack at 20,000 feet, 1.2 IMN. The test aircraft maintained 450 KIAS until called clear to maneuver as the F-4E reached missile range. At 3 miles range, the test aircraft initiated a turn toward the attacking F-4. The F-4 performed a high, vertical barrel roll inside the test aircraft and oriented the ACM toward the blind cone of the test aircraft. The F-4 maintained an offensive position throughout the engagement and was able to simulate a missile and gun kill.

(S) The second engagement was a head-on, co-altitude set-up at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. Maneuvering was started as each aircraft passed line abreast. The test aircraft initiated a climbing turn and the F-4 performed a descending turn. A head-on missile launch was possible by the F-4 after 180° of turn in two instances. The engagement was terminated after the test aircraft lost visual contact with the F-4E.

(S) Initial conditions for the third engagement were established at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS, with the F-4E on a high perch for an attack. A descending turn toward the test aircraft was accomplished in maximum power, accelerating to 1.2 IMN. The attack was pressed to the rear blind area of the test aircraft in a lag pursuit technique. The test aircraft turned into the F-4 attacker and the F-4 executed a barrel-type maneuver, remaining on the inside of the turn generated by the test aircraft. The F-4 was successful in closing to missile range and subsequently to gun range for a tracking, simulated gun kill.

(S) The F-4E was again in the offensive mode for the fourth engagement and the test aircraft was established at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The F-4E accelerated to 1.2 IMN and rolled toward the target, establishing a 60° TCA. The test aircraft was cleared to maneuver and
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(U) "Bingo" fuel was called, and all aircraft returned to base.

(S) The barrel roll attack appears to be successful if executed toward the inside of the test aircraft. Lag pursuit, or orienting the maneuvering toward the test aircraft's rear blind cone, produced desirable results.
CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon
F-4E: MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2, 8 and 4/AIM-9B
missiles

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, minimum afterburner takeoff, military power
climb to 10,000 feet, rendezvous with F-4E for zoom comparison, defensive
maneuvering with F-4E at 20,000 feet, repeat at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS,
head-on engagement and ACM at 15,000 feet, letdown, landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) Comparative zoom performance was evaluated starting at 10,000 feet,
.9 IAN, using full afterburner power. Both aircraft were
positioned line abreast and established an equal pitch rate to achieve
40° flight path angle. The test aircraft initiated zoom termination
at 250 KIAS. At the termination call, the F-4 had 2,000 feet higher
altitude and 280 KIAS.

(S) Initial conditions for the first engagement were established with
the F-4 offensive and the test aircraft defensive at 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS.
An attack was started with the F-4 accelerating to 1.25 IAN and rolling
out toward the target with 50° TCA. Maneuvering by the test aircraft
was started as the attacker entered the rear blind cone. A high G
pull into the vertical, turning toward the direction of the attacker,
was performed by the test aircraft. The F-4 was forced to overshoot
and continued turning toward the test aircraft's rear hemisphere.
A TCA of 100° resulted as the test aircraft turned down and into
the attacker. A reversal and continued maneuvering by the F-4 toward
the target's blind cone resulted in the F-4's maintaining a rear
hemisphere position; however, a missile or gun attack was not possible
because of the excessive TCA. The ACM was terminated.

(S) Conditions for the second engagement were aircraft at 15,000
feet, 450 KIAS, defensive, F-4E initiating a lag pursuit attack from
8 o'clock. The F-4 oriented the attack toward a point 3,000-4,000
feet behind the test aircraft as a hard defensive turn was performed
into the attack. The F-4 executed a pull-up into the vertical and
a barrel roll to the outside of the target's turn. As the test aircraft
pulled up vertically and turned toward the attacker, visual contact
was lost with the F-4. Visual re-acquisition was obtained on the
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F-4 chase aircraft instead of the F-4E attacker and the engagement was terminated.

(S) Head-on conditions were established for the third engagement at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. Radar contact was obtained by the F-4E at a range of 7 miles and visual acquisition was obtained at 3 miles. Maneuvering started as the test aircraft passed abeam each other and the test aircraft pulled up to about 80° flight path angle, turning toward the F-4E, and then descending. After 180° of turn by the test aircraft, the F-4 had progressed through only 150° and the test aircraft gained a slight advantage. Energy in the 6.5 turn resulted in airspeed bleed-off to 310 KIAS for the test aircraft. The F-4, with 450 KCAS, pulled vertical into a zoom maneuver. Unable to match the zoom, the test aircraft was forced to recover at a lower altitude than the F-4. A roll-off by the F-4 resulted in an offensive rear hemisphere position with 30° TCA at 1.5 miles.

(\S) "Bingo" fuel was reached and all aircraft returned to base.

(S) The barrel roll attack produced desirable results and the lag pursuit technique appears valid. Zoom performance of the F-4E and clean test aircraft demonstrated superior F-4 capability.
Mission Nr: 42  
Date: 2 Mar 1968  
Flight Duration: 0:35

CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon  
P-4D: MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2 and 8, with 4/LAU-7  
missile launchers, SUU-16 gun pod station 5.

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, minimum afterburner takeoff, military  
power climb to 10,000 feet, rendezvous with P-4D, zoom comparison,  
head-on ACM with P-4 at 15,000 feet, offensive maneuvering with P-4  
at 15,000 feet, letdown, recovery.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) A normal takeoff and climb to 10,000 feet was accomplished  
and rendezvous with the P-4D was made. The zoom comparison was  
initiated at 10,000 feet, .9 IMN, both aircraft line abreast in  
afterburner power. A pull-up to 40° flight path angle was accomplished  
and with full power the relative position remained the same throughout  
the zoom.

(S) Engagement number 1 was set up with each aircraft in an opposing  
flight path at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. Maneuvering was started as the  
aircraft passed abreast at 1.5 miles. Each aircraft performed a descending  
turn in maximum power which resulted in the F-4's gaining about 20°  
after 180° of turn. The test aircraft experienced airframe buffeting  
in the transonic regime, was forced to reduce power slightly, and  
after 360° of turn, the F-4 maintained a slight advantage. The  
engagement was terminated.

(S) Engagement number 2 conditions were established with the F-4  
defensive at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS, and the test aircraft initiating  
an attack at 1.05 IMN with 30° TCA. Simulated missile launch was  
called at 2 miles range and the F-4 performed a climbing turn in after-  
burner power. The test aircraft closed to about 1/2 miles and tracked  
the F-4 during the climbing turn. G load was increased to the maximum  
by the F-4 at a 200 KCAS apex and the test aircraft overshot, to a  
position higher than the F-4. As the overshoot occurred, the F-4  
unloaded and accelerated momentarily, then pulled into a climbing  
turn toward the attacker, generating a 90° TCA. Continued maneuvering  
toward the test aircraft blind cone resulted in the F-4 attaining  
an offensive position in the rear hemisphere of the test aircraft.  
Missile/gun kill was not obtained as the engagement terminated.

(U) "Bingo" fuel was reached by the test aircraft and recovery  
was effected.
(S) Airspeed bleed-off by the F-4 to a low energy level on the first engagement was due to pilot misjudgment and the situation deteriorated to defensive. F-4 airspeed during ACM should not fall below 450 KCAS. Vertical maneuvering by the F-4 followed by roll-offs to the blind cone of the test aircraft proved to be very effective.
CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft - Clean, with empty centerline pylon. 2/F-4E MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2 and 8; 4/AIM-9B missiles.

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner, military power climb to 15,000 ft, converging track for engagement with F-4's at 450 kt, head-on set-up at 25,000 ft, .9 IMN, offensive posture for high side attack on F-4's, letdown, landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(U) Normal takeoff in minimum afterburner and military power climb to 15,000 ft was accomplished.

(S) Initial conditions for the first head-on engagement were established at 15,000 ft, 450 KCAS. No radar contact was obtained by the F-4's throughout the 40 mile converging track. Visual contact was not established and a 180° level turn was executed by the F-4's and the test aircraft. During this turn-around, the test aircraft sighted the F-4's and initiated an attack, closed to missile range on F-4 Nr. 2, overshot and switched the attack to F-4 Nr. 1. The F-4's were unable to visually acquire the test aircraft until missile launch was called. F-4 lead then called for a hard turn reversal as the test aircraft overshot F-4 Nr. 2. After a series of vertical maneuvers, the test aircraft remained in an offensive posture and the engagement was terminated.

(S) A converging flight track was set up for the second engagement with the test aircraft at 25,000 ft, .9 IMN, and the two F-4E's at 15,000 and 20,000 simulating two elements in fluid four formation. F-4 Nr. 1 achieved a radar lock on the test aircraft at 15 miles and turned toward the target. A climbing attack into the test aircraft was performed by both F-4's and after several cycles of vertical "yoyo's", both F-4E aircraft were in the rear hemisphere of the test aircraft. Nr. 1 F-4 obtained an auto radar acquisition at 3,500 ft and closed to gun range.

(S) The third engagement was initiated at 15,000 ft with the test aircraft in the offensive and initiating the attack from an abeam position of the F-4 element. At 3 miles range, TCA of 600, the F-4's turned into the attacker. A defensive split was performed by the F-4's as the attacker closed to 3-4,000 ft range. F-4 Nr. 2 started a high G descending spiral and F-4 Nr. 1 pulled into a climb while waiting for the attacker to become committed to one target. Test aircraft elected to
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pursue the descending F-4 Nr. 2 and F-4 Nr. 1 reversed down and effected a sandwich with the attacker. After 360° of turn, the test aircraft and F-4 Nr. 2 maintained a 180° TCA and F-4 Nr. 1 was able to sandwich and achieve a missile and gun kill position on the test aircraft.

(C) "Bingo" fuel level was called by the test aircraft and it returned to base for a normal landing.

(S) Radar detection was successful in the second engagement as the test aircraft was 5000 ft higher than the F-4's providing a look-up aspect. The defensive split was successful as the subsequent sandwich achieved a kill. During the high G defensive spiral by F-4 Nr. 2 in the split, the test aircraft was unable to achieve a tracking solution. The auto radar acquisition was used with success; however, to be more useful, the effective range capability of this mode should be expanded to 5 miles.
MISSION NR: 44  
DATE: 3 Mar 1968  
FLIGHT DURATION: 0:50  

CONFIGURATION:  
(S) Test Aircraft - Clean, with empty centerline pylon.  
4/F-4D-MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2 and 8; 4/AIM-9B missiles.  

EVENTS:  
(S) Ground checks, taxi, minimum afterburner takeoff, military power climb to 25,000 ft for head-on set-up with F-4's, repeat head-on set-up at 20,000 ft and ACM, high side attack on F-4's and ACM, letdown, landing.  

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:  
(S) After a normal takeoff and climb to 25,000 ft, the test aircraft set-up an opposing flight track with the F-4's. Lead F-4 element was established at 15,000 ft and F-4's Nr. 3 and 4 were positioned in fluid four formation at 18,000 ft, 9 IMN. During the 30-mile convergence, radar contact was not obtained by the F-4's (3 radar sets were operable).  

(S) All aircraft reversed their flight path and another converging situation was established. The test aircraft descended to 20,000 ft. Radar contact was established at 12 miles by F-4 Nr. 3. F-4 Nr. 1 then acquired radar lock-on at 9 miles, as Nr. 3 initiated an acceleration for visual identification. F-4 lead performed a slight "jink" turn for additional separation, and turned toward the target as the ID was accomplished by F-4 Nr. 3. Loss of radar contact by F-4 Nr. 1 prevented a missile attack, and a close-in visual engagement developed. The test aircraft attempted to achieve an offensive position on the high element (F-4's Nr. 1 and 2); however, when it became apparent that it was going to require maneuvering into the vertical to a very low airspeed, the test aircraft attempted to disengage by an unloaded acceleration to maximum airspeed. The engagement was terminated.  

(S) The next engagement was initiated by the test aircraft at 25,000 ft, attacking the flight of F-4's at 15,000 ft in fluid four formation. Rolling in from 8 o'clock to the F-4's, the test aircraft descended, orienting the attack on the high F-4 element (Nr. 3 and 4). Afterburner was engaged by the F-4's as they performed a hard turn toward the attacker. An overshoot caused by the test aircraft being unable to match the F-4's turn rate occurred, and the F-4's reversed appropriately. The test aircraft then pulled up into a vertical zoom attempting to position on F-4's Nr. 3 and 4. This zoom resulted in the test aircraft dissipating airspeed, and at a very low energy level, maneuvering ability was marginal. F-4's Nr. 3 and 4 were able to achieve an offensive position during the roll-off. The engagement was terminated with all four of the F-4D's in the rear hemisphere of the test aircraft.
The search pattern used on this particular engagement was briefed as: Nr. 1 and Nr. 3 radar operator search from slightly below the horizon to above the horizon in map B mode. Nr. 2 and Nr. 4 radar operators in radar mode were to overlap their search areas; however, their primary responsibility was visual scan. The visual coverage was to be standard as published in current tactical manuals. The visual coverage proved successful on the second engagement. Visual contact was acquired at the initiation of the attack and was never lost throughout the engagement. The F-4 elements did not maneuver in the same relative plane after the ACM was started. One element climbed and one element descended and through a series of high speed or energy-maintaining turns (at least 450 KIAS), the entire flight of four was able to position to the rear hemisphere of the test aircraft and obtained missile shots and gun tracking solutions. During the engagement the opportunity developed for the F-4's to dive toward the blind area of the test aircraft. This resulted in offensive positioning by the F-4's.

All aircraft returned to base for recovery.
CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft - Clean, with empty centerline pylon.
4/P-4D's - MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2 and 8;
4/AM-9B missiles.

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner power,
military power climb to 25,000 ft, head-on ACM with F-4's, beam
attack and ACM at 15,000 ft, repeat, letdown, full stop landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) The test aircraft established an opposing flight track with
the 4/P-4's at 25,000 ft, 9 IIN. Fluid four formation was maintained
by the F-4's at 15,000 and 18,000 ft, 450 KCAS. F-4 Nr 4 obtained
radar lock-on with the test aircraft at 21 miles range. F-4 Nr. 1
looked on the target at 18 miles and initiated an acceleration for
visual identification. Positive identification was made at 3 miles
range by F-4 Nr. 1 and the element was cleared for the attack.
Minimum range prevented F-4's Nr. 3 and 4 from missile launch and
Nr. 3 started to maneuver for a gun kill. F-4 leader and wingman,
after the visual identification, maneuvered directly into the
vertical (Immelmann) and achieved a 6-mile trail position on the
test aircraft. The test aircraft turned into F-4's Nr. 3 and 4
and a descending Lufbery developed for two 360° turns, followed by a
vertical "yo-yo". During the "yo-yo", F-4 Nr. 3 closed to a gun tracking
position by performing a roll-off and the engagement was terminated.

(S) The test aircraft initiated an attack from 3 o'clock to the
four F-4's on the second engagement. Flight conditions for the F-4's
were 15,000 ft, 450 KCAS. The attack was oriented toward the high
element, F-4's Nr. 3 and 4, and a turn was started toward the attacker.
Afterburner was selected by the lead F-4 and wingman as the null-up
into a climbing turn was performed. A hard turn executed by the Nr. 3
and 4 did not negate the attack, and the test aircraft closed for a
missile launch. During the turning maneuver lead F-4 and wingman closed
to a gun range and tracked the test aircraft for an 8-second period.
This engagement was terminated.

(S) For the last engagement, the test aircraft initiated an
attack on the F-4's in fluid four formation at 15-18,000 feet, 450 KCAS.
The attacker crossed over the lead F-4 element to close on the high,
trailing F-4's Nr. 3 and 4. Lead element turned toward the test
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Aircraft and achieved a rear hemisphere position, but could not obtain a missile or gun kill. Nr 3 and 4 F-4's did not visually acquire the attacker, but performed a defensive hard descending turn at the direction of F-4 lead. The test aircraft followed the descending F-4's briefly and achieved a gun-tracking position, but due to excessive airspeed dissipation in the high G turn, was forced to overshoot. ACM was terminated. A letdown and normal full stop landing was then accomplished.

(S) The technique of maintaining 450 KCAS minimum in a descending defensive break in full afterburner, then maneuvering in the vertical after the test aircraft has lost energy and maneuvering potential, appears to be valid. Mutual support with coordinated element maneuvering proved to be a decisive factor.
Mission Nr: 46  
Date: 3 Mar 1968  
Flight Duration: 0:45

CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft - Clean, with empty centerline pylon.  
2/F-4D's - MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2 and 8;  
4/AM-9B missiles.

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner, military power climb to 25,000 ft. for visual identification and attack on F-4 element, repeat, letdown, normal landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) Normal takeoff and climb to 25,000 ft was accomplished and rendezvous was made with the 2/F-4D participants. The F-4's in normal element formation (wingman slightly low, 15-30° aft, out 1,500 ft) at 15,000 ft, 450 KCAS, initiated defensive maneuvering as the attacker rolled in at 4 o'clock, 3-4 miles range. A descending turn into the test aircraft was performed which resulted in a 180° TCA. As the test aircraft and F-4's passed, the F-4's continued the descending turn, the pulled nearly vertical (90° flight path angle). A zoom maneuver was also executed by the test aircraft; however, the resulting apex was 1,000-2,000 ft lower than the F-4's and maneuvering airspeed was dissipated. A dive towards the attacker's blind area put the F-4's in an offensive rear hemisphere position. Further maneuvering, as the test aircraft set-up a high G spiral then a vertical zoom, resulted in the F-4's closing the 2,500 ft range for a simulated gun kill. This engagement was terminated.

(S) Similar initial conditions were established for the second engagement, and the attacker closed on the F-4's from a 3 o'clock position. Turning hard right, the F-4 element passed the attacker with about a 180° TCA. After passing abeam the test aircraft, the F-4's initially started turning level toward the test aircraft; however, the level turn was reversed and a hard climbing chandelle was performed. Visual contact by the test aircraft and the F-4's was lost, and the F-4's separated at 1.3 IMN. The engagement terminated.

(U) Due to low fuel state, all aircraft returned to base for recovery.

(S) The F-4 element was successful in converting a defensive situation to an offensive posture by maintaining a high energy level and maneuvering in the vertical. Wingmen were able to maintain a good fighting wing position throughout the maneuvering. When a disengage-
ment was desirable, the high-speed, low-altitude separation was executed successfully.
MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) The first two passes were head-on with 40 miles initial separation. Positive radar identification and radar lock-ons by both aircraft were accomplished at 15 miles. The altitude separation was about 2,000 ft. The third pass was a 90° abeam radar detection pass. Radar contact was acquired from this beam area at about 40 miles; however, radar lock-on was not maintained and the wrong target was attacked by the lead aircraft. The Nr. 2 F-4 maintained lock on the proper target from 15 miles range until passing within 4 miles of the target.

(S) The test aircraft was difficult to acquire on radar head-on, even knowing the target's altitude and aspect. Narrow scan and Map B mode was used the majority of the time. The beam contact was, of course, a better radar return. The first maneuver accomplished was a head-on pass at 35,000 ft with the 2 F-4's acting as independent elements. Maneuvering started as the aircraft passed line abreast, and the F-4 acting as lead element pulled into the vertical plane, while the Nr. 2 F-4, maintaining fluid four formation, turned down. The test aircraft initially pulled up and then dived toward descending Nr. 2 F-4. The Nr. 2 F-4 performed defensive turns, using 450 KIAS as a minimum airspeed. The high energy turns produced two head-on passes, (180° TCA), with the test aircraft as it attempted to press the attack toward the low descending F-4. The lead F-4 (Nr. 1) subsequently sandwiched the test aircraft and was in a missile envelope shortly after 180° of turn. Nr. 1 F-4 maintained this envelope until the engagement was terminated.

(S) The next engagement at 20,000 ft, was conducted with the F-4 established on a perch at 4 miles range. The F-4, as a fighting element, cleared the test aircraft to maneuver as the attack was initiated.
A TCA of about 150° resulted, and the F-4's pulled into the vertical and executed a barrel-roll attack. A high TCA was produced, and vertical Lufbery-type maneuvering ensued. As the flight descended, the test aircraft was reducing TCA on the F-4 wingman (Nr. 2) without positive advantage being gained by either adversary.

(S) The test aircraft has superior turning capability at 35,000 ft; however, it loses airspeed while attaining a small turn radius. The F-4, by forcing the flight to low altitude and maintaining a high energy level, will eventually gain an advantage. With a supporting element, an advantage can be quickly gained, as the attacker is forced to become committed on one element, leaving the other free to maneuver offensively. The ability of the test aircraft to depart the area once the initial attack is started is only effective before hard maneuvering and subsequent loss of airspeed.
**CONFIGURATION:**

(S) Test Aircraft - Clean, with empty centerline pylon.  
2/F-4E's - MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2 and 8; 4/AIM-9B missiles.

**EVENTS:**

(S) Ground checks, taxi, minimum afterburner takeoff, military power climb to 30,000 ft, head-on convergence with 2 F-4's for radar signature, repeat, 90° beam radar detection by F-4's and ACM, head-on engagement at 20,000 ft, letdown, full stop landing.

**MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:**

(S) After normal takeoff and climb to 30,000 ft, a head-on track was established from 40 miles toward the converging F-4E's for radar detection analysis. Flight conditions for the F-4E's were established at 28,000 ft, .9 IMN. Radar detection range for both F-4's occurred at 22-25 miles, and full system lock-on was acquired at 15 miles.

(S) The second pass resulted in radar detection of the test aircraft under similar flight conditions at 22 and 20 miles range. Lock-on was accomplished by F-4 Nr. 2 at 15 miles and visual detection occurred at 3 miles range. F-4 Nr. 1 achieved lock-on at 3 miles range.

(S) Conditions for the third pass were established with the test aircraft on a 90° TCA with the F-4's at a range of about 30 miles. The 90° beam radar detection was achieved at 25 miles by F-4 Nr. 2 and lock-on occurred at 15 miles. Scope difficulties in the rear cockpit of F-4 Nr. 1 precluded full system lock-on, although detection occurred at 15 miles. Element lead was assumed by F-4 Nr. 2, who pressed for the kill. The test aircraft entered a descending turn as missile launch was called by F-4 Nr. 2. Visual detection of the F-4 attacker by the test aircraft did not occur. Defensive maneuvers, including a high G spiral and vertical zoom, were performed by the test aircraft, but two simulated missile launches were called by the F-4 before the engagement ended.

(S) The next engagement was initiated at 20,000 ft, .9 IMN, with the F-4 element and test aircraft converging from 30 miles range. Heavy black engine smoke allowed the test aircraft to acquire the F-4's visually at 15 miles range, while the F-4's achieved visual contact at 5 miles. After passing abeam, ACM was started. The test aircraft
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pulled up into a slicing, maximum-performance turn, and the F-4's performed a hard descending turn in element formation (fighting wing). After 270° of turn, the F-4's had reduced the TCA to about 45° and it was possible to simulate an AIM-9 launch. Vertical maneuvering by the test aircraft did not negate the offensive F-4's attack, and 2 more simulated missile launches were called. The engagement was terminated and all aircraft returned to base for landing.

(S) Radar detection of the test aircraft in a head-on aspect will probably not occur beyond 20 miles. Beam aspect will increase this expected range slightly.

(S) Determined effort by the F-4's to maintain airspeed above 450 KCAS as much as possible, and maneuvering into the vertical produced successful results. By performing lag pursuit attacks and maneuvering toward the blind area of the test aircraft, a kill position can normally be achieved. The F-4's can control the engagement through energy management, vertical maneuvering, lag pursuit, or high speed separation.
CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Clean with empty centerline pylon.  
F-105D:

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner power, 
military climb to 20,000 ft for rendezvous with F-105, RHAW analysis 
during cannon/missile radar ranging mode, establish head-on ACM at 
15,000 feet, 450 KIAS, repeat at 10,000 feet, letdown, full stop landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) After level-off at 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS, a head-on converging 
flight track was established with the F-105. ACM was not performed as 
APR-25 operation with test aircraft's X-band range-only radar was 
investigated. At a range of about 5 miles, head-on, the F-105 obtained 
a 3-1/2 ring strobe on the APR-25, X-band range-only lights, and very 
loud audio. The second pass by the test aircraft was oriented from 
8 o'clock to the F-105 and at 4 kilometers (missile mode), the F-105 
APR-25 equipment indicated a 3-1/2 ring strobe, X-band range-only 
light, and audio. Several similar passes produced the same indications. 
When operating in cannon mode, the X-band radar of the test aircraft 
produces an 18 degree, vertically-polarized beam and APR-25 indications 
do not occur until range is reduced to less than 3 kilometers. Missile 
mode employs a horizontally-polarized, 6 degree beam.

(S) Flight conditions for the first maneuvering engagement were 
established with the F-105 and test aircraft at 15,000 feet on opposing 
head-on flight paths. Maneuvering for offensive positioning started 
as the aircraft passed line abreast at 1 mile range. The F-105 was 
visually acquired by the test aircraft at 5 miles range. Initial airspeed 
of the F-105 was 500 KIAS and as maneuvering started, a descending 
acceleration in afterburner power was accomplished. At 550 KIAS, a 
hard level turn toward the test aircraft was performed. The test aircraft 
initiated a climbing 6-1/2 G turn toward the F-105, maneuvering into the 
vertical and rolling off toward the rear hemisphere of the F-105. 
Continuing the hard, level turn, the F-105 estimated that the test 
aircraft would be forced to overshoot if a high G roll were executed. 
At 300 KIAS, the F-105 executed a high G roll, attempting to force the 
overshoot. The overshoot did not occur, since the test aircraft was 
at a maximum cannon range and had maneuvering potential to negate the
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overshoot. At the completion of the F-105's high G roll, a reversal by the test aircraft resulted in obtaining steady tracking for a simulated cannon kill.

(S) Similar initial conditions were established at 10,000 ft for the second engagement. The first maneuver by the F-105 as the aircraft passed abeam was a hard climbing turn towards the test aircraft. TCA as the aircraft passed was 180 degrees. Both aircraft performed climbing turns resulting in a classic slow speed scissors as each attempted to reach an offensive position. As airspeed dissipated, the test aircraft continued to improve its offensive position. Minimum airspeed during the scissors was about 200 KIAS for the F-105 and 160 KIAS for the test aircraft. The engagement was terminated and each aircraft returned to base.

(S) Mutual support, high airspeed, and low altitude should be advantageously employed by the F-105 when maneuvering with the test aircraft. If the engagement posture deteriorates to defensive maneuvering, the F-105 should separate at high speed. Separation can be accomplished successfully if the initial airspeed is high (450 KIAS). If airspeed has been dissipated to a low energy level during a scissoring type engagement, attempted separation by the F-105 will probably not be successful. Below 300 KIAS, the test aircraft, with its superior turning capability, will gain the advantage.
Mission Nr: 53
Date: 9 Mar 1968
Flight Duration: 0:40

CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Wing pylons, 2/AIM-9B missiles, empty centerline nylon
F-4D: MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2 and 8, 4/AIM-9B missiles, camera pod.

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, minimum afterburner power takeoff, military power climb to 20,000 feet, rendezvous with F-4 military power acceleration check, afterburner power acceleration check at 25,000 feet, stability investigation, handling quality analysis, letdown, full stop landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) After military climb to 20,000 feet, rendezvous was effected with the F-4D for acceleration performance comparison. Both aircraft stabilized in line abreast, close formation at 19,700 feet, 224 KIAS, and simultaneously applied full military power. The following table depicts simultaneously-recorded airspeeds. This acceleration check was terminated as the test aircraft reached 447 KIAS (1,500 liters fuel).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>START</th>
<th>STOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Aircraft:</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-4D:</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An afterburner power acceleration check was performed next at 20,000 feet from 275-430 KIAS. Afterburner power was selected simultaneously with the aircraft in line abreast, close formation. The following airspeed conditions were simultaneously recorded:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>START</th>
<th>STOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Aircraft:</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-4:</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afterburner power applied</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(S) At 25,000 feet, the third acceleration check was accomplished. With full afterburner applied simultaneously, the following conditions were recorded:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>START</th>
<th>STOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Aircraft:</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-4:</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afterburner Power Applied</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This acceleration terminated as the test aircraft experienced airframe buffeting at 1.1 IMN, 510 KCAS.

(S) The P-4 demonstrated superior acceleration performance in military and afterburner power up to 25,000 feet. The margin of superiority decreased with an increase in altitude.
CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Wing pylons, 2/AIM-9B missiles, empty centerline pylon
2/F-4D: MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2 and 8, 4/AIM-9B missiles

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, minimum afterburner takeoff, military power climb to 20,000 ft, afterburner zoom check with F-4D, head-on set-up at 35,000 ft, .9 IMN, for ACM with F-4’s, repeat at 20,000 feet, defensive maneuvering with F-4’s initiating high speed attack at 20,000 feet, let-down, recovery.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) Rendezvous was accomplished with the 2/F4D aircraft and initial conditions established for a zoom comparison. At 20,000 feet, .9 IMN, in line abreast spread formation, the test aircraft and one F-4D performed a pull-up to 40 degrees of climb in afterburner power. During the zoom, the F-4 demonstrated a slight superiority and at termination, the F-4 was 1,000 feet higher, with 20 knots of airspeed advantage.

(S) An ACM engagement was set up at 35,000 feet, .9 IMN, with the F-4D’s, simulating two elements, converging head-on with the test aircraft. As the test aircraft passed abeam the F-4’s at 2-3 miles, a descending turn toward F-4 number 1 (closest) was established. F-4 number 1 selected afterburner power and entered a descending turn toward the test aircraft, producing a 180 degree TCA as the aircraft passed. F-4 number 2 maneuvered vertically when it was apparent that the test aircraft was descending. After about 270 degrees of turn, F-4 number 2 was in a rear hemisphere, missile launch position on the test aircraft. Continued maneuvering through a series of turns and "yo-yo’s" resulted in the test aircraft’s reaching missile launch parameters on F-4 number 1. F-4 number 2, meanwhile, had closed to a gun kill position. The engagement was terminated.

(S) For the second engagement, the test aircraft was established at 20,000 feet, .8 IMN, and the F-4’s, simulating two elements, were at 20,000 and 24,000 feet, .9 IMN. A head-on set-up resulted in the test aircraft’s passing F-4 number 1 with about 3,000 feet of lateral separation. F-4 number 1 pulled up to 90 degrees of pitch, topping at 37,000 feet, 110 KCAS, and rolled off toward the test aircraft’s 6 o’clock position. F-4 number 2 pulled into a 30 degree climbing turn and was able to roll into a rear hemisphere position. Due to the low initial airspeed of the test aircraft, it was not possible to maneuver vertically.
with the F-4's. A level turn was executed, during which visual contact was lost with both F-4's. Subsequent maneuvering by the test aircraft was defensive and the engagement was stopped.

(S) Conditions for the test aircraft on the third engagement were 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The F-4's, in fighting wing position, initiated an attack from 5 o'clock at 1.2 IMN. The test aircraft was cleared to maneuver as the range reached 1.5 miles. At that time, a descending hard turn was performed and the attacking F-4's pulled into a high "yo-yo" to prevent an overshoot. A descending "yo-yo" established the F-4's in the test aircraft's blind cone and gun-tracking was possible. The test aircraft executed a maximum performance break turn and the F-4's were forced to "yo-yo" high to the outside. A low speed "yo-yo" by the attackers again resulted in a gun-tracking solution and the engagement ended.

(U) All aircraft returned to base for recovery.

(S) Vertical maneuvering by the F-4 after an initial turn has dissipated the test aircraft's airspeed again proved to be successful. Lag pursuit technique to become established in the blind cone is a prime consideration and pilot discipline is required to sacrifice a questionable pure or lead pursuit solution in favor of lag pursuit for improved offensive positioning.
CONFIGURATION:
(S) Test Aircraft: Wing pylons with 2/AIM-9B missiles, empty centerline pylon.
RF-101: Clean

EVENTS:
(S) Ground checks, taxi, minimum afterburner takeoff, military power climb to 15,000 feet for rendezvous with RF-101, military power acceleration check, repeat with afterburner power, initiate attack from rear hemisphere at 15,000 feet, repeat, letdown, recovery.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:
(S) After a normal takeoff and climb, rendezvous was accomplished with the RF-101 at 15,000 feet, and a military power acceleration check was performed. Accelerating from 300 to 500 KIAS, both aircraft appeared to have equal performance. Acceleration time was 1 minute, 40 seconds through this speed range.

(S) At 15,000 feet, an afterburner acceleration check from 350-540 KIAS indicated slightly superior performance by the test aircraft. The test aircraft accelerated in level flight through this speed range in 1 minute, while the RF-101 required 1 minute, 4 seconds.

(S) The first engagement was set up with the RF-101 at 15,000 feet, 440 KIAS (540 KTAS) and the test aircraft positioned at 6 o'clock for a high speed attack. At 1 mile range, the test aircraft called missile range and the RF-101 initiated a 3.5 G descending turn, unloaded, and accelerated in the 30 degree dive to above 550 KIAS. One reversal was made during this acceleration. The test aircraft was able to maintain a tracking solution and close as the pursuit progressed below 8,000 feet. As the test aircraft reached 530 KIAS, moderate airframe buffet was experienced and no further acceleration was possible. During the reversal of the RF-101, the test aircraft cut-off on the inside of the turn and closed momentarily; however, after rolling out of the turn, the range increased steadily and the engagement was terminated.

(S) Similar conditions were established for the second engagement and when missile range was called, the RF-101 initiated a descending break turn, engaged afterburner, unloaded, and accelerated for defensive separation. During the break turn, the test aircraft reduced range to 4,000 feet and was able to track throughout. As the RF-101 ceased turning and accelerated in a straight 60 degree dive, the separation increased steadily to beyond missile range and at termination of this engagement, the RF-101 indicated 650 knots airspeed.
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(U) All aircraft returned to base for landing.

(S) High airspeed by the RF-101 while operating in a MIG threat area is very important and if an attack is detected while outside of missile range, an unloaded acceleration straight away is effective. If the attacker closes to missile range, the RF-101 should perform minimum defensive maneuvering to negate the missile, descend to minimum altitude, and attempt separation.

(S) Because of heavy longitudinal stick forces above 500 KTAS, the test aircraft cannot achieve a high pitch rate. This makes the pilot reluctant to enter steep descents at low altitude while accelerating to the buffet limit. The fear is that once a steep dive is established and high airspeed is attained, control power may not be sufficient for recovery before ground impact.
Mission No.: 72
Date: 18 Mar 1968
Flight Duration: 0:35

CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Wing pylons with 2/AM-93 missiles, empty center-line pylon
F-105D: Clean

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner, military power climb to 15,000 feet, rendezvous with F-105 for APR-25 analysis, afterburner acceleration check, attach F-105 from rear quarter at 15,000 feet, defensive maneuvering with F-105 attacker, letdown, normal landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) Rendezvous with the F-105 was accomplished at 15,000 feet and analysis of APR-25 capability was started. With the test aircraft operating in missile mode, radar locked on the F-105 at 2.5 kilometers from the rear hemisphere. At lock-on, the F-105 APR-25 indicated 1-1/2 ring strobe at 6 o'clock, steady audio, and X Band range only light. As the range decreased to 1.5 kilometers, a 2 ring strobe was produced. Radar of the test aircraft continually broke lock at 3 kilometers when 6 o'clock to the F-105.

(S) Steady lock-on at 3.2 kilometers in missile mode produced: APR-25 1-1/2 ring strobe, steady audio, X Band range only light. In all cases, the test aircraft produced a low-pitched chirp on the F-105's APR-25 audio.

(S) An afterburner power, level acceleration performance check was performed at 15,000 feet. Both aircraft stabilized in line abreast formation at 300 KIAS, simultaneously selected afterburner power and accelerated to 500 KIAS. There was little difference in acceleration performance of the F-105D and test aircraft.

(S) Initial conditions for the first engagement were established with the F-105 at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. An attack was started by the test aircraft, rolling in at 5 o'clock, from 3 miles range and accelerating to 1.1 IMN. At missile range, the F-105 performed an unloaded (1/2 G) acceleration to 1.1 IMN to achieve separation. Due to the load limit of the test aircraft, further closure was not possible. Maximum attainable air speed was 540 KIAS in a 30 degree dive while attempting to pursue the F-105. Airframe buffet became severe and the test aircraft was forced to reduce power and decelerate. After separating to a range of 3.5 - 4 miles, the F-105 initiated a 60 degrees climbing left turn, topping at 22,000 feet and 350 KIAS. During this maneuver, the test aircraft closed to 1/2 miles range, and moved to the outside
of the F-105's turn, anticipating a reversal and subsequent scissors maneuvering. The F-105, however, did not elect to reverse, but unloaded again in a maximum performance acceleration to 1.1 IKN. This defensive separation was successful and the engagement was terminated.

(S) The second engagement was set-up with the test aircraft in a defensive posture at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS, and the F-105 initiating an attack from 18,000 feet. A descending turn by the F-105 was performed in maximum power, accelerating to .97 IKN while close on the test aircraft. Defensive maneuvering was started as the test aircraft performed a 6 G climbing spiral attempting to force an overshoot. The F-105 did not overshoot and succeeded in closing to gun range while tracking. A cloud condition caused the test aircraft to terminate the engagement.

(U) All aircraft returned to base for landing.

(S) The F-105D successfully performed a high-speed, low-altitude separation in two instances. If an attacker is detected at 2 miles or more, or a high TCA occurs at close range, the F-105 can effectively disengage and separate. When offensive, the F-105 using afterburner, speed brakes, and high G as necessary, was able to achieve a successful kill on the test aircraft. Lag pursuit technique to the blind area can be used advantageously. If the F-105 attacker attempts a prolonged maneuvering engagement, it becomes vulnerable to follow-up attacks as the offensive situation deteriorates due to loss of energy and maneuvering potential.
CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: 2/AIM-9B missiles simulating ATOLL
F-104: Clean

EVENTS:

(S) Military power climb to 17,000 feet, stabilize at 300 KIAS, military power acceleration comparison from 300 KIAS to 500 KIAS, full afterburner zoom comparison, initial conditions 450 KIAS, 18,000 feet, 3-1/2 G onset rate to 40 degrees pitch attitude, first maneuver the F-104 defensive, 25,000 feet, .9 IMN, test aircraft making high speed rear quarter attack; second maneuver, test aircraft defensive, 20,000 feet, .9 IMN, the F-104 making high speed hit-and-run attack from rear quarter; third maneuver, F-104 defensive, 25,000 feet, .9 IMN, the test aircraft making a high speed attack from the rear quarter followed by a zoom maneuver; fourth maneuver was a high airspeed 180 degrees maximum performance turn comparison.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) The military power acceleration check was set-up at 17,000 feet, 300 KIAS, side by side, not allowing the test aircraft's slow engine response as a factor. The F-104, at the termination speed of 500 KIAS, was 2,000-3,000 feet ahead of the test aircraft, whose termination speed was 490 KIAS. These results indicate the F-104 has a slight advantage in military acceleration.

(S) The zoom comparison began at 18,000 feet, 450 KIAS, rotating at 3-1/2 G onset rate to 40 degrees of pitch in full afterburner power. The F-104 gained about 2,000 feet advantage in this zoom maneuver, which indicates that the F-104 is slightly superior under these tactical conditions.

(S) The first tactical engagement began with the F-104 defensive at 25,000 feet, .9 IMN, the test aircraft performing a rear quarter attack with Mach .3 speed advantage. The F-104 was capable of closing to lethal gun range and two seconds of tracking with a subsequent unloaded separation without the test aircraft being capable of bringing his offensive armament to bear upon the F-104. This confirms the high-speed, hit-and-run tactics to be valid for the F-104.

(S) The third tactical engagement began with the F-104 defensive, at 25,000 feet, .9 IMN, with the test aircraft performing a high-speed, rear quarter attack with Mach .3 speed advantage. The F-104 performed
a break turn into the attack at 1.5 miles with a subsequent unloaded descending acceleration for separation. Once positive separation was accomplished, the F-104 pulled into the vertical plane in an attempt to gain an offensive position. This could not be accomplished, although the test aircraft could not attain as much altitude, it was able to maintain an offensive position and gain missile launch range during the maneuver.

(S) A full afterburner acceleration check was then performed, starting line abreast, 17,000 feet, 350 KIAS, accelerating to 550 KIAS. The F-104 gained about 1 mile longitudinal separation during this check.

(S) The final maneuver consisted of checking the maximum turn capability of the F-104 and test aircraft starting at 550 KIAS, 17,000 feet. The test aircraft turned 180 degrees holding 6.5 G, bleeding to 330 KIAS. The F-104, in the same time increment, turned 130 degrees holding 6 G, bleeding to 500 KIAS.

(S) The results of the data obtained during this flight indicate the following:

(1) The F-104 can separate or disengage when attacked by the test aircraft by an unloaded, descending acceleration when the test aircraft is detected at sufficient range. If necessary, a break turn into the attack is successful, followed by an unloaded acceleration for separation, keeping in mind that above 595 KIAS will insure separation below 15,000 feet.

(2) The F-104 should use high-speed, hit-and-run tactics against the test aircraft.

(3) The F-104 should avoid prolonged turning engagements with the test aircraft, especially at low airspeed.
**CONFIGURATION:**

(S) Test Aircraft - Wing pylons with 2/AIM-9B missiles; empty centerline pylon.  
B-66 - Clean.

**EVENTS:**

(S) Ground checks, taxi, takeoff in minimum afterburner power, military climb to 30,000 ft, rendezvous with B-66, attack from rear hemisphere and maintain offensive position, air-to-ground attack with cannon firing, F-4 and F-105 radar analysis for signature of test aircraft, letdown, recovery.

**MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:**

(S) Rendezvous was accomplished with the B-66 at 30,000 ft, 450 KTAS. An F-4D chase aircraft was positioned as escort and initiated a typical weave pattern in the rear hemisphere of the B-66 at 2 miles range, .83 IMN. An attack was started on the B-66 by the test aircraft, accelerating to 1.2 IMN. As the attacker's range decreased to 2.5 miles with a 20° TCA, the F-4D escort aircraft called for the B-66 to initiate a left break turn. The test aircraft pressed the attack to missile and subsequently to gun range as the B-66 performed a descending 3 G spiral through 720° of turn. As the B-66 rolled out of the spiral at 300 KIAS, the test aircraft was in a 6 o'clock tracking position at 1,500 ft range. During this maneuvering, the F-4 achieved a lethal position on the attacker by crossing behind the test aircraft, rolling to the outside, and closing to gun range. It was not possible for the escort F-4 to negate the successful attack on the B-66.

(S) The break maneuver by the B-66 did not force an overshoot, and the attacker had little difficulty maintaining a tracking solution throughout the defensive spiral. A steeper descending spiral (60° dive) may have been more effective; however, the B-66 is totally dependent upon the F-4 escort for survival. Visibility restrictions make it difficult or impossible to visually detect an attacker from the B-66, and defensive maneuvering should be directed by the escort.

(S) The test aircraft simulated an air-to-ground attack, firing 10 rounds of HEI ammunition.

(S) Radar signatures were investigated with the F-4 and F-106 aircraft. Tail aspect lock-on was accomplished, and the test aircraft separated to 21 miles range before F-106 radar break-lock occurred. Lock-on was maintained by the F-4D (APQ-120) to a range of 23 miles.
Head-on aspect lock-ons were normally achieved by the F-4 at 15 miles range.

(U) "Bingo" fuel state was reached and all aircraft returned to base.
CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft - Wing pylons with 2/AIM-9B missiles, empty centerline pylon.
2/F-4D - MAU-12 armament pylons, stations 2 and 8, with 4/AIM-9B missiles.

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, minimum afterburner power takeoff, military power climb to 25,000 ft, radar acquisition analysis head-on with 2/F-4D's, gun fire, head-on engagement at 15,000 ft, repeat, letdown recovery.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) After leveling off at 25,000 ft, the test aircraft established a head-on opposing flight track with the F-4's. The F-4's were in an element formation at 23,000 ft and F-4 Nr. 2 reported his radar as being inoperative. Radar contact was acquired by F-4 Nr. 1 at 25 miles range and full look-on was possible at 20 miles. Radar then became inoperative on F-4 Nr. 1 and the test aircraft performed simulated ground attack with live cannon firing.

(S) Conditions for the first engagement were established with the F-4's simulating two elements in fluid four formation at 15,000 ft and 18,000 ft, .9 IMN. The test aircraft set-up an opposing flight track, co-altitude at .9 IMN, and started maneuvering as the aircraft passed line abreast. A hard climbing left turn was executed by the test aircraft, F-4 Nr. 1 entered a descending left turn, and F-4 Nr. 2 initiated a climbing left turn. The test aircraft oriented the attack towards F-4 Nr. 2 and F-4 Nr. 1 reversed, attempting a sandwich maneuver. F-4 Nr. 2 executed a descending acceleration, maintaining 3 miles separation with the test aircraft. As F-4 Nr. 1 closed on the test aircraft, a radar lock-on was accomplished at 45° TCA. A reversal and low speed scissors was attempted by the test aircraft; however, F-4 Nr. 1 elected to separate with a maximum performance acceleration. F-4 Nr. 2, meanwhile, had repositioned for a missile attack and achieved a radar lock-on within missile launch parameters. The engagement was terminated.

(S) The second engagement was set-up with similar initial conditions. As the test aircraft passed line abreast, maneuvering started with a
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steep, high G, climbing turn. F-4 Nr. 1 once again performed a descending military power turn, and F-4 Nr. 2 established a climbing turn toward the test aircraft. F-4 Nr. 2 then accelerated in a descending turn as the test aircraft achieved a rear hemisphere offensive position. As the engagement ended, the test aircraft was closing for a gun kill on F-4 Nr. 2 while being pursued by F-4 Nr. 1.

(U) All aircraft returned to base for landing, due to a low fuel state.

(S) Radar signatures of the F-104 and test aircraft are nearly the same in a head-on aspect. Once again, full radar look-on was achieved in the 20-mile range area, with initial contact at 25-30 miles, knowing the approximate target location.

(S) Split plane maneuvering, mutual support, and defensive separation were the significant maneuvers during these engagements.
CONFIGURATION:

(S) Test Aircraft: Wing pylons, 2/ AIM-9B missiles simulating AToll, and empty centerline pylon
F-5: 2/ AIM-9 pylons, one on each wing tip

EVENTS:

(S) Ground checks, taxi, minimum afterburner power takeoff, military power climb to 10,000 feet, rendezvous with F-5, military power acceleration check, deceleration check with speed brakes and idle, afterburner power acceleration, afterburner power zoom, afterburner EM acceleration, turn comparison, EM acceleration, turn comparison, head-on maneuvering engagement, letdown, full stop landing.

MISSION SUMMARY/COMMENTS:

(S) After a military climb to 10,000 feet, rendezvous was effected with the F-5 for a military power acceleration check. The aircraft were very closely matched on this check from 300 to 450 KIAS, with the F-5 gaining two to three ship lengths. During the deceleration with idle power and speed brakes, the F-5 was superior and at completion of the maneuver was in a position four to five ship lengths behind the test aircraft. The afterburner acceleration check at 10,000 feet from 350 KIAS to .9 IMN indicated the F-5 is slightly superior. The afterburner zoom, starting from 10,000 feet, .9 IMN using a 3-1/2 G onset rate to 30 degrees of pitch, demonstrated that the test aircraft is slightly better (500 to 1,000 feet higher, same airspeed at termination). The EM acceleration using full afterburner power, 0 - 1/2 G, from 35,000 feet, 200 KIAS, resulted in the test aircraft's being four to five ship lengths ahead when reaching 1.2 IMN. The 7 G turn comparison accomplished at 1.2 IMN, 22,000 feet, demonstrated the aircraft are very evenly matched. The EM, unloaded, full afterburner acceleration from 25,000 feet, 200 KIAS, resulted in the test aircraft's gaining about 500 feet, a very slight advantage. Both aircraft obtained 7-1/2 G at 15,000 feet, .9 IMN, and were closely matched throughout the turning maneuver. The aircraft were nearly equal in performance during the first ACM engagement. Initial conditions were: 15,000 feet, .75 IMN, and anti-parallel flight track. The test aircraft pilot did lose sight of the F-5 shortly after the preliminary turns. This resulted in the F-5's obtaining lethal missile/gun position very shortly thereafter.

(S) The acceleration, turn and zoom comparisons indicate the F-5 and test aircraft are closely matched out to the maximum Mach capability of the F-5 up to 30,000 feet. The two aircraft are equal in
size and present the same difficulties for visual or radar acquisition. The F-5 has better cockpit visibility and can exceed the MiG-21 Q limit at low altitude. It appears that the F-5 will closely simulate the MiG-21 up to 1.2 IMN and 30,000 feet, and could be extremely effective for dissimilar engagements in advanced ACM training.
ANNEX B

MAINTENANCE SUMMARIES (U)
ATTACHMENT 1

(S) SUMMARY OF TEST AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE DISCREPANCIES DURING PERIOD

8 FEB 1968 THROUGH 30 MAR 1968

1. Fuel Leak
2. Radar Will Not Lock-on in Missile Mode
3. Cabin Pressure Gage Read .99 in Flight
4. Fuel Booster Pump #1 Inoperative
5. Gear Would Not Retract on First Attempt
6. Tires Need Rotating
7. UHF Failed to Transmit Twice
8. Hydraulic Pressure Cap Leaking
9. EGT Fluctuating
10. Booster System Hydraulic Leak
11. Brakes Weak
12. Radar Ranging Inoperative
13. Gun Sight Radar Light Inoperative
14. Brake Cable Broken
15. UHF Failed to Transmit Channel 3
16. No Radar Lock-on
17. Excessive Nose Wheel Shimmey
18. No Radar Lock-on
19. EGT Fluctuating
20. Main Tires Worn Beyond Limits
21. Oil System
22. Radar Over-Sensitive
23. Brakes Require More Application for Right Turn
24. Rivet Popped on Leading Edge of Wing Fence
25. Brakes Grab
26. EOT Fluctuating
27. Tires Need Rotating
28. Radar Power Light Inoperative
29. Nose Tire Needs Replacing
30. Canopy Hinge Disconnected During Opening
31. Cannon Fire Light Inoperative
32. Drag Chute Button Cover Broken
ATTACHMENT 2

(S) SUMMARY OF F-4D (AIRCRAFT #1) MAINTENANCE DISCREPANCIES DURING PERIOD

8 FEB 1968 THROUGH 29 MAR 1968

1. Inertial navigation equipment produced excessive error (11 NM).
2. Radar antenna scan not level.
3. Six bit targets in back bias.
4. Radar power circuit-breaker popped at 4 Gs.
5. Inertial navigation equipment produced excessive error (200 NM).
6. Radar bit 1 showed only nine targets.
7. Radar gain control lost intermittently.
8. Antenna elevation strobe indicates 10 degrees too high.
9. Roll reference on sight reticle cocked 10 degrees left.
10. Flap position indicator fluctuates.
11. Boost pump and radar power circuit-breakers popped.
12. Right engine afterburner has excessive ignition delay.
13. WRCS bit check in offset bomb mode is off 40 degrees right.
14. Right engine afterburner has excessive ignition delay.
15. AGM-45 bit check no go.
16. EDU-12B would not release.
17. EDU-12B would not release.
18. UHF radio erratic in manual mode.

TOTAL SORTIES: 46
ATTACHMENT 3

(S) SUMMARY OF F-4D (AIRCRAFT #2) MAINTENANCE DISCREPANCIES DURING PERIOD

8 FEB 1968 THROUGH 28 MAR 1968

1. Right main gear anti-skid inoperative.
2. Yaw damper produces directional oscillation.
3. Altimeter sticks intermittently.
4. Left generator dropped off line several times in flight.
5. Fuel tape and counter fluctuates.
6. Radar antenna bangs violently against stops when radar is in stand-by and operate modes.
7. Radar presentation and ASE circle jitters up and down.
8. Yaw damper produces yaw oscillation at low altitude.
9. Left generator dropped off line during flight.
10. Left generator dropped off line four times in flight.
11. Yaw damper bad .8 to .84 below 15,000 feet.
12. Fuel gage erratic below 5,000 pounds.
13. Sight reticle roll tabs cocked 8 degrees right.
14. Fuel leak panel 101 L.
15. Left generator light came on ten times (generator dropped off line) during flight.
16. Pitch damper causes pitch oscillations continually.
17. Automatic temperature control inoperative.
18. Throttles mismatched one-half inch.
19. AN/AJB7 gyro tumbled.
20. Inertial platform will not align.
22. Radar bit 3 inoperative.
24. Right external fuel tank feed light inoperative.
25. Speed brake tele-light operates intermittently with speed brakes up.
27. UHF transmitter inoperative.
28. Pitch damper does not dampen oscillations.
29. Fuel counter produces erroneous readings.
30. TACAN inoperative.
31. Radar scope camera inoperative.
32. Inertial navigation equipment had excessive error (60 NM).
33. Fuel counter tape erratic.
34. AN/AJB-7 gyro tumbled on landing.
35. HSI and ADI rotate continually.
36. Gun camera inoperative.
37. TACAN emergency light illuminated throughout flight.
38. Standby compass 25 degrees in error.
39. Autopilot will not hold desired bank.
40. Radar inoperative.
41. Fuel leak in left wing aileron during dump.
42. Fuel tape indicates 10,000 pounds and counter drops to one-half the correct indication.
43. Emergency power light on TACAN illuminates during flight.
44. WRCS control E-W knob does not control counter digits.
45. Left outboard fuel tank does not feed.
46. Standby compass inaccurate.
47. Engine Nr 1 will not start.
48. TACAN inoperative.
49. Persistency not adequate on rear radar scope.
50. Bit 1 has only 13 targets.
51. Radar magnetron current reads 1.9 in long pulse.
52. AN-AJB7 gyro tumbled 15 minutes after takeoff.
53. UHF has loud squelch tone.
54. Tachometer, left engine, rear cockpit, is inoperative.

TOTAL SORTIES: 59
ATTACHMENT 4

(S) SUMMARY, F105D AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE DISCREPANCIES DURING

PERIOD 8 FEB 1968 THROUGH 25 MAR 1968

1. Gun would not fire.
2. TACAN heading 180° off.
3. No radar returns in 6 mile modes.
4. Radar does not paint any target at all on the ground.
5. Radar has severe under pedestal and memory shift between range scales.
6. Sweep sticks on R-14 display.
7. UHF channel 3 pre-set inoperative.
9. DC generator light one-half out on master caution.
10. Air-to-air radar mode erratic, will not lock-on. Ranging runs continuously from maximum to breakaway.
11. UHF transmitter failed after 30 minutes.
12. Transmitter is inoperative. Radio clicks but no modulation.
13. ILS glide slope inoperative.
14. TBL test is not normal. Light sequence is wrong.
15. Cockpit utility light (gooseneck) inoperative.
17. Speed brake horizontal pedals came open on takeoff roll.
18. Trailing edge flaps would not retract normally after takeoff.
19. On start, fuel flow goes to 2200 PPH and EGT hit 345 degrees.
20. At idle, temperature and fuel flow return to normal. Full military, at 10,000-15,000 feet gives EGT of 610-615 degrees.
21. Right wing tank vent starts pouring out fuel when aircraft internal at 6,000 pounds.

22. UHF transmitter and receiver garbled on all changes for about ten minutes before landing.

23. UHF receiver and transmitter extremely scratchy and broken up from takeoff through engine shut down; completely inoperative on some channels (intermittent report write-up).

24. TBC self-test does not give correct light sequence, if any.

25. UHF receiver (possibly transmitter, too) failed completely.

26. UHF channels 2 and 3 were weak and scratchy prior to landing.

TOTAL SORTIES: 49
SUMMARY, F105F (WILD WEASEL) AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE DISCREPANCIES

DURING PERIOD 21 FEB 1968 THROUGH 28 MAR 1968

1. UHF in rear cockpit receiver inoperative.
2. Left landing gear safe indicator light, rear cockpit, inoperative.
3. Battery high charge light came on after start recycle.
5. Green ball ground display for combining glass inoperative.
7. Right rear test strobe missing, both cockpits, APR-25.
8. All modes ER-142 audio weak.
9. Sight cage knob, front cockpit, 180° out.
10. No breakaway until past the target in S/A.
12. Fuel flow indicator hangs up, then jumps 3,000-4,000 pounds when throttle is advanced or retarded rapidly.
13. APR-25 intermittent display E band both billboard and vector, only got indications when very close to site.
15. Radio very weak in transmitting and receiving.
16. Fuel probe, left pylon tank, inoperative.
17. AZEL cables appear to be cut and are not properly positioned, bind on antenna.
18. Ground spoil returns received in pencil.
19. Pitch mech adv becomes inoperative at Mach .90 at 5,000 ft AGL at -540 CAS.
20. No release in BTIP mode.
22. Heading markers stuck most of the mission.
23. Doppler stayed in memory for ten minutes after takeoff.
24. TA could not be calibrated.
25. Doppler present position is in error from 20 to 55 NM after five minutes of flight.
26. Standby altimeter, front cockpit, sticks, then jumps 300-400 feet at a time.
27. APR-25 E SAM lights (hi and lo) did not respond to simulator signal.
28. Vector appears intermittent.
29. Left drop tank fuel gage indicates 1,000 pounds left in tank.
30. Four write-ups; no 781A available.
31. External tank quantity indicators do not press-to-test properly and are erratic until the tanks are fed out.
32. APR-25 forward right test pattern strobe missing.
33. Wing tip nav light out.
34. SIF weak and intermittent.
35. APR-25 upper right strobe missing on all bands.
36. Radar power switch safety wired-off in both cockpits.
37. Autopilot force switches will not disengage altitude hold on air/ground or in the air.
38. IFF weak and intermittent code 304.
39. Radar goes fuzzy on both scopes at or below 7,200 feet.
40. Loss of range console and horizontal pips.
41. Could get only 590° EGT at full military power.
42. Takes approximately one minute, EPR was 2.45, 15,000 feet.
43. Left 450 gage stuck on 500 pounds remaining.
44. Gunsight in S/A gives breakaway signal as soon as it locks-on to a target. All other modes give very weak targets on scope.

45. Instrument markings on P2 and utility gages worn off.

46. Right wing tip formation position light inoperative.

47. Standby magnetic compass off 500 from runway heading and HSI.

48. ADI cocked at 35° bank and will not fast erect.

49. APR-25 hood in front cockpit missing.

50. F/C attitude indicator sticks intermittently in 35° left bank indication.

51. Doppler present position off 13 miles in latitude, 12 miles in longitude.

52. After 200 mile leg, ER 142 right forward antenna inoperative.

53. APR-25 upper right test missing all buttons.

54. Canopy open light remained illuminated until approximately 45 minutes after takeoff.

55. Thrust decay sticks closed intermittently.

TOTAL: 33 Sorties
## ANNEX C

### (S) COCKPIT EVALUATION SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pilot A GPeb68</th>
<th>Pilot BGPeb68</th>
<th>10 Mar68</th>
<th>Pilot C 24 Mar68</th>
<th>Pilot D 11 Apr68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canopy Controls</strong></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pilot Seat</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F/G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions/Clearance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejection Limitation</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harness Lock</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrument Panel</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flight Instruments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grouping</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readability</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F/G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequacy</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positioning</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engine Instruments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grouping</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readability</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequacy</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positioning</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Warning Lights</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placards</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switches</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Console/Pedestal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switches</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guards</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID of Switches/Controls</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion factor</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placards</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrangement</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lights</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 1-124
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flight Controls</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rudder:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break-out force</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aileron:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break-out force</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilator:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break-out force</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stick Grip: Controls</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrangement</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throttle and Controls</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elect:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>F G</td>
<td>F G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>G F</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>F F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>F G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>F G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>G -</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>G -</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>G F</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>G F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency</td>
<td>G -</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>- G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support required</td>
<td>- G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to idle</td>
<td>- 45 55 47</td>
<td>45 55 47</td>
<td>47 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>- F F</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brakes</td>
<td>- F P</td>
<td>P P</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rpm required</td>
<td>- idle</td>
<td>idle</td>
<td>idle</td>
<td>idle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steering</td>
<td>- F P</td>
<td>P P</td>
<td>P F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng response</td>
<td>- P -</td>
<td>P F</td>
<td>P P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>- G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>G G</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brakes</td>
<td>- F F</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalls</td>
<td>- none none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throttle feel</td>
<td>- F -</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td>F F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Acceleration</td>
<td>- P -</td>
<td>P P</td>
<td>P P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throttle adjust</td>
<td>- F -</td>
<td>P G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(friction)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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WEAPONS EFFECTS (U)
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ANNEX D

(S/NFD) WEAPONS EFFECTS

The bulldozer shown in Figures 1-6 through 1-9 was fully operational before test firing. The front blade was missing before the test. The pictures show the extent of damage sustained by the bulldozer after being hit by two (2) rounds of 30mm HEI fired by the test aircraft. The bulldozer was considered damaged beyond repair.
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"CONDUCT AN OPERATIONAL INVESTIGATION OF THE TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT OF NAVY COMBAT AIRPLANES AND THEIR ASSOCIATED WEAPONS SYSTEMS AGAINST THE MIG-21"
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Previously Known Data

(S) References (a) and (b) provided detailed technical information on the MIG-21. Various performance and weapons system capabilities were delineated.

(U) References (c) and (d) provided aircraft and weapons system description and operating limitations for the F-4B airplane.

(U) References (e) and (f) provided airplane and weapons system description, and operating limitations for the F-4J airplane.

(U) References (g) and (h) provided F-4 air combat tactics and recommended weapons system employment against the MIG-21.

(U) References (i) and (j) provided airplane and weapons system description and operating limitations for the F-8E airplane.

(U) References (k) and (l) provided F-8 air combat tactics and recommended weapons system employment.

(U) References (m) and (n) provided airplane description, operating limitations, and recommended defensive maneuvers for the A-4 airplane.

(U) References (o) and (p) provided airplane description, operating limitations, and recommended defensive maneuvers for the A-6 airplane.

(U) References (q) and (r) provided airplane description, operating limitations, and recommended defensive maneuvers for the A-7 airplane.

(S) Reference (s) provided a large sampling of air-to-air engagements with MIG type airplanes in SEA (Southeast Asia). It indicated extensive use of the MIG-21 as a point interceptor and showed relatively few engagements where the MIG-21 was employed at maximum performance in a prolonged, close-in, turning flight. In addition,
reference (q) provided guidance in determining altitude parameters for typical encounters during this project.

(S) Reference (t) was used to determine the characteristics and capabilities of the High Fix radar (KVANT) installed in the MIG-21 and to acquire information relative to the radar target size of the MIG-21.

(S) References (u) and (v) compared maneuvering capabilities of Soviet airplanes to USN/USAF airplanes and was used to assist in determining points of relative strength and weakness of the MIG-21 during this project. Reference (v) indicated that the MIG-21 possessed a zoom capability equal to or greater than any Free World fighter.

(S) Reference (w) characterized the MIG-21 as a point interceptor, possessing little or no slow speed maneuvering capability. It was based on pilot opinion, after two flights, with limited knowledge of the airplane's handling characteristics.
## List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/B</td>
<td>Afterburner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>Air Combat Maneuvering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AERO-1A</td>
<td>F-4B Missile Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>Air Force Flight Test Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL</td>
<td>Above Ground Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM-7E</td>
<td>SPARROW III Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM-7E-2</td>
<td>SPARROW III (dogfight) Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM-9B/D</td>
<td>SIDEWINDER Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMCS</td>
<td>Airborne Missile Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/APR-25</td>
<td>Radar Homing and Warning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APG-59</td>
<td>F-4J Radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APQ-72</td>
<td>F-4B Radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APQ-94</td>
<td>F-8E Radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOLL</td>
<td>Soviet Air-to-Air Infrared Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWG-10</td>
<td>F-4J Missile Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bingo</td>
<td>Minimum fuel state required for safe return to base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/N</td>
<td>Bombardier/Navigator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNO</td>
<td>Chief of Naval Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMOPTEVFOR</td>
<td>Commander Operational Test and Evaluation Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT</td>
<td>Combat Rated Thrust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW</td>
<td>Continuous Wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIA</td>
<td>Defense Intelligence Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRV</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGT</td>
<td>Exhaust Gas Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>Electronic Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFAR</td>
<td>Folding Fin Aircraft Rocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free F-4</td>
<td>Tactical Wingman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTD</td>
<td>Foreign Technology Division of Air Force Systems Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Acceleration due to gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have Doughnut</td>
<td>Project Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEI</td>
<td>High Explosive Incendiary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Band</td>
<td>Radio Frequency Energy (8,000 to 10,000 KC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMN</td>
<td>Indicated Mach Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared Radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCAS</td>
<td>Knots Calibrated Airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIAS</td>
<td>Knots Indicated Airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTAS</td>
<td>Knots True Airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBC</td>
<td>Main Beam Clutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIG-21</td>
<td>MIG-21 F-13 (Fishbed C/E)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Oblique Loop

An overhead maneuver performed just off the true vertical. An angle of bank is held to facilitate maintaining visual contact with a target in the rear hemisphere.

Padlock

A lookout technique that requires looking solely at the target once it has been visually acquired.

UNCLASSIFIED
\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Vc}
\hspace{2cm} Closing Velocity
\item \textbf{VF}
\hspace{2cm} Fixed wing, heavier than air, fighter airplanes
\item \textbf{VID}
\hspace{2cm} Visual Identification
\end{itemize}
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL

1. (S) MIG-21 F-13 FISHBED C/E

A. The MIG-21 is a small, single place, Mach 2, clear air mass interceptor and ground support airplane. The overall design philosophy of the MIG-21 is one of engineering simplicity and reliability. The airplane is configured with a 57 degree swept delta wing and swept horizontal and vertical tail. Figure 2-1 illustrates the MIG-21's plan form.

Figure 2-1

FISHBED E Plan Form

(S-Gp-1)
The fuselage is 41.1 feet long (without pitot boom) and the wing span is 23.5 feet. Empty weight is 11,100 lbs. A three position, translating, double angle inlet cone is installed for supersonic flight. The cone extends from the retracted position to an intermediate position at 1.5 IMN and to the full forward position at 1.9 IMN. The cone is normally automatic, however, it may be manually positioned by the pilot from the retracted position to the 1.5 or the 1.9 IMN position.

B. The MIG-21 power plant is a Type 37F twin spool turbojet equipped with a variable thrust afterburner. The engine is 181 inches long with a diameter of 35.7 inches. The engine develops approximately 8,450 lbs of thrust at military power and approximately 12,650 lbs of thrust at maximum afterburner power.

C. The MIG-21 flight control system consists of a manual rudder, hydraulically boosted manual ailerons, and an irreversible horizontal stabilizer. The main hydraulic system operates at 1200-1400 psi and powers the aileron boost and horizontal stabilizer. No manual back-up control is provided to the horizontal stabilizer. To prevent over controlling at high speeds, an automatic control alters the gear ratio from the control level to the stabilizer to decrease the range of deflection required of the stabilizer. No stability augmentation, aileron trim, or rudder trim is provided.

D. The hydraulically actuated speed brakes are located on the underside of the fuselage, two forward and one aft.

E. The landing gear is conventional tricycle type with selectable two or three wheel, air-operated brakes. Braking is actuated by a lever on the control stick and is controlled by rudder to the desired wheel.

F. The fuel system capacity is approximately 4,500 pounds of JP-5. The fuselage cells are non self-sealing bladder type. Wing fuel is stored in a "wet wing."

G. The airplane uses a simple, single button, self-contained, electrical battery starting system.

H. The airstart system incorporates an autonomous oxygen supply and is designed for restarts up to 39,000 feet. Sufficient oxygen is available for four to five airstarts of 30 seconds duration each. During the starting cycle, aviation gasoline is supplied from a special tank.
I. The MIG-21 cockpit is armor plated. Armor plating is installed behind the pilot's seat, forward of the instrument panel and aft of the forward wind screen.

J. The MIG-21 engine compartment is protected by a flame detecting and fire extinguishing system. The system was designed to detect visible flame and not heat. The operation of the sensor is based on the ability of a flame to conduct an electrical current due to ionization accompanying the chemical reaction which occurs when flame is formed. When a flame appears, an airgap becomes electrically conductive and closes a circuit to actuate the alarm. The signal from the sensors is amplified and a warning light in the cockpit indicates a fire. Pilot actuation of the fire extinguisher button in the cockpit fires a squib valve releasing fire extinguishing fluid which is disbursed by a steel annular spray ring located around the engine.

K. The canopy is pneumatically operated by controls on the left canopy sill and externally from the left forward nose section. The pilot positions two levers to lower and lock the canopy and pressurize the canopy seal. There is no warning light to indicate a canopy unlock condition. Canopy movement occurs approximately 10 seconds after selection. The canopy is designed to semi-encapsulate the pilot during the normal ejection sequence. Alternate controls allow for separate jettison of the canopy. The flap above the pilot's headrest shields the pilot's head from the canopy during ejection.

L. The MIG-21 cockpit reflects the Soviet concept of design simplicity. The grouping of switches, controls, instruments, and warning lights is poor, giving the cockpit a cluttered appearance. Close pilot attention is required when moving switches, yet little pilot monitoring or control of airplane systems is required.

M. The MIG-21 is configured with a KVANT, range only radar, designated SRD-5MK. This set is known as HIGH FIX within the intelligence community. The High Fix ARO (Airplane Range Only) radar set operates in the I-band range (nominal 9370 MC) with a radio frequency power output of 5.7 kw. A pulse width of 0.5 microseconds at a pulse repetition rate of 800 ± 100 PPS (Pulses Per Second) is employed. Two modes of operation are available. Mode A, with a beam width of 18 degrees and a maximum range of 1.6 NM (Nautical Miles), is utilized for determining target range when firing the cannon or rockets. Mode B, with a 6-degree beam width and a 3.7 NM maximum range, is used for ranging when firing ATOLL missiles.
N. The sight system in the MIG-21 is an ASP-5ND lead computing gunsight. In the cannon or rocket mode of operation, range information is supplied by the High Fix radar to the gyro piper. In event of radar failure, fixed range inputs are available from 650 to 6600 feet.

O. Fixed armament on the MIG-21 is one NR-30, 30-mm cannon faired into the fuselage under the right-hand side of the pilot's cockpit. The cannon has a linear action with a mechanical feed chute which roughly follows the contour of the airplane's outer fuselage skin between the skin and the internal fuel tank. Firing rate is 850 rounds per minute with a muzzle velocity of approximately 2,500 feet per second.

P. External stores are provided on two wing-mounted stations and one centerline station. Each removable wing station is capable of carrying one ATOLL missile, or one bomb up to 1100 pounds, or one 16-shot FFAR (Folding Fin Aircraft Rocket) pod. The permanently mounted centerline station is capable of carrying one 130-gallon jettisonable fuel tank or an 1100-pound bomb. Tail warning receiver (SIRENA) was not installed. Additional airplane description is contained in references (a) and (b).

2. (C) F-4B PHANTOM II

A. The F-4B is a two-place, supersonic, long range, carrier-based, all-weather fighter, built by McDonnell-Douglas Corporation. It is designed for intermediate and long range, high altitude interception using missiles, and for intermediate or long range attack missions delivering nuclear or conventional weapons. It is powered by two single rotor, variable stator, General Electric J79-GE-8 axial-flow, turbojet engines, each producing 10,900 lbs of thrust at MRT (Military Rated Thrust) and 17,000 lbs at CRT (Combat Rate Thrust). The airplane features a low-mounted, swept back wing with positive dihedral at the wing tips and a one piece stabilator with cathedral mounted low on the fuselage. The wings have hydraulically operated leading and trailing edge flaps, ailerons, spoilers and speed brakes. All control surfaces are positioned by irreversible, hydraulic powered, control cylinders to provide desired control effectiveness through the entire speed range. A self-charging pneumatic system provides normal and emergency canopy operation, as well as emergency operation of the landing gear and wing flaps. The pressurized cockpit is enclosed by two aft hingeing clamshell canopies.
B. The AMCS (Airborne Missile Control System) consists of: the radar set AN-APQ-72, radar set group AN/APA-157, and missile firing circuits. The airplane is capable of carrying a missile armament load of six AIM-7E (Sparrow III) missiles or a mixed load of four AIM-7E and four AIM-9B/D (Sidewinder) missiles. Sparrow missiles are carried on four semi-submerged fuselage stations and two wing pylons. The fuselage stations employ AERO-7A guided missile launchers and are used for AIM-7 missiles only. LAU-17 pylons are AMCS provides the necessary pre-launch tuning signals to the AIM-7 missile, supplies the pilot with steering and launch range information, and illuminates the target with the CW (Continuous Wave) energy necessary for AIM-7 guidance after launch. Two AIM-9 missiles can be carried on each wing pylon by attaching LAU-17A or AERO-3A missile launchers. In addition the AMCS provides the pilot with steering information that can be used to maneuver the airplane into an AIM-9 launch zone. The AMCS will locate, acquire, and track a selected air-borne target under all weather and countermeasures conditions.

C. The F-4B used in this test was configured with PLM (Pilot Lock-On Modification). PLM allows the pilot, by visually boresighting the target, to lock-on any target out to 5 miles and attain a full system track independent of RIO action. The system is initiated by actuation of the nose gear steering button and features a 5-miles radar scope presentation and automatic range gate sweep, the direction of which is selectable from the cockpit (in or out). This feature allows the range gate to acquire the target prior to reaching the altitude line.

D. An AN/APR-25 radar homing and warning receiver was installed.

E. Physical dimensions of the F-4B airplane are.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wing Span</td>
<td>38 feet 5 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>58 feet 3 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (to top of fin)</td>
<td>16 feet 3 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Operating Weight (Dry)</td>
<td>29,000 pounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More detailed information is contained in references (c) and (d).

3. (C) F-4J PHANTOM II

A. The F-4J airplane is a two place, supersonic, long range, all weather fighter built by McDonnell-Douglas Corporation. The airplane is designed for intermediate and long range high altitude interceptions, using missiles as the principle armament and for intermediate or long range attack missions, to deliver nuclear or conventional weapons. The airplane is powered by two
single rotor, axial flow, variable stator, turbojet J79-GE-10 engines with afterburner. J79-GE-10 engines develop 11,870 pounds of thrust at military power and 17,900 pounds of thrust at full afterburner. Other airframe characteristics are similar to the F-4B.

B. The missile control system is designated AN/AWG-10 and consists of AN/APG-59 radar set, OA-6822/AWG-10 missile control group, and missile firing circuits. The F-4J is capable of carrying the same missile load as the F-4B. The primary purpose of the AN/AWG-10 is to provide the necessary pre-launch tuning signals to AIM-7 missiles, supply the pilot with steering and launch zone information, and illuminate the target with CW energy necessary for guidance after launch. The AN/AWG-10 will locate, allow lock-on, and track a selected target under all weather and countermeasures conditions.

C. The AN/APG-59 is an airborne intercept radar which incorporates characteristics of several different types of radars; coherent high-prf pulse doppler radar, long range pulse radar with pulse expansion and compression (chirp) features, short range pulse radar, monopulse radar, and a CW illuminator for AIM-7 missile guidance. The pulse mode provides range and azimuth information to a particular target. The pulse doppler search mode provides velocity and azimuth target information. Pulse doppler allows radar discrimination between low flying targets and ground return.

D. Dimensions of the F-4J are identical to the F-4B. Basic operating weight (dry) is 30,280 pounds. More detailed information is contained in references (e) and (f).

4. (C) F-8E CRUSADER

A. The F-8E is a single place, single engine, carrier based, supersonic fighter airplane manufactured by Ling-Temco Vought. It is powered by a J-57-P-20A engine which produces 11,400 pounds of thrust at MRT and 18,000 pounds at CRT. Flight controls are fully powered and irreversible. Air-to-air weapons include four MK12, 20 MM cannons, each with a firing rate of 1,000 rounds per minute. Approximately 500 usable rounds can be carried. In addition, up to four AIM-9 Sidewinder missiles can be carried on external fuselage stations. Two detachable wing pylons permit carriage of bombs and rockets. Fuselage stations may be used for rockets when AIM-9 missiles are not carried.

B. The airplane is equipped with the APQ-94 radar. In addition to normal search and track capabilities, the BAT (Boresight Acquisition Tracking) mode of operation locks the antenna on radar boresight and allows the range strobe to automatically sweep from 600 feet to 5 miles. The radar automatically locks up and shifts to full track when a target is
detected in the sweep. A missile launch computer illuminates an in-range light when within aerodynamic range of the missile carried. The radar also provides range information to the lead computing gunsight.

C. Principal dimensions are.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>55 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing Span</td>
<td>35 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>16 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>19,000 pounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. A more detailed description may be found in references (g) and (h).

5. (U) A-4F SKYHAWK

A. The Navy Model A-4F is a single place, single engine, carrier based, attack airplane with a modified delta planform wing manufactured by McDonnell-Douglas Corporation. It is powered by a J52-P-8A gas turbine engine producing a sea-level static thrust rating of 9,300 pounds. Designed as a high performance, light weight attack airplane, it mounts two 20 MM guns internally and carries a variety of external stores. The test was conducted using the A-4F with a 300 gallon centerline drop tank.

B. Principal dimensions are.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>39 feet, 8-1/2 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing Span</td>
<td>27 feet, 6 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>19,000 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>16 feet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. A more detailed description may be found in reference (m).

6. (U) A-6A INTRUDER

A. The A-6A is a subsonic, two place, all weather, carrier based attack airplane manufactured by Grumman Aircraft Engineering Company. The airplane is powered by two J52-P-8A, axial flow, turbojet engines; each providing 8,200 pounds military rated static thrust. The design of the airplane provides for an extremely low-level attack capability to minimize the effectiveness of enemy defense systems based on radar derived target information. The basic airplane is configured with four wing pylons and a centerline store station. The wing pylons also have mounting provisions for guided missile launchers.
B. Dimensions:

Length: 54 feet, 9 inches  
Height: 16 feet, 2 inches  
Wing Span: 53 feet  
Weight: 28,600 pounds

C. A more detailed description may be found in reference (a).

7. (U) A-7A CORSAIR II

A. The A-7A is a single place, single engine, carrier based, light attack airplane manufactured by Ling-Temco Vought. The airplane has a swept, shoulder mounted wing with a marked degree of negative dihedral. The wing contains an integral fuel cell and has flaps on the leading and trailing edges. An all moving unit horizontal tail provides longitudinal control. Fixed armament consists of two 20 MM cannons.

B. Dimensions.

Length: 39 feet, 7 inches  
Height: 14 feet, 6 inches  
Wing Span: 46 feet  
Weight: 15,978 pounds

8. (C) AIM-7 GUIDED MISSILES. The AIM-7 missile is a supersonic air-to-air homing missile. Guidance is supplied by the transmitted CW signal from the launching airplane. The missile compares the CW signal received from the launching airplane with CW signal reflected from the target to lock-on and track the target by means of proportional navigation.

9. (C) AIM-9 GUIDED MISSILE. The AIM-9B/D missiles are supersonic air-to-air homing missiles employing passive infrared target radiation for guidance. The missiles use the infrared energy emitted by the target to lock-on and track the target. An audible tone is provided to the aircrew when target detection is achieved.

10. (C) RADAR HOMING AND WARNING SET AN/APR-25. The AN/APR-25 is a passive ECM (Electronic Countermeasures) set and consists of warning receiver, threat indicators, and an audio system. The radar homing and warning set indicates threat bearing relative to airplane heading, relative signal strength, and the type of emitting activity. Threat signals are discriminated from non-threat signals by radio frequency signal strength, pulse repetition frequency, and antenna scan rate. Threats are displayed on the strobe display scopes and on threat indicators in each cockpit.
PURPOSE OF THE TEST

1. (S) The purpose of the test was to conduct an operational investigation of the tactical employment of Navy combat airplanes and associated weapons systems against the MIG-21 F-13 FISHBED E airplane. The specific objectives of this evaluation were:

A. To determine the effectiveness of existing tactics employed by Navy combat airplanes and associated weapons systems against the MIG-21.

B. To exploit the tactical capabilities and limitations of the MIG-21 in the air-to-air environment when employed against Navy combat airplanes.

C. To optimize existing tactics and develop new tactics as necessary to defeat the MIG-21.

D. To evaluate the design, performance, and operating characteristics of the MIG-21.

CONDUCT OF THE TEST

1. (S) This test was conducted to investigate the capabilities of Naval combat airplanes and associated weapons systems when employed against the MIG-21. The test investigated a limited area of air-to-air warfare to determine the areas of comparative strength and weakness, validate existing tactics, and determine future tactical doctrine.

2. (S) CHRONOLOGY. The MIG-21 was first flown on 8 February with the final flight on 30 March 1968. During the project, 134 sorties were scheduled and 102 were flown. Of the sorties not flown, 11 were cancelled because of maintenance. The relatively high number of weather cancellations were due to the stringent weather requirements for the tactical evaluation. The operating area had to be clear of clouds below 20,000 feet with 5 miles visibility. Weather during the first 10 days of the project accounted for the great majority of weather cancellations. Several sorties cancelled because of maintenance were preventative in nature; due, in part, to lack of familiarity with the MIG-21 systems. A summary of the scheduled and the cancelled flights is contained in Table 2-1.

3. (S) Forty-six tactical flights were flown with the MIG-21 flying against USN/USAF fighter and attack airplanes in a high q, high g, maneuvering environment simulating the combat conditions existing in SEA. The remainder of the flights were devoted to flight test and technical intelligence collection missions. Tactical mission briefs, in-flight comments by participating aircrews, post mission briefs and mission summaries were tape recorded and analyzed.
Table 2-1
(S-Gp-3)
Summary of Scheduled and Cancelled Flights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAYS SCHED FLOWN</th>
<th>SORTIES SCHED FLOWN</th>
<th>SORTIES CANCELLED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>11 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. (S) All Navy airplane configurations were representative of those used in Southeast Asia. Tactics employed against the MIG-21 were derived from Tactical Manuals. Initial engagement were one-on-one setups involving a single Naval combat airplane against the MIG-21. Fighter airplanes (F-4 and F-8) investigated two-on-one tactics involving section maneuvering from a dense position. Fighter airplanes investigated maneuvering from offensive and defensive positions. The objective of this test was to optimize the tactics described in the Tactical Manuals. This was accomplished by repetition through continued engagements with the MIG-21.

5. (S) Data gathering during the test was primarily empirical. Simulated kills were determined by the mutual consent of participating aircrews and airborne observers. The following recording devices were used to substantiate or assist in determining conclusions.

A. Milliken 16 MM movie camera pods were utilized to provide uncluttered airborne photography of the MIG-21.

B. KB-9A 16 MM gunsight cameras provided tracking film for the MIG-21 and assisted in determining ranges and track crossing angles.

C. KD-41A 16 MM direct reading radar scope movie cameras were utilized to record comparative target returns from the MIG-21 and friendly airplanes at varying aspect angles, and to verify non-maneuvering in-envelope launch positions.

D. Captive AIM-9D Sidewinder missile tones verified, along with camera coverage and pilot opinion, that valid Sidewinder launch parameters were attained.

E. Comments by the MIG-21 pilot, airborne observers, and the aircrews involved in the engagements were tape-recorded in flight. At the completion of each flight, extensive debriefings; attended by the MIG-21 pilot, airborne observers, and Navy aircrews involved in the engagements, were conducted to analyze the maneuvers performed, formulate conclusions, and recommend adjustments to future engagements.
F. During the course of the project, the conduct of future flights was greatly influenced by the results of previous flights. The tactics employed as the project progressed were the result of past experiences with the MIG-21.

6. (S) All tactical engagements were planned to closely approximate engagement criteria encountered in SEA. The MIG-21 engaged at fuel weights expected within 75 NM of his home base and F-4/F-8 airplanes engaged at fuel weights normally on board over the DRV. "Bingo" fuel states assumed a 50-75 NM flight to home base for the MIG-21 and a 90-110 NM flight to an aerial tanker for Navy airplanes.

7. (S) Standard rules of engagement prevailed where applicable. A positive visual identification was required prior to a simulated missile or gun shot. A satisfactory shot was assumed when a missile was locked on and in-envelope parameters were attained. A satisfactory gun shot was assumed when the attacking airplane was tracking within 2,000 feet of the target. Not all engagements were terminated following the first successful missile or gun shot. Engagements were terminated if two-way communication was lost or the objective was attained.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MIG-21


2. (S) No major maintenance malfunctions occurred during the 102 MIG-21 flights. Enclosure (1) contains a summary of the maintenance effort expended on the MIG-21 during the project. The tires, wheel brakes, and engine oil filter were changed after approximately 50 flights. Three minor engine EGT (Exhaust Gas Temperature) system problems occurred. One small hydraulic leak was noted. Some difficulty was experienced during the initial flights with landing gear retraction, but did not affect airplane availability. The canopy operating system was potentially weak, but failure was minimized by careful actuation of the canopy controls.

3. (S) MIG-21 servicing requirements were minimal. A crew of six men was assigned to service and maintain the MIG-21. Servicing between flights was often completed in 30 minutes without difficulty. All servicing receptacles were readily accessible through individual access panels.
4. (S) The MIG-21 systems were unsophisticated and were designed for high reliability. No complicated servicing equipment was required. The MIG-21 had a self-contained electrical starting unit. The main and booster hydraulic systems were pressurized to a maximum working pressure of 3100 psi, but normally operated at 1200 to 1400 psi; as compared to constant high pressures in U. S. airplanes. The pneumatic system was a ground charged, highly reliable system rated at 1800 psi. The fuel system was gravity filled and pressurized by sixth stage engine compressor air. One boost pump supplied fuel directly to the fuel control. The 28V electrical system contained a battery, starter-generator and an inverter. Emergency electrical power was available from two batteries.

5. (S) The MIG-21 was corrosion free. The skin of the airplane was coated with a clear, lacquer type covering that did not crack, peel, or deteriorate. This substance was placed under analysis by the Foreign Technology Division, U. S. Air Force Systems Command.

6. (S) The MIG-21 cockpit noise level was low. Cockpit pressurization and air conditioning were provided by compressor air and heat exchanging. The automatic cockpit temperature control was preset prior to take off and could not be reset in flight. Manual air temperature control was available to the pilot in flight. No fog or snow was blown into the cockpit through the system on any flight. The cockpit noise level was much lower than the F-4 or F-8 airplanes.

7. (S) The MIG-21 pilot seat positioning appeared to enhance pilot g tolerance. When seated in the cockpit the pilot's knees are raised and his legs pointed more forward than down. As a result the pilot's g tolerance appears to be raised approximately 1 g. Figure 2-2 illustrates the MIG-21 pilot's seating position.

8. (S) The MIG-21 had poor cockpit visibility. The combination of a bullet proof glass plate, the gunsight combining glass, and the canopy restricted visibility through the forward windscreen to 3 to 5 NM against F-4/F-8 sized targets. Visibility through the forward side panels and the remainder of the forward hinged, clamshell canopy restricted the pilot's head movements resulting in a 50 degree blind cone to the rear. The canopy rails were much higher than in U. S. airplanes and limited look down at the 3 and 9 o'clock positions to 20 degrees. Excellent forward visibility was obtained in the MIG-21 by "S" turning and looking through the forward side panels.
9. (S) The MIG-21 cockpit layout and seat mechanization were classed as generally poor. A ladder was necessary to gain access to the cockpit. The pilot stepped on the seat, which contained the parachute; supported himself on the canopy rails; and carefully positioned his feet on the rudder bars. He then lowered himself into the seat. Great care was taken as the pilot positioned his feet on the rudder bars because of the limited space between the leg restraint mechanism, center pedestal, and the lower instrument panel. Rudder bars were manually adjusted by maintenance personnel prior to pilot entry. Seat comfort was marginal due to the parachute harness back strap arrangement. Seat adjustment was accomplished by an electrical actuator which moved the seat up and down. The canopy had to be closed when taxiing. Limited over-the-nose vision and reduced acuity through the forward windscreen resulted in poor visibility when tracking. The narrow canopy restricted head movement. Ejection triggers on each armrest appeared easy to operate and were readily accessible. Donning the parachute and integral seat restraint harness required one to two minutes. Each leg strap on the seat-type parachute was positioned over the leg and threaded through a harness loop and seat pan slot at the rear of the seat, then into a central harness connector. Finally, the pilot snapped the right shoulder strap into the connector and attached the oxygen, anti-g
suit, and communications leads. The personnel lead group, although bulky, did not restrict pilot movement or cause discomfort. A ratchet handle located on the right side of the seat allowed the pilot to tighten the harness and restraint mechanism to a high tension. Shoulder harness slack was adjusted by a release/locking lever located on the left side of the pilot seat.

10. (S) The MIG-21 cockpit switches were considered poorly located. With slight slack in the shoulder harness, all switches and controls could be actuated by the pilot. With the shoulder harness locked in the fully retracted position, the pilot had some difficulty reaching the forward left and right extremities; i.e., landing gear panel and indicator light dimmer control. Identifying placards for switches located on the right vertical console were positioned above each switch. This inconsistency was confusing to an inexperienced MIG-21 pilot and caused identification difficulty. Guards and covers for switches and buttons were good. Armament switches, controls, and monitoring lights for bombs, rockets, cannon, and missiles were located at random throughout the cockpit. Despite this scattered switch location, very little pilot action was required to set up the desired armament. When converting from a missile to cannon attack, the pilot had to reposition the following:

A. Missile – Cannon switch to "cannon."

B. Sight cage lever – Uncage (this can be accomplished by alternate use of the electrical cage function).

11. (S) The MIG-21’s instruments were poorly grouped and located.

A. Pilot crosscheck required total panel scan instead of localized scanning. The Mach meter, vertical speed, and turn indicators were positioned on the right half of the instrument panel; while the attitude indicator, airspeed, altimeter, and compass were on the left. Engine instrument grouping was good. The engine monitoring gauges (tachometer, EGT, oil pressure and fuel totalizer) were located on the right lower half of the instrument panel. Readability and interpretation of these instruments were good.

B. Warning lights were poorly located and difficult to interpret. Landing gear warning lights were on the lower left subpanel. The marker beacon, nose cone position indicator, "stabilizer ratio set for land" light, and trim warning placards were in the center warning panel. Fire warning and other lights were in the upper right portion of the instrument panel. Dimness of the warning lights, even at full intensity, caused interpretation difficulty. Color coding was inconsistent throughout the warning/monitor indicators and red-colored...
warning light may or may not have been a normal condition. The monitoring and warning light system was adequate for providing vital information to the pilot.

C. Controls and switches located on the left and right consoles and center pedestal were generally rated good to fair. Identification and accessibility of switches on the center pedestal was marginal because the control stick blocked the pilot's view. Left console switches were provided with a "gang bar" to facilitate pilot actuation. Switches were arranged so that the ON position was either a forward or upward movement of the switch control. Pressure gauges on the vertical instrument subpanels were difficult to interpret. Figure 2-3 illustrates the MIG-21 instrument panel.
D. Manual control of the nose cone, stabilizer ratio, and intake shutter doors provided pilot override capability for these normally automatic systems. Emergency airstart and landing gear controls were adequate, but required concentrated effort to actuate. An emergency hydraulic pumping unit was incorporated for limited stabilizer control in the event of primary and boost pump failure. This system was automatically actuated or could be manually selected by the pilot. Aileron control was effected by manual action if the booster system was lost.

E. Speed brake, gunsight electrical cage, and trim armament fire buttons were located on the control stick grip. Actuation of electrical cage, when pressing the trigger, was somewhat awkward; but did not necessarily limit the pilot's ability to operate the systems. The trigger was normally stowed in an upright position and was unfolded for operation. The brake handle arrangement was poor and of antiquated design.

F. Throttle controls were rated good to fair. The positive lock lever for idle was good since inadvertent stopcocking of the engine was nearly impossible. The afterburner engaging locking levers initially caused difficulty for the pilot because of the determined effort required to engage and disengage afterburner. Figure 2-4 illustrates the MIG-21 throttle quadrant.

12. (S) The MIG-21 appeared to have a high speed ejection capability. By semi-encapsulating the pilot with the canopy during ejection, high speed bailouts appeared to be possible without serious pilot injury. The system was designed to operate at speeds up to 595 KIAS (at sea level) and up to 2.05 INM at altitude. Figure 2-5 illustrates the ejection system sequence.

13. (S) The MIG-21 pilot was protected by armor plating. Armor plating around the pilot was present as indicated below:

- Headrest: .68 inches thick
- Rear Plate: .63 inches thick
- Front Plate: .4 inches thick
- Glass Shield: 2.5 inches thick

Review of all available combat gun camera film indicated that, although the MIG-21 had a tendency to explode when hit by cannon/missile fire (probably due to wet wing design), the pilot ejected successfully in most cases. Effectiveness of this armor plating apparently contributes to the high pilot survivability rate. Figure 2-6 illustrates the MIG-21's protective armor arrangement.
Figure 2-4

Throttle Quadrant

(S-Gp-3)
1. The pilot squeezes the armrest triggers, activating the firing mechanism for the shoulder harness and the seat ejection.

2. After seat moves 1.5 inch, the drogue chute firing mechanism is engaged, drives out the canopy plug and pushes out the chute.

3. The seat engages the canopy covering the pilot, the timing mechanism starts.

4. The drogue turns the seat for deceleration forces.

5. The mast with the drogue chute is disengaged and the front canopy locks release.

6. The canopy is turned up and disengaged from the seat, pilot restraint locks are released.

7. Pilot's chute opens automatically at 13,100 feet (4000 meters).

Figure 2-5
Ejection Sequence
(S-Gp-3)
14. (S) A three wheel braking system was incorporated in the MIG-21 design. The nose wheel brake was selected at the pilot's option. This increased the total system braking energy by 20 percent. After landing gear retraction, an automatic feature applied the wheel brakes to prevent tire rotation in the wheel wells.

15. (S) The MIG-21 gunsight radar capabilities were verified. A 3.7 NM maximum detection range in the missile mode and a 1.6 NM maximum detection range in the guns mode were obtained.

16. (S) The MIG-21 gunsight was ineffective during maneuvering flight. Manual ranging of the gunsight was not smooth or precise. System hysteresis and friction made it virtually impossible to prevent overcontrol of the sight reticle diameter size with the throttle twist grip. Pipper jitter during cannon firing was in excess of 20 mils. Gyro drift when tracking air targets was excessive. At g loads greater than +2.5 the sight reticle drifted to a point near the bottom of the sight combining glass. At very high g loads, the sight reticle disappeared entirely. The sight electrical cage functional was sluggish and slow to respond. During air-to-air tracking, it was necessary to hold the electrical cage button (on the stick grip) until radar lock on occurred. The
electrical cage button was poorly positioned and difficult to actuate when preparing to fire the cannon. Over-the-nose visibility restrictions limited the useful mil depression to 95 mils. Large lead angles during air-to-ground attacks with bombs, cannon, or rockets were not available. It was not possible to depress the gunsight in the cannon mode of operation as may be required for ground attack at long slant ranges.

17. (S) The MIG-21 30 mm cannon was 100 percent reliable. The gun was fired on five different sorties. On each sortie, ten HEI (high explosive incendiary) rounds were loaded and fired out in a single burst in near one g flight at a ground target. No jams or failures to fire were encountered. The muzzle flash was readily visible at one mile in daylight.

18. (S) The lethality of the 30 mm cannon was demonstrated. A ground attack mission was conducted against a standard, U. S. manufactured bulldozer. The bulldozer was rendered inoperative and irreparable after being hit with one round of 30 mm HEI ammunition.

19. (S) The MIG-21 engine demonstrated slow acceleration, slow afterburner ignition, and minimum smoke emission. The engine of the MIG-21 required approximately 55 seconds from commencing start to idle RPM. Idle to 100 percent RPM required 15 seconds. Afterburner ignition required 2 to 3 seconds from initiation to full CRT. In flight, acceleration from 85 percent to 100 percent RPM required 10 seconds. The afterburner did not ignite until 100 percent RPM was attained. If the throttle was not placed in the full afterburner detent for ignition, a delay of up to 9 seconds was experienced. The fuel used by countries operating the MIG-21 closely approximates U. S. grade JP-1 fuel. During the project, JP-5 fuel was used. The MIG-21 left virtually no smoke trail during the first four flights and the turbine and exhaust sections were free of residue and carbon deposits. Figure 2-7 illustrates the reduced amount of smoke emitting from the MIG-21. After the fifth flight, the MIG-21 started to leave a progressively more visible smoke train at military power and the turbine/exhaust sections began to accumulate carbon deposits similar to those found in all U. S. engines. Afterburner ignition and termination puffs were visible above 15,000 feet and were approximately one-third the size of an F-8E afterburner puff.

20. (S) The MIG-21 V_N diagram was verified. Qualitative data points on the MIG-21 V_N diagram were reached during the tactical maneuvering phase of the project. Figure 2-8 illustrates the MIG-21 V_N diagram.
Figure 2-7
(S-Gp-1)
Smoke Emission

Figure 2-8
(S-Gp-1)
MIG-21 $V_N$ Diagram
21. (S) The MIG-21 was extremely difficult to acquire visually. From a 0 to 180 degree aspect angle the MIG-21 was most difficult to acquire visually beyond 2 miles. The ability to visually identify the MIG-21 at these aspects beyond 1 NM was remote. No successful head on, simulated AIM-7 missile firings were made once the MIG-21 was engaged. The MIG-21 compared in size to the A-4 and F-5 airplanes from a 90 degree aspect angle. Comparative measurement of the MIG-21 and the F-4/F-8 airplanes are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MIG-21</th>
<th>F-8</th>
<th>F-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wing Span</td>
<td>23.4'</td>
<td>35.6'</td>
<td>38.4'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuselage Length</td>
<td>44.6'</td>
<td>55'</td>
<td>58.2'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty weight (Approx)</td>
<td>11,000 lbs</td>
<td>19,800 lbs</td>
<td>29,000 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

22. (S) The MIG-21 demonstrated a maneuvering capability at speeds as slow as 115 KIAS. Repeated slow speed engagements between the F-4/F-8 airplanes and the MIG-21 demonstrated that the MIG-21 could obtain a higher g loading at comparable airspeeds and maintain controlled flight at slower airspeeds. A comparison of F-4/F-8 and MIG-21 $V_N$ diagrams substantiate this performance.

23. (S) The MIG-21 demonstrated no noticeable decrease in performance when two Sidewinder missiles were attached. Two AIM-9B missiles, having the same drag index as two ATOLL missiles, were installed on the MIG-21. The MIG-21 was flown with and without missiles during the tactical exploitation tests with no noticeable performance change. Lateral stability at slow speeds appeared to be slightly improved with missiles installed.

24. (S) The MIG-21 experienced moderate to heavy vibrations below 16,000 feet at airspeeds in excess of .93 IMN. Undetermined airframe or engine vibrations occurred when exceeding .93 IMN, below 16,000 feet, without a centerline tank installed and increased in severity as Mach number was increased. The vibrations at .98 IMN prevented accurate readings of most cockpit instruments. No engine malfunctions were noted during the vibrations. With the centerline tank installed, vibrations did not commence until approximately .98 IMN.

25. (S) The MIG-21 stick forces per g were extremely high below 16,000 feet at speeds above 510 KIAS. The horizontal stabilizer was controlled through a system of rods, bell cranks and a two-chamber hydraulic booster which was tied into each half of the horizontal stabilizer, to provide equivalent movement on each side. The button for trimming the horizontal stabilizer was located on the control stick. To prevent overcontrol at high speeds, at automatic control, designated ARU-3V,
was installed in the horizontal stabilizer system. This automatic control altered the gear ratio from the control lever to the stabilizer to decrease the range of deflection required of the stabilizer. At altitudes up to 16,400 feet (5,000 meters), the stick force required depended entirely on flight speed. At altitudes between 16,400 and 32,800 feet (5,000-10,000 meters), the ARU-3V operated as a function of both g and airplane altitude to reduce the control stick forces and deflect the stabilizer to a greater angle as the stick is moved. The ARU-3V was disconnected at altitudes over 32,800 feet (10,000 meters) and at airspeeds under 240 KIAS, regardless of altitude. Under these conditions, the control stick/feel mechanism and control stick/stabilizer transmission ratios corresponded to the minimum loading of the stick and to the maximum deflection of the horizontal stabilizer. The large arm of the ARU-3V was used for takeoff and landing, when flying at 240 KIAS or less at any altitude, or at altitudes above 32,800 feet at any airspeed. At other times, the small arm was engaged. The position of the ARU-3V was indicated on a panel in the cockpit and by a signal light, which indicated stabilizer in position for landing. The ARU-3V unit operated automatically from dynamic and static pressures sensed by the pilot static tube. The unit operated smoothly through its program; however, the pilot occasionally felt the operation. Manual selection control of the mechanism for takeoff and landing was provided. If hydraulic pressure is not available to the stabilizer, control of the stabilizer is not possible.

26. (S) The MIG-21 vulnerability to combat damage appeared to be very high. The combination of non-sealing fuel cells, lack of systems armor plating, light weight metals used in the fuselage structure, unprotected engine and high pressure air bottles indicated a high kill probability over 85% of the total airframe. Figure 2-9 depicts the MIG-21 fuselage and areas of vulnerability.

27. (S) The F-4 airplane in a fighter combat configuration (missiles only) had superior level MRT/CRT acceleration when compared to the MIG-21. In side-by-side, medium altitude accelerations depicted in Figure 2-10; the F-4 repeatedly out accelerated the MIG-21 from loiter speeds up to low supersonic speeds. Accelerations above 1.2 IMN were not checked. Afterburner ignition in the F-4 occurred sooner than in the MIG-21 when both pilots simultaneously selected CRT. Accelerations were compared after simultaneous lights were obtained.
Figure 2-9
(S-Gp-3)
MIG-21 Vulnerability

Figure 2-10
(S-Gp-1)
MIG-21 and F-4 in Flight
28. (S) The F-4 level deceleration capabilities were comparable to the MIG-21 airplane. Speed brake effectiveness of the MIG-21 was approximately equal to the F-4. Higher profile drag gave the F-4 slightly greater deceleration rates when idle engine power was used.

29. (S) The F-4 had less velocity deceleration at high loading than the MIG-21 (Speed Brakes In). In repeated engagements with the MIG-21, the MIG-21’s rate of energy loss in a high g turn appeared to exceed that of the F-4 airplane at the same airspeed and load factor.

30. (S) The F-4 had less instantaneous g available than the MIG-21 at any speed below placard g limits. Figure 2-11 compares the $V_N$ diagram of the MIG-21 and F-4 airplanes. The F-4 had a larger turn radius and lower turn rate than the MIG-21 at any speed below the MIG-21 placard g limits.

Figure 2-11
MIG-21 and F-4 $V_N$ Diagram

(S-Gp-1)
31. (S) The F-4 could not successfully turn close-in at medium to slow speeds against an aggressively flown MIG-21. Of particular importance was the higher instantaneous g available to the MIG-21 throughout the speed envelope. The MIG-21 had a 50-55 psf (pounds per square foot) wing loading compared to 90-95 psf for the F-4. Thrust-to-weight ratios were comparable. During the project, the MIG-21 was able to gain offensive positions against the F-4 whenever the pilot of the F-4 elected to maneuver at speeds below 450 KCAS in a close in, turning engagement.

32. (S) The F-4 had superior zoom performance up to 32,000 feet when compared to the MIG-21. Zoom comparisons were initiated at altitudes ranging from 10,000 to 25,000 feet. Airspeeds at the commencement of the zoom maneuvers were varied from 250 KCAS to 500 KCAS. Pitch-up angles varied from 10 to 50 degrees. All F-4 series airplanes were able, in most fighter combat configurations (without MER/TER racks or centerline tank), to sustain a higher airspeed and reach a higher altitude than the MIG-21. Against F-4 airplanes configured with the equivalent drag of four AIM-9 missiles mounted on wing pylons and centerline tank, the MIG-21 had equal zoom performance. The superior zoom capability of the F-4 airplane was further verified during the tactical engagements.

33. (S) The F-4 demonstrated a higher sustained g capability than the MIG-21 below 16,000 feet at speeds above 425 KCAS. Qualitative data obtained through side-by-side maneuvering comparisons revealed the F-4 had a higher sustained g available below 16,000 feet at speeds above 425 KCAS. Quantitative data on sustained g, obtained through the flight test performance evaluation, is included in the APFTC final report.

34. (S) The F-4 demonstrated superior longitudinal control response above 510 KCAS below 16,000 feet. Full aerodynamic control of the F-4 is available up to placard limits of 750 KCAS. The inherent design of the longitudinal control system of the MIG-21 reduced total airplane maneuverability, by limiting g available above 510 KCAS below 16,000 feet.

35. (S) The F-4 had significantly higher g limits than the MIG-21 below 16,000 feet. Published airspeed placard limits of the MIG-21 indicated a maximum allowable airspeed of 595 KIAS below 16,000 feet. The F-4 airplane had an airspeed placard limit of 750 KCAS below 30,000 and 710 KCAS or Mach 2.1, whichever occurs first, above 30,000 feet. The MIG-21 encountered heavy airframe vibrations at .93 IMN increasing in severity at .96 IMN, which limited flight at or above these Mach numbers.
36. (S) The F-4 airplane time on station for air combat maneuvering was comparable to the MIG-21. During all tactical sorties, the MIG-21 was engaged with a full internal fuel load affected by a 50-75 NM flight from home base. The F-4's engaged with full internal fuel loads depleted by a 90-110 NM flight. Bingo fuel was based on these ranges. The time available for ACM was a function of the altitude of the engagement and the amount of afterburner required during the engagement. Normally, three engagements were flown, each one lasting from 3 to 5 minutes. Total time spent on tactics and positioning for engagements was 20 to 25 minutes. Based on these conditions, the F-4 and MIG-21 airplanes had comparable combat time available and bingo fuels were usually reached simultaneously. The MIG-21 centerline tank and the F-4 centerline tank were carried empty on some sorties, but did not noticeably change the combat time available.

37. (S) Due to its small radar target return (comparable to F-104/A-4), the MIG-21 was difficult to detect and acquire on APQ-72 radars operated in a high ground clutter environment. Weather conditions were not considered to be a factor nor were atmospheric ducting conditions investigated. Based on approximately 50 runs, the average and maximum detection and track ranges for the APQ-72 radar in two representative altitude bands were as listed in Table 2-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Track</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low to Medium Alt.</td>
<td>32 NM</td>
<td>20-25 NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5-15 K)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium to High Alt.</td>
<td>40 NM</td>
<td>30-35 NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15-30 K)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all cases, the chase F-4 or F-8 airplane was detected well before the MIG-21. On several occasions, F-4 chase airplanes were detected at twice the range of the MIG-21.

38. (S) Detection and track ranges in the pulse mode of the APG-59 were slightly less than the APQ-72 at all altitudes. The APQ-72 performance was superior at higher altitudes. At lower altitudes, the higher contrast radar scope of the APQ-72 facilitated detection of targets in a high ground clutter environment.

39. (S) The operation of the APG-59 radar in the pulse doppler mode minimized the effects of the small radar target return of the MIG-21 in the forward quarter. The pulse doppler mode of the APG-59 was relatively immune to ground clutter in a forward quarter aspect with high closing velocities. In the same ground clutter environment, pulse radars were operated at receiver gain settings less than maximum with resultant shorter detection ranges. The APG-59 radar in pulse doppler
mode demonstrated average forward quarter detection ranges in excess of 45 NM with a maximum detection range of 62 NM (the longest opportunity afforded). On two occasions, the MIG-21 was detected, acquired, and tracked immediately after takeoff at ranges of approximately 50 miles from 15,000 feet altitude.

40. (S) The capability of the AWG-10 missile control system was partially degraded by the inherent weaknesses associated with the tactical employment of the pulse doppler mode of the APG-59 radar. Targets close to MBC (Main Beam Clutter) were often lost by a small change in target aspect. Targets in the clutter region (Vc lower than fighter ground speed) were difficult to detect due to scope presentation. Velocity search offered no immediate range information. After acquisition, FM ranging was somewhat slow and erratic. Mutual interference between co-channel and adjacent channel radars resulted in a degraded radar scope presentation, reduced radar detection, erratic steering information, and reduced track capability. On one occasion during a VID maneuver, adjacent channel interference prevented one of the attacking F-4Js from obtaining a valid lock-on until inside AIM-7 minimum range.

41. (S) PLM was utilized effectively in ACM encounters against the MIG-21. The primary advantage of PLM was the capability of the pilot to position the radar on target and initiate acquisition and track without reference to the radar scope. PLM further improved the capability of the F-4 by eliminating a great deal of inter-cockpit communication, permitting the RIO to devote more attention to visual search, and allowing the pilot and RIO to hear UHF transmissions from the other airplane in the section. Numerous automatic lock-ons were accomplished using PLM that would have been impossible for the RIO using "canopy code" coaching from the pilot because of rapidly changing target positions and the high g forces associated with ACM. The mechanization of PLM in the F-4B using back bias receiver operation, coupled with automatic range gate sweep, also permitted acquisition of targets that would have been obscured by ground clutter in automatic search or manual acquisition modes. In order to eliminate the need for the pilot to look inside the cockpit, RIO's assisted in determining the direction of range gate sweep and verified a valid lock-on.

42. (S) The pulse doppler automatic acquisition feature of the APG-59 radar in the F-4J demonstrated a limited capability during encounters with the MIG-21. Automatic acquisition permitted acquiring a high Vc target anywhere within the gimbal limits of the radar. Switch positions selected by the RIO were, 2-bar, narrow antenna scan, gyro out, and pulse doppler automatic acquisition. Standard Tactical Manual "canopy code" coaching procedures were employed by the pilots. Automatic acquisition was limited by the following factors.
a. A target Vc greater than the fighter ground speed was required. This eliminated beam or stern acquisitions.

b. Target range discrimination was not available.

c. Frequent switching to pulse mode for acquisition of maneuvering targets was required.

d. The cluttered switch grouping of the radar set control made it difficult to change modes of the APG-59 without looking inside the cockpit or away from the radar scope.

43. (S) In ACM against the MIG-21, the RIO had to devote the majority of his time and effort toward maintaining visual contact with the MIG-21. The chance of visually acquiring a MIG-21, head on or tail on, beyond 1 1/2 to 2 NM was found to be virtually nil. This fact, coupled with the poor rearward field of view from the front cockpit of the F-4, made "padlock" lockout doctrine mandatory for the RIO. The relative freedom of movement and better rearward visibility available in the rear cockpit, enabled the RIO to keep the pilot continually informed of the MIG-21's position and maneuvers after visual contact from the front cockpit had been lost. As the MIG-21 again approached the pilot's field of view, the RIO continued to report bogey clock position until the pilot confirmed visual acquisition was confirmed and the MIG-21 was within ±45 degrees of the F-4's nose.

44. (S) The MIG-21's pulse doppler radar return was characterized by the presence of extensive turbine and compressor modulations. Turbine and compressor modulations (multiple, false velocity targets displayed at the same azimuth as a real velocity target) were evident during numerous pulse doppler radar runs against the MIG-21. As displayed on the APG-59 radar scope, the MIG-21 turbine and compressor modulations were visibly distinct from other type airplanes. In head-on runs (±15 degrees target aspect angle), compressor modulations appeared in velocity search and on the expanded velocity display in automatic track at a range of 25 NM. No attempt was made to determine the maximum detection range of turbine modulations from the stern area. At ranges of 5 to 10 NM, at 0 or low Vc (clutter region), turbine modulations were detected in a 40-degree cone about the tail of the MIG-21. Acquisition and tracking of turbine modulations in the stern area produced accurate range, bearing, and elevation. However, erroneous range rate displays resulted in incorrect simulated doppler inputs to the AIM-7 missile. Tracking of turbine or compressor modulation varied from a few seconds to as much as 10 seconds, but retention of radar lock appeared to vary with the proximity of acquired turbine modulations to the true range rate between the MIG-21 and the F-4. At times, lock-on was of sufficient duration to permit rapid relock to the pulse mode. In some instances, the lock-on appeared to shift from the turbine modulation to the real velocity target. In some cases, lock-on was lost. Figures 2-12 through 2-15 depict turbine modulations as indicated.
Figure 2-12
F-4 Compressor Modulation "A"
(S-Op-3)

Figure 2-13
MIG-21 Compressor Modulations "A"
F-4 Compressor Modulations "B"
(S-Gp-3)
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Figure 2-14

F-8 Target Blip "A"
MIG-21 Compressor Modulation "B"

(S-Gp-3)

Figure 2-15

MIG-21 Compressor Modulation Expanded Velocity Display "A" and "B"
Real MIG-21 Velocity Target "C"

(S-Gp-3)
45. (S) The AN/APR-25 demonstrated a limited capability to detect the presence of a MIG-21's High Fix radar in the presence of other I-Band emitters. The strobe displayed on the APR-25 was smaller than those associated with APQ-72 and APQ-94 radars. Any of the above emitters, on a bearing close to that of the MIG-21 or in proximity to the APR-25 airplane, would partially or completely mask indications of High Fix emissions.

46. (S) The F-8 had inferior level MRT acceleration when compared with the MIG-21. No timed acceleration runs were made. In side-by-side, medium altitude, level, MRT accelerations, as depicted in Figure 2-16, the F-8 would slowly drop back, unless CRT was selected. Since engine acceleration from cruise power to MRT was much slower in the MIG-21, the F-8 had the initial acceleration advantage from reduced power settings. Engine accelerations from 85 to 100 percent required approximately 10 seconds in the MIG-21 compared to 5 seconds in the F-8.

Figure 2-16
MIG-21 and F-8 in Flight
(S-Gp-1)
47. (S) The F-8 CRT level acceleration was approximately equal to the MIG-21 in the subsonic region but was inferior above 1.1 IMN. In a level acceleration from 0.6 to 1.1 IMN the MIG-21 gained approximately 200 feet on the F-8. Above 1.1 IMN, the MIG-21 had a noticeable acceleration advantage. Afterburner ignition in the F-8 was quicker than the MIG-21 when both pilots simultaneously selected CRT. The MIG-21 had to be at 100 percent RPM before the afterburner would ignite. Due to the difference in afterburner ignition times, accelerations were compared from simultaneous afterburner lights.

48. (S) The F-8 had superior level g deceleration when compared to the MIG-21. In side-by-side level deceleration comparisons, it was determined that speed brake effectiveness of the MIG-21 was substantially less than the F-8.

49. (S) The F-8 had less velocity deceleration at high g loading than the MIG-21 (Speed Brake In). In repeated engagements with the F-8, the MIG-21's rate of energy loss appeared to be greater under high load factors at speeds below 400 KIAS.

50. (S) The F-8 had less instantaneous g available than the MIG-21 at any speed below 400 KIAS. Figure 2-17 compares the VN diagram of the MIG-21 and the F-8 airplanes. From this comparison, it can be determined that the F-8 had an initially larger turn radius and slower turn rate than the MIG-21 at any speed below MIG-21 placard g limits.

51. (S) The F-8 could not successfully turn close in at medium to slow speeds with an aggressively flown MIG-21. The MIG-21 had a higher instantaneous g available throughout the speed range than the F-8. The MIG-21 had a 50 to 55 psf wing loading compared to 70-75 psf for the F-8. In tactical engagements below 510 KIAS, the MIG-21 was able to gain an advantage if the F-8 attempted a close in turning engagement. This held true at speeds below 220 KIAS with the F-8 wing up or down. In no case was it necessary for the MIG-21 to use flaps to maintain this advantage.

52. (S) The F-8 and MIG-21 airplanes had comparable zoom performance up to 36,000 feet. The results of side-by-side zoom climbs initiated at 10,000 feet, 500 KIAS, were approximately equal. Two sidewinder missiles were carried on the MIG-21 and on the F-8. Comparatively zoom tests resulted in a maximum vertical separation of 1,000 feet between airplanes with the MIG-21 having the slight advantage if the zoom did not exceed 36,000 feet altitude.
53. (S) The F-8 had a higher sustained g capability than the MIG-21 below 16,000 feet, 400 KIAS. Qualitative data, obtained on side-by-side comparisons, revealed that the F-8 sustained a higher g below 16,000 feet at 400 KIAS. Above 450 KIAS, the F-8 appeared thrust limited and the MIG-21 was able to sustain .5 g more than the F-8. Quantitative data obtained through the flight test performance evaluation is included in the final AFPTC report.

54. (S) The F-8 had superior longitudinal control above 510 KIAS below 16,000 feet. Full longitudinal control of the F-8 is available up to placard limits of 750 KCAS. The design of the longitudinal control system in the MIG-21 limits total airplane performance above 510 KIAS below 16,000 feet.
55. (S) The F-8 had a higher q limit than the MIG-21 below 16,000 feet. Published placard limits of the MIG-21 indicated a maximum allowable airspeed of 595 KIAS below 16,000 feet. The F-8 had an airspeed placard limit of 750 KIAS below 25,000 feet. In addition to published placard limits, the MIG-21 encountered airframe vibration of considerable magnitude beginning at .93 and increasing in severity to .96 IMN, which limited flight at or above these Mach numbers.

56. (S) The F-8 airplane time on station for ACM was comparable to the MIG-21. During all tactical sorties the MIG-21 was engaged with a full internal fuel load affected by a 50 to 75 NM flight from home base while the F-8's engaged with full internal fuel loads depleted by a 90 to 110 NM flight. Bingo fuel was based on these ranges. The time available for ACM was a function of the altitude of the engagement. Normally three engagements were flown, each lasting from 3 to 5 minutes. Total time spent on tactics and positioning for engagements was 20 to 25 minutes. Based on these conditions, the F-8 and MIG-21 airplanes had comparable combat time available and bingo fuels were usually reached simultaneously.

57. (S) The MIG-21 looked very similar to an A-4 airplane in size and shape. When both airplanes were in the same area, all pilots commented on the difficulty in determining one from the other.

58. (S) A-4F, A-6A, A-7A airplanes possessed sufficient maneuverability in an initial break turn to thwart a MIG-21 attack. During every engagement where the MIG-21 attacked, VA (attack) airplanes forced the MIG-21 into a high yo-yo maneuver or an overshoot. VA airplanes, while executing the break turn, lost considerable energy and g available. This allowed the MIG-21 to reattack with comparative ease if the VA airplane elected to remain in the fight at slower speeds than the MIG-21.

59. (S) VA airplanes had no control over the MIG-21's ability to disengage at any time throughout an engagement. The MIG-21's higher thrust to weight ratio allowed the MIG-21 pilot the option of continuing the engagement or disengaging at his discretion. As long as the MIG-21 pilot elected to remain engaged, VA airplanes were forced to counter his offensive maneuvers.

60. (S) A-4F and A-6A airplanes demonstrated an ability to reverse and obtain a quick snap-shot, if the MIG-21 overshot close-in at a high TCA (500° or more). When the MIG-21 overshot close-in, the A-4 and A-6, by using a maximum performance rudder reversal, were able to attain a position behind the MIG-21 within the AIM-9D launch envelope. Speeds for the A-4 and A-6 after completing this maneuver were very low (on the order of 130 KIAS). The A-7A did not appear to have the thrust available necessary to complete this nose high maneuver.
OPERATIONAL APPLICATIONS

1. (S) Project flights were conducted in an attempt to duplicate the Air Combat Maneuvering environment encountered in SEA. Factors contributing to test results that did not simulate this environment include:

   A. Participating pilots were briefed on maneuvers to be performed prior to each flight.

   B. Two-way UHF radio communication was maintained between participating pilots.

   C. Engagements were terminated when unusual flight characteristics were encountered.

   D. Bingo fuel weights were adhered to.

   E. A life and death situation was not present; however, participating airplanes were constantly flown to maximum performance.

   F. Only airplane performance was evaluated since missiles and guns were not fired during engagements.

2. (S) The following general fighter tactics apply when engaging a MIG-21:

   A. Be aggressive. Use sound tactics while maneuvering for the advantage.

   B. Determine your opponent's ability. Assume that the "Red Baron" has been engaged until proven otherwise.

   C. Utilize the Combat Spread Formation when flying a hostile area to provide visual coverage of each airplane's stern area. Engage as a section to provide mutual support. The MIG-21 is extremely difficult to see due to its small size. The MIG-21 will normally be under GCI control, positioned for a stern area attack.
D. Maintain a minimum of 450 KIAS while patrolling. This air-speed will allow instantaneous application of maximum g.

E. Maintain a high energy level while engaged. Trade airspeed for altitude only and do not attempt a slow speed scissors. If necessary, dive away to regain airspeed for a reattack or to execute an escape maneuver.

F. Force the fight to low altitudes to take advantage of the MIG-21's airspeed limitations and high stick forces below 16,000 feet.

G. Use lag pursuit maneuvering close-in. Because of the MIG-21's superior turning performance, a close-in overshoot is highly probable if lead pursuit is utilized to close for a minimum range missile or gun shot. As the MIG-21 initiates a defensive hard or break turn, maneuver to a point 3,000 to 5,000 feet astern and outside the MIG-21's radius of turn. This will prevent a close-in overshoot, reduce energy bleed-off, and place you in his blind cone. Continue maneuvering in the stern area until it appears that the MIG-21 has lost visual contact then close for the kill.

H. Maneuver into the MIG-21's blind cone during all offensive maneuvering to capitalize on the MIG-21's visibility restrictions and to arrive in the aft hemisphere missile envelope.

I. Avoid dissipating energy by using hit and run attacks and yo-yoing high. Do not strive for a rapid close-in shot.

J. If a close-in overshoot is imminent during offensive maneuvering, instead of performing a high yo-yo to counter the overshoot, execute a high g roll away to position for a lag pursuit attack. This will eliminate the possibility of being caught in a slow speed scissoring situation.

K. Use an oblique loop maneuver for reciprocal course changes below 16,000 feet once engaged; vice horizontal, high-yo-yo, or low yo-yo type turns. The oblique loop allows the attacker to keep sight of the MIG-21 during the maneuver while capitalizing on the F-4/F-8's superior performance in the vertical plane. This maneuver was repeatedly utilized as an effective positioning maneuver.
L. When a MIG-21 is sighted, turn to engage head-on. Reduce lateral separation and jink to avoid cannon fire while closing. If range is such that an engagement head-on cannot be made, turn to position the MIG-21 at a high TCA. Maintain this high TCA while accelerating for separation. Be prepared to break into an ATOLL missile or to negate a gun firing pass and force an overshoot. If a wingman is present, he must separate in the vertical to present two targets and employ loose deuce maneuvering in an attempt to sandwich the attacker.

M. If committed to a head-on attack, reduce lateral separation between airplanes to a minimum. A MIG-21 can convert any lateral separation into a decreasing TCA.

N. When passing the MIG-21 head-on, delay the turn back into him up to 5 sec or 90° of bogey turn. This delay allows the F-4/F-8 to accelerate and provides sufficient lateral separation to again meet the MIG-21 head-on after the reversal. If the turn is initiated immediately after passing, energy will be lost and the MIG-21 will gain TCA in the turn. As subsequent head-on high energy passes continue, the turning MIG-21 will dissipate energy and become vulnerable.

O. When a section maneuvers offensively to engage a MIG-21, it should close until the MIG-21 initiates a defensive maneuver. When the MIG-21 maneuvers, the wingman must separate vertically. One airplane must keep the MIG-21 engaged, while the other employs loose deuce maneuvering in an attempt to close for the kill.

P. If the MIG-21 closes to gun tracking range (within 3,000 feet/30 degrees angle off), escape becomes difficult. Execute a nose low break into the attacker, accelerating to above 595 knots at maximum g for that speed; keeping the attacker in sight to effect an escape maneuver. If being fired upon, vary the g load and yaw on the airplane to negate tracking solutions. If the attacker follows you down into the high q low altitude region, a re-engagement may be considered. If the attacker rides high, do not pull back up to re-engage. Separate to evaluate the situation.

3. In addition to the tactics recommended in the General Fighter Tactics Section, the following tactics are pertinent to the F-4 weapons system.
A. Visual retention of the MIG-21 beyond 2 miles was very difficult. AIM-7E/E-2 trigger squeeze minimum range thumb rules in the forward quarter are 3 miles and 2 miles respectively. Prior to firing an AIM-7 missile, radar lock-up must be held for 4 seconds to allow radar settling and missile speedgate tuning. Resultant minimum ranges to allow for radar lock-up in the forward quarter are 4/3 miles for the AIM-7E/E-2 respectively. Since the probability of visual detection of the MIG-21 at 3-4 miles in the forward quarter aspect proved remote, successful simulated AIM-7 forward quarter firings resulting from an initial visual detection of the target did not occur. This did not include VID (visual identification) formation forward quarter simulated firings or CIC authorized firings.

B. If the MIG was visible with 3-4 miles lateral separation, a successful simulated AIM-7E-2 shot was possible during the turn back, if the lock-on was accomplished prior to 45° to go. The time delay from radar lock-on with 45 degrees to go prior to roll out at 2 miles, head-on, approximates 4 seconds. This is normally sufficient time to launch an AIM-7E-2 missile head-on. The rapidly changing bogey azimuth and elevation in this aspect requires a high level of crew proficiency.

C. The F-4 two man crew has a significant advantage over single seat fighters. Once engaged, the RIO is available to and must concentrate on keeping sight of the attacker/attackers until radar acquisition is possible. The RIO repeatedly proved to be invaluable to the success of the engagements. Padlock lookout is mandatory against airplanes as small as a MIG-21.

D. The energy advantage of the F-4 below 16,000 feet and above 450 KCAS allowed the F-4 to gain and maintain the offensive if the techniques of lag pursuit, vertical reversal, and slash attacks described in the General Fighter Tactics Section were employed.

E. If the MIG-21 is sighted in the forward area closing, turn to meet him head-on with minimum lateral separation. If the MIG-21 does not turn to meet you head-on, assume he does not see you and turn for lateral off-set in an attempt to convert to an aft hemisphere attack. Maintain rigid lookout doctrine during the turn to avoid turning in front of a trailing wingman.
F. If the MIG-21 turns toward you prior to passing abeam, turn into him to reduce lateral separation. Jink as necessary to negate a head-on gun attack. While closing, radar search the area behind the MIG-21. As the MIG-21 passes close abeam, drop a wing as necessary to keep the MIG-21 in sight. Maneuver in a maximum performance oblique loop to re-engage. Analyze the MIG-21 pilot's ability in this first turn. If he is not maneuvering aggressively, position yourself for a kill. If he maneuvers aggressively and has gained any advantage in the reversal, attempt to again meet him head-on. On passing, delay the turn back slightly, approximately 5 seconds (keeping the bogey in sight), to insure that sufficient lateral separation is available to compensate for turn radius and to insure a subsequent head-on pass. If the MIG-21 maneuvers and aggressively reverses on each pass, his energy level will dissipate.

G. If engaged above 16,000 feet force the fight to low altitude. Below this altitude, utilize the oblique loop to effect a turn reversal. The vertical reversal capitalizes on the F-4 energy advantage in the zoom and will force the MIG-21 to work the vertical and dissipate his energy. The F-4 speed on top is normally 250-300 KCAS. The MIG-21 does not regain his energy in the dive as rapidly as the F-4. When the MIG-21's energy level has dissipated and/or an advantage is gained, continue to press the attack but do not rush it. Capitalize on your performance and exploit the MIG-21's limitations. Continue to perform slashing attacks, employing yo-yo's until a missile launch position is achieved. In the event a close-in over-shoot appears imminent, execute a barrel roll or roll off maneuver to the MIG-21's blind area, approximately 1 mile aft in a lag pursuit attack. Retain your energy level. If a close-in overshoot develops, roll to effect separation as rapidly as possible, unload, keep the bogey in sight, and re-engage on your terms.

H. When a MIG-21 is sighted and separation is available to meet him head-on, proceed as above. If a head-on meeting is not possible, turn to keep the MIG-21 in sight, place him at a high TCA and accelerate. As the bogey closes, be prepared to break into a missile. Continue to keep the MIG-21 in sight, place him at a high TCA until a break turn is necessary to negate a gun attack and force a high angle overshoot. The MIG-21 will most probably yo-yo high to conserve energy and maintain the offensive.
(1) If he overshoots flat and slides out ahead, a reversal or roll over is possible to arrive at his 6 o'clock position. Use extreme caution if immediate success is not achieved. Be prepared to immediately unload into him and accelerate for separation. The MIG-21 is far superior at close-in maneuvering than the F-4. Close-in maneuvering should never be attempted unless it is apparent that the MIG-21 pilot is incompetent or a definite position advantage is held. The MIG-21 repeatedly demonstrated the ability to counter a high angle overshoot and rapidly regain a gun tracking position, if the U.S. fighter reversed into him as he overshot. Maneuver to his blind area, achieve a missile launch position, and immediately regain your energy level. Be sure the MIG-21 is not a decoy feinting poor performance. A competent MIG-21 pilot can turn an apparently defensive situation for him into a very sudden offensive position. If a scissor situation is imminent, dive into his blind area and accelerate for separation.

(2) If the MIG-21 yo-yo's high, accelerate nose down, drive the fight to low altitude, and exceed the q limit of the MIG-21 (595 KIAS). Keep the MIG-21 in sight. Obtain sufficient lateral separation to reverse back into the MIG-21 to effect a head-on engagement. Attempt to acquire the MIG-21 on radar in the turn for a possible Sparrow shot. The RIO must remain padlocked on the MIG-21 until it is well within radar gimbal limits (45 degrees and the pilot has confirmed visual contact). When the RIO goes to the radar scope, the pilot must be padlocked on the MIG-21 and coach the RIO on his position. As the MIG-21 approaches the nose, PLM may be employed if the RIO was unsuccessful in acquiring a radar lock-on. Feel out the MIG-21 during subsequent maneuvering and effect a kill when and if the opportunity is presented.

I. Three rules were established as essential to successful F-4 section tactics against the MIG-21 or any small, low wing loaded airplane. They are:

(1) All crewmen must maintain visual contact with the bogey. The RIO should not return to the scope until the bogey is within approximately ± 45 degrees of the nose and the pilot has confirmed visual contact. The small size of the MIG-21 requires padlock lookout doctrine.
(2) Engage only in section. It is very easy to split the F-4 section, lose mutual support, and fight two separate one-on-one engagements. In combat, when the possibility of multiple bogies exists, splitting the section can be disastrous.

(a) A steady flow of information must take place within the F-4 section. Relative position to each other, relative position of the bogey, intentions, and tactical orders must be relayed.

(b) Mutual support between F-4's engaging a MIG-21 dictates that each airplane in the section be able to protect and support the other during an attack. Each member of the section must have sufficient but not excessive separation to launch missiles at any threat posed. In addition, the F-4 section must be positioned to prevent the bogey from working both F-4's as a unit, while maintaining contact with each other. The following guidelines apply:

1. Maximum separation between F-4's - 3 miles on VID formation.

2. Maximum separation between F-4's abeam, co-heading - 1 mile.

3. Desirable heading offset on the offensive - about 90 degrees. This sets up a two-on-one offensive attack that forces the bogey to meet threats from divergent angles.

4. After a head-on pass, the F-4 section must maneuver as necessary to maintain mutual support and visual contact.

J. From a combat spread of 1 mile, the F-4 section meeting the MIG-21 head-on should immediately select afterburner, accelerate, and separate to effect a VID maneuver or commence loose deuce maneuvering. The MIG-21 must be forced to pick one F-4. At that point, the engaged F-4 should complete a head-on pass followed by an oblique loop as described in the one-on-one tactics. The second F-4 is free to maneuver and should immediately press for the offensive (also described in the previous section). The F-4 making the head-on passes, should attempt to keep the MIG-21 engaged while the free F-4 maneuverers into a missile launch position. It is essential that the "free" F-4
maneuver rapidly in a different plane to strive for a rear quarter attack. If the MIG-21 switches to the free F-4 during the engagement, the F-4's will also switch positions making the previously engaged F-4 the free F-4.

K. When both F-4's reach an astern position on the MIG-21, the basic tactics as described in the one-on-one section apply to the attacking F-4. While one F-4 is committed to an attack the other should position himself out of the plane of the maneuver, preferably in a high cover position, and be ready to conduct a slashing attack. Since the MIG-21 has a high rate of turn and small turn radius, an F-4 high yo-yo can easily result in a head-on pass coming down from the apex of the yo-yo.

L. Section integrity for mutual support in the tactical environment is mandatory. The team must be proficient in ACM and familiar with the maneuvers described in the F-4 Tactical Manual. Defensive maneuvering by the attacked F-4 is described in one-on-one tactics. Early Separation in the vertical by the free F-4 to provide mutual support is necessary to gain a missile launch position and sandwich the attacker. If the MIG-21 switches and attacks the higher F-4, the high F-4 must break down into the attack, inform his teammate of the switch, direct the teammate to ease turn, and execute an oblique loop. Passing through the vertical, the pilot should sight his teammate passing underneath on a near reciprocal heading, with the MIG-21 pursuing or remaining high and switching his attack. If the MIG-21 pursues the low F-4, the low F-4 continues separating while the high F-4 completes the loop behind the MIG-21. If the MIG-21 remains high, the high F-4 calls the switch and directs the free F-4 to execute an oblique loop. The engaged F-4 must generate a large overshoot then dive for sufficient separation to allow a reversal for a head-on pass, while the free F-4 maneuvers for the kill.

M. If multiple bogies are encountered, the same basic tactics apply. Section integrity, lookout doctrine and mutual support are mandatory. The more complicated the tactical situation, the tighter the section maneuvering becomes. Split plane, vertical maneuvering must still be employed once the attacked bogey aggressively maneuvers defensively, or when the section is attacked.
4. The following tactics apply to the F-4 radar system.

A. In order to eliminate tracking problems through MBC after initial detection in pulse doppler, F-4J aircrews should initiate rapid relock to the pulse mode. Rapid relock should be initiated as early as possible, contingent upon the following factors:

(1) **Range.** Rapid relock on a suspected MIG-21 target should be delayed until range is well inside the expected detection range of the MIG-21 by the pulse radar system.

(2) **Differential altitude.** Target look down angle should be eliminated prior to initiating rapid relock.

(3) **Intercept geometry.** Target drift should be stopped prior to a rapid relock attempt, unless a rapidly changing Vc indicates that target contact will be lost in main beam clutter. In this case, an immediate attempt to relock in pulse mode is mandatory.

(4) **Target maneuverability.** Pulse relock would eliminate the possible loss of radar illumination as a maneuvering target enters the main beam clutter notch. Ideally, pulse acquisition should be accomplished and acknowledged prior to 20 NM during a VID maneuver.

(5) **Continual center of the split elevation strobe and expanded velocity display is mandatory prior to rapid relock to Pulse. Periodic use of the pulse mode should be made during BARCAP/TARCAP operations to offset the difficulty in detecting low Vc targets (i.e., Vc lower than F-4J TAS).**

B. The extensive turbine modulation of the MIG-21 should not be ignored as a possible aid to pulse doppler detection of low Vc MIG-21 targets. Aircrews must be aware of the erroneous Vc information that is presented, but use it to assist in rapid relock.

C. Whenever possible, assignment of co-channel and adjacent channel APG-59 radars to the same section or CAP station should be avoided. When unavoidable, exclusive use of pulse doppler mode will best reduce the effect of mutual interference.
D. F-4's equipped with pulse-only radars, should be aware of the short range contacts probable during overland operations at current BARCAP/TARCAP altitudes. In an area of known MIG activity, visual search and random heading changes aimed at thwarting a GCI controlled MIG-21 intercept should take precedence over radar search.

E. Due to pilot field of view restrictions in the F-4 and the small size of the MIG-21, it is essential that RIO's utilize "padlock" lookout technique while engaged in ACM. No attempt at radar acquisition should be made until the MIG-21 is within approximately ± 45 degrees of the nose and the pilot has confirmed visual contact to eliminate unnecessary position calls that might block out UHF transmissions from the accompanying F-4.

F. RIO's should be thoroughly familiar with all phases of ACM to assess an enemy maneuver and provide proper directive commentary if the pilot loses visual contact for a protracted period.

G. During actuation of PLM, the RIO should switch his attention to the radar scope and assist the pilot in determining the proper direction of range gate sweep, based on the relative positions of the target and altitude line. When lock-on is accomplished the RIO should verify valid target track by noting correct Vc, illumination of range track light and AIM dot and elevation strobe deflection. He should notify the pilot and call the range to the target. If a false lock-on is obtained, he should break lock and tell the pilot to re-acquire. Timely and accurate information from the RIO can reduce the possibility of launching an AIM-7 out of envelope.

H. Due to rapidly changing target aspects, the pulse doppler mode should be used only as a secondary mode of operation during ACM. If conditions warrant, automatic acquisition can be employed. However, spurious automatic lock-ons should be anticipated on other airplanes in the area or beyond visual range.

I. In an area where a number of friendly I-band emitters are present, visual and radar search should take precedence over APR-25 indications for evidence of MIG-21 activity. Under no circumstances should an APR-25 I-band track indication be ignored if the source is unknown. Conversely, attention to APR-25 search should not detract from other means of detecting the presence of MIG-21, i.e., visual and radar search.
5. In addition to the tactics recommended in the General Fighter Tactics section the following tactics are pertinent to the F-8 weapons system:

A. If a MIG-21 is sighted head-on, immediately push over and attempt to descend into its forward quarter blind area. Turn away to gain approximately one mile lateral separation. If the MIG-21 does not turn, maintain the lateral separation until approaching abeam and then initiated a hard turn towards the MIG-21's after hemisphere, positioning for a missile/guns attack. Maintain a rigid lookout during the turn to prevent turning in front of a trailing wingman. As soon as weapons are fired, execute a hard turn to clear your 6 o'clock. If the MIG-21 turns towards you prior to passing, indicating that you have been seen, immediately turn hard into the MIG-21 to reduce all lateral separation for the reasons stated in general tactics. Jinking may be required to prevent any forward quarter cannon tracking by the MIG-21 prior to passing. As the MIG-21 passes close abeam, drop a wing as necessary to keep the MIG-21 in sight and execute an oblique loop back towards the MIG-21. If the MIG-21 counters aggressively the F-8 may not be able to attain an offensive position. If the first reversal results in another head-on pass or loss of position advantage, do not immediately reverse back into the MIG-21 with a reduced energy level. If the F-8 slows down while attempting to turn with the MIG-21, it will only be a matter of a few turns before the MIG-21 will be on the inside of the turn and tracking. Turn only enough to keep in sight after passing, and unload to gain energy (minimum of 450 KIAS) prior to reversing back toward the MIG-21. This delay in reversing allows the F-8 to regain a sufficient energy level to perform a maximum performance turn reversal and sufficient separation to complete the 180 degree turn prior to again passing the MIG-21. The time delay before reversing the turn depends upon the F-8's speed when passing the MIG-21, but should not exceed approximately 5 seconds, or visual contact with the MIG-21 may be lost. During these head-on passes the MIG-21 should be rapidly dissipating energy on his reversals. Continue engaging the MIG-21 using the tactics described above and in general tactics until an offensive position is attained or disengagement is necessary.

B. When the F-8 is attacking from the MIG-21's stern area attempt to take advantage of the MIG-21's poor rearward visibility by approaching the missile envelope from a low 6 o'clock position. If the missile launch is unsuccessful and the MIG-21 has not initiated a
a break turn, close for a guns attack but avoid a close in overshoot. If the MIG-21 turns into the F-8 while closing for a guns attack, do not pull lead and attempt to close the MIG-21 to minimum range. Do not become over anxious to complete the kill. The MIG-21's high rate of deceleration with g applied and its superior turning capability may place the F-8 in an uncontrollable overshoot situation. Use lag pursuit maneuvering as described in general tactics and barrel roll type maneuvers to stay in the MIG-21's blind cone as he reverses. If these maneuvers are performed properly, the F-8 can maintain an offensive position until the MIG-21 is destroyed.

C. When the MIG-21 is attacking from the stern area, attempt to turn and meet the MIG-21 head-on by executing a hard, CRT turn into the MIG-21. If successful, perform the tactics described above for the head-on situation. If unable to meet the MIG-21 head-on, continue turning into the MIG-21 with your nose slightly down, maintaining a minimum of 450 KIAS. Keep the MIG-21 at a high TCA. Be prepared to break into the MIG-21 to force an overshoot or to counter an Atoll missile launch. If the MIG-21 reverses its turn nose low away from the F-8, indicating it is disengaging, immediately reverse and attempt to reacquire the MIG-21 before it opens beyond missile maximum range. If the MIG-21 yo-yo's high, indicating it is countering the overshoot and is positioning for a reattack, do not reverse into the MIG-21. Perform the tactics described in general tactics for this situation.

D. The section tactical team has been proven to be an absolute necessity in a hostile area. The team must be proficient and well trained in the tactics discussed above. The relative positioning of the two F-8's during offensive maneuvering should be as described in the F-8 Tactical Manual for combat spread patrolling, tactical wing formations, and loose deuce maneuvering. Attacking in the TAC Wing, the wingman must separate vertically when the MIG-21 begins defensive maneuvering. The F-8 actually pressing the attack on a MIG-21 should keep the MIG-21 engaged while the wingman maneuvers for the kill.

E. A MIG-21 is most difficult to acquire visually in excess of 2 NM. For this reason, a rigid section lookout doctrine is mandatory if the section expects to operate successfully in a hostile area. Section loose deuce maneuvering, separated in the vertical plane, is most effective formation for converting a defensive situation to the offensive.
The teammate sighting the MIG-21 will call a hard section turn into the MIG-21 to create a high angle off. The F-8 being attacked will turn hard down into the attack, selecting afterburner to maintain airspeed. The teammate will select afterburner, pitch up to gain vertical separation and present two separate targets. If the MIG-21 presses the attack on the low F-8 and overshoots, the high F-8 will barrel roll toward the MIG-21's stern and press for a kill. If the MIG-21 switches to the high F-8, the high F-8 calls the switch and directs the low F-8 to ease turn and execute an oblique loop. The high F-8 will break down into the MIG-21 to create a high TCA at passing and accelerate for energy and separation. As the F-8 performing the oblique loop passes through the vertical, the pilot should sight his teammate passing underneath on a near reciprocal heading, with the MIG-21 pursuing or remaining high and switching its attack to the high F-8. If the MIG-21 pursues the low F-8, continue separating while the high F-8 completes the loop behind the MIG-21 and presses for a kill. At least one F-8 must have the other F-8 and MIG-21 in sight at all times and the proper voice calls must be initiated for this section tactic to be successful.

6. Attack airplane Tactical Manual defensive maneuvers were employed against the MIG-21 and were proven to be effective. All maneuvers were validated in one-on-one engagements. Lookout doctrine must be stressed. A tactical section must be maintained to provide mutual support and to enhance lookout doctrine.

7. The following tactics are pertinent to the A-4F weapons system:

A. Vary headings along a base course, and jink as necessary to maintain lookout doctrine. When an attacking MIG-21 is sighted, the threatened A-4 should jettison ordnance, turn to put the MIG-21 at a high TCA, and accelerate nose low. Be prepared to break into a missile attack or to force an overshoot as the MIG-21 approaches cannon range. If the MIG-21 overshoots high, an escape maneuver, nose low away, is possible. The MIG-21 must be kept in sight. If the MIG-21 yo-yo's high, a reversal nose high is possible for a snap Sidewinder launch or gun attack. The A-4, at this point, will be at a low energy level, and must execute an escape maneuver away from the MIG-21; unless a close in, slow speed maneuvering situation has developed. The A-4F demonstrated an ability to turn level with the MIG-21 at slow speeds. If the MIG-21 overshoots level and nose to tail
separation is available, a reversal is possible in an attempt to gain the offensive. In a prolonged slow speed scissors, the A-4F was able to maintain a nose up attitude and maneuver more effectively than the MIG-21.

B. Section tactics were not investigated during the test, but must be employed in the tactical situation to provide mutual support and lookout doctrine.

8. The following tactics are pertinent to the A-6A weapons system:

A. Vary headings along a base course and jink as necessary to maintain lookout doctrine. The maneuvering performance of the A-6A was greatly improved when spin assist was engaged. When an attacking MIG-21 is sighted the threatened A-6A should jettison ordnance, turn to put the MIG-21 at a high TCA, and accelerate nose low. Be prepared to break into a missile attack or to force an overshoot as the MIG-21 approaches gun range. If the MIG-21 yo-yo's high, a nose high reversal is possible for a Sidewinder launch. The A-6A, with spin assist engaged, demonstrated an ability to keep his nose high and pointed toward the MIG-21. This had the effect of forcing the MIG-21 into a head-on situation on subsequent passes. The A-6A demonstrated an excellent ability to turn with the MIG-21 at slow speeds, close-in. In a level scissors maneuver, the A-6A has the ability to out maneuver the MIG-21. Pilot visibility aft on the right side of the A-6 was enhanced when the pilot's seat was in the full up, full forward position and the BN's (Bombardier-Navigator) seat full aft.

B. Section tactics were not investigated during the test, but must be employed in the tactical situation to provide mutual support and lookout doctrine.

9. A-7A. The following tactics are pertinent to the A-7A weapons system:

A. Vary headings along a base course and jink as necessary to maintain lookout doctrine. When a MIG-21 is sighted and an attack appears imminent, jettison ordnance, turn to put the MIG-21 at a high TCA, and accelerate nose low. Be prepared to break into a missile
attack or to force an overshoot as the MIG-21 approaches cannon range. If the MIG-21 overshoots high, an escape maneuver nose low and away is possible. The MIG-21 must be kept in sight. If the MIG-21 overshoots level and nose to tail separation is available, a reversal is possible to acquire a snap Sidewinder launch or gun attack. The A-7A did not have sufficient energy available, after a break turn to reverse the turn nose high for a snap shot at a MIG-21 in a high yo-yo. The A-7A did demonstrate an ability to turn level with the MIG-21 at slow speeds. In a scissors maneuver, the A-7A was not successful in maintaining a nose up attitude and could not effectively scissor with a MIG-21.

B. Section tactics were not investigated during the test but must be employed in the tactical situation to provide mutual support and lookout doctrine.

C. The A-7B was not available for tests during the evaluation.
CONCLUSIONS

1. (S) It is concluded that:

   A. The MIG-21 is extremely difficult to visually detect and keep track of in the ACM environment.

   B. The MIG-21 has a definite tactical advantage due to its small size.

   C. The MIG-21 is a highly maneuverable airplane capable of high g, low speed flight.

   D. The MIG-21 has a Mach 2 capability at high altitude.

   E. A clean MIG-21 encounters heavy airframe buffet at .96 IMN below 16,000 feet.

   F. The MIG-21 maneuvering flight characteristics are limited by high stick forces at speeds above 510 KIAS below 16,000 feet.

   G. The MIG-21's turning ability is impressive due to low wing loading and high thrust to weight ratio.

   H. The MIG-21 flown to maximum performance will out turn an F-4 and F-8 series airplane in a close-in turning engagement.

   I. The MIG-21 zoom performance up to 25,000 feet is inferior to the F-4 fighter, configured without a centerline tank.

   J. The MIG-21's zoom performance is comparable to an F-4 fighter configured with a centerline tank.

   K. The MIG-21 zoom performance is comparable to the F-8 below 25,000 feet.

   L. The MIG-21 on station ACM time is comparable to the F-4/F-8 series airplanes with a similar percentage of total fuel on board.

   M. The MIG-21 gun sight system tested has limitations in the ACM environment.

   N. The MIG-21 airspeed bleed-off in a high q turn is rapid below 400 KIAS.
0. The MIG-21's total performance is degraded only slightly when Sidewinder type missiles are installed.

P. The MIG-21's engine acceleration is slow from 85 percent to 100 percent.

Q. The MIG-21 leaves little or no smoke trail at military or afterburner power settings.

R. The MIG-21 cockpit visibility is seriously degraded through the forward windscreen, below the canopy rails and in a 50 degree cone aft.

S. The MIG-21 30 MM cannon is effective and reliable.

T. The MIG-21 is an extremely vulnerable airplane.

U. The MIG-21 is easy to maintain.

V. The MIG-21 sortie rate is high.

W. The MIG-21 is capable of being recycled in 30 minutes.

X. The F-4/F-8 series airplanes have a tactical disadvantage in the ACM environment because of their large size and prominent smoke trails.

Y. F-4/F-8 series airplanes are capable of exceeding the MIT-21's q limit at low altitude.

Z. F-4/F-8 series airplanes have better CRT acceleration performance than the MIG-21 below 1.2 IMN at low and medium altitudes.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. (S) Commander Operational Test and Evaluation Force recommends that:

   A. Navy fighter airplanes engage a MIG 21 in section.

   B. Section integrity be maintained throughout the engagement for mutual support.

   C. Strict lookout be maintained at all times and "padlock" lookout technique be utilized by the engaged airplane.

   D. In a threat area, weave and vary headings along the base course.

   E. All engagements be forced to low altitudes at high speeds.

   F. The MIG-21 pilot's ability be determined early in the engagement.

   G. A close-in, slow speed engagement be avoided if the MIG-21 is flown at or near maximum performance.

   H. Offensive maneuvering be oriented toward exploiting MIG-21 weaknesses rather than rushing for a quick kill.

   I. An attacking MIG-21 be kept at high TCA.

   J. Aircrews be aware of situations or conditions that would warrant disengaging from a MIG-21 encounter.

   K. Only sound, proven tactics be employed.

   L. ACM be practiced under controlled conditions against small airplanes with low wing loading, e.g., A-4F, F-5.

   M. Aircrews be thoroughly familiar with and aware of their weapons system limitations.

   N. The limitations of the enemy be exploited.

   O. Whenever possible, radar intercept and air combat training be conducted over land.

   P. AIM-7E attacks on a maneuvering MIG-21 be made in the pulse mode of the APG-59 radar.

   Q. During PLM employment, RIO's inform the pilot of a valid lock-on target range, and target azimuth.
R. "Canopy code" coaching be practiced at all times; even when not engaged in ACM.

S. Squadron level training of RIO's/BN's be intensified in the area of air combat tactics.

T. ACM training of attack aircrews be intensified.

U. Attack airplanes be configured with Sidewinder missiles on all combat flights.

V. External air-to-ground ordnance possessing no air-to-air capability be jettisoned when attacked by a MIG-21.

W. Continued exploitation of foreign airplanes be pursued.
BASIC CONCLUSIONS

(S) The aircraft was easy to fly with no dangerous characteristics. Complexity was avoided whenever possible in the design of the vehicle; particularly noteworthy was the fact that no stability augmentation was employed.

(S) The acceleration and thrust-limited turning performance of the airplane, although less than predicted, was good throughout the flight envelope.

(S) Basic airplane stability, with the exception of lateral-directional damping, was good. The airplane exhibited excellent lift-limited maneuvering characteristics in terms of both the available load factor and handling qualities near the stall. Roll rates and roll response were good through the flight envelope.

(S) In turbulent conditions, the aircraft was not an acceptable platform for weapons delivery or instrument flying because of weak lateral-directional damping combined with slow engine response.

(S) At low altitude in the transonic region (0.96 to 1.15 indicated Mach number), the airplane vibrated to such an extent as to preclude its use as a weapons delivery platform. The intensity of the vibration at a given Mach number increased with decreasing altitude; below 15,000 feet the cockpit instruments vibrated to the point where they were almost completely blurred.

(S) Engine response was poor; the engine accelerated slowly even at high power settings. The poor engine response precluded precise formation flying.

(S) The cockpit design was antiquated. It was not possible to enter the cockpit with any degree of urgency because of the time-consuming tasks associated with donning the parachute harness and hooking up the necessary personnel leads. Forward visibility was poor. Labeling of the switches in the cockpit was inconsistent; the labels on the right side were above the switches, whereas the labels on the left side were below.
### DAILY MAINTENANCE FLIGHT SUMMARY OF THE MIG-21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Flights Scheduled</th>
<th>Flights Flown</th>
<th>Flight No.</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feb</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>#1 FLT CNCL Wx...Fuel drain &quot;O&quot; ring replaced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>#2 FLT CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>#1 FLT CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>#2 FLT CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Brake cable found frayed after last hop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>#1 hop CNCL Maint., manufacture of above brake cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mar</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Nose tire changed after FLT #42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>38-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>41-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>47-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>50-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>51-52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Remarks:**
- CNCL Wx: Cancel due to weather.
- #1 FLT CNCL: Flight #1 was canceled due to weather.
- #2 FLT CNCL: Flight #2 was canceled due to weather.
- Engine oil in tailpipe, sludge found in oil: Resolved to dirty oil filter.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Flights Scheduled</th>
<th>Flights Flown</th>
<th>Flight No.</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar 8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>CNCL Wx. AIM-9's hung on pylons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53-54</td>
<td>#3 FLT CNCL Wx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>55-57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>58-59</td>
<td>#3 &amp; 4 CNCL Maint. EGT system broken wires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60-62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>CNCL Wx 50 hr. check started.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63-65</td>
<td>#4 CNCL Maint. Loose canopy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>66-69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Maint. 50 hr. check. Required approx. 25 working hrs. In addition manufactured &amp; replaced leaking air line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70-72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>73-75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>76-78</td>
<td>Gun fired.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>79-81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>82-84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>85-87</td>
<td>Nose tire changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>88-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>91-92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>93-95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>96-97</td>
<td>EGT system wire repaired.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>99-101</td>
<td>Thrust measurements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Daily Flight Summary of Project Have Doughnut

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flight No.</th>
<th>Flight Duration</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Participating A/C No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>MISSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>8 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Pilot Familiarization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-8E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>11 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Evaluation of handling characteristics, Avionics Equipment, etc., Climb comparison with F-4D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>12 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-105D</td>
<td>F-105 Defensive maneuvering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>14 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>F-8 Offensive and defensive maneuvering (One-on-one).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>18 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Evaluation of F4D offensive and defensive maneuvers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>19 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Offensive/defensive tactics from even and defensive positions, in fighting wing and Fluid-Four.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>19 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-105D</td>
<td>F-105 Offensive and defensive tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>20 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-105D</td>
<td>F-105 Offensive and defensive tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>19 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4B</td>
<td>E1 plus pilot familiarization and limited F-4 defensive maneuvering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>20 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4J</td>
<td>VID and F-4J defensive maneuvers from combat spread.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>20 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>F-8 defensive maneuvering and loose deuce maneuvering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>18 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Repeat of flights 1 and 2 plus F-4D offensive and defensive maneuvering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>21 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>21 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight No.</td>
<td>Flight Duration</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Participating A/C Type</td>
<td>MISSION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>22 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>A-6</td>
<td>Stability and Performance evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>22 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and Performance evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>22 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and Performance evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>23 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and Performance evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>23 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A-6 Defensive maneuvers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>24 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and Performance evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>24 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>F-4D Radar detection, visual detection and Pod formation tactics.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>24 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4J Electronic Intelligence (AWG-10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>25 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and Performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>25 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-100D F-100 Defensive tactics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>25 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A-4 A-4 Defensive tactics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>26 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-111A F-111 Defensive tactics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>26 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A-7A A-7A Defensive tactics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>27 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and Performance evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>27 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4E F-4E Offensive and defensive tactics (close-in).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>27 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-8 F-8 tactics from head-on engagement and scissors maneuver.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0:55</td>
<td>28 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0:55</td>
<td>28 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>28 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight No.</td>
<td>Flight Duration</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Participating A/C No.</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>MISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>28 Feb</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4J</td>
<td>Stability and Performance evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>29 Feb</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4J</td>
<td>F-4J offensive and defensive tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>29 Feb</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4E</td>
<td>F-4E offensive maneuvering and tactics from head-on start.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>1 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>F-8 offensive and defensive tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>1 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4E</td>
<td>AIM-9 attacks and lag pursuit maneuvering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>1 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Zoom comparison and F-4D offensive maneuvering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>2 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4J</td>
<td>VID, one-on-one engagement from head-on F-4Js on defense in combat spread and two-on-one tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>2 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Zoom comparison and high q maneuvering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>2 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4E</td>
<td>Fluid-Four defensive and radar search tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>3 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Radar search tactics and VID maneuver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>3 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Radar search tactics and VID maneuver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>3 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Defensive tactics by element (pod formation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>0:47</td>
<td>4 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4E</td>
<td>Radar signature documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>4 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4E</td>
<td>Radar signature documentation and 90° beam missile attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>4 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>Evaluate F-8 section &quot;Loose Deuce&quot; tactics on defense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>7 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-105</td>
<td>Evaluate APR-25-F-105 Defensive tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>7 Mar</td>
<td>TAC/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Pilot Familiarization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>0:55</td>
<td>7 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4B</td>
<td>El and IR data; performance characteristics with missile aboard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight No.</td>
<td>Flight Duration</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Participating A/C No.</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>MISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>9 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Performance characteristics of MIG-21 with missiles aboard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>9 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>10 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>Tactical wing defensive tactics, zoom comparison and acceleration comparison (F-8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>10 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Zoom comparison simulate &quot;Fluid-Four&quot; offensive tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>10 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Photographic documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>11 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>IR signature flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>11 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>IR signature flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>12 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>IR signature flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>12 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>IR signature flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>12 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>IR signature flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>14 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>IR signature flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>14 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>IR signature flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>14 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>IR signature flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>15 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>IR signature flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>15 Mar</td>
<td>AF/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>IR signature flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>15 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RF-101</td>
<td>RF-101 Defensive tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>15 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4J</td>
<td>F-4J on defense one-on-one; F-4 section on offense; F-4J/MIG-21 scissors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>18 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight No.</td>
<td>Flight Duration</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Participating A/C No.</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>MISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>18 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>Sustained g comparison; F-8 combat spread tactics (offensive and defense).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>18 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-105</td>
<td>APR-25 evaluation; CRT acceleration comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>19 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>19 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>F-8 defensive in combat spread; attempt to gain offensive position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>19 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-104</td>
<td>Acceleration comparison, zoom comparison, offensive and defensive tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>20 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4J</td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>20 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Offensive and defensive combat spread tactics; Scissors vs. MIG-21.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>20 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B-66</td>
<td>Evaluate F-4/B-66 escort tactics; obtain radar signatures; MIG-21 gun firing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>21 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B-106</td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>21 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E-1</td>
<td>E-1 and pilot familiarization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>21 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-4D</td>
<td>Radar search tactics; MIG-21 gun firing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>22 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A-6</td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>22 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A-6</td>
<td>A-6 defensive tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>22 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-106</td>
<td>F-106 offensive and defensive maneuvers; comparative performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>23 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E-1</td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>23 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E-1</td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>23 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E-1</td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight No.</td>
<td>Flight Duration</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Participating A/C No.</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>MISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>24 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>24 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>24 Mar</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F-111 ground abort; USN used flight for EI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>25 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>25 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>F-106</td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>26 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>26 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>F-106</td>
<td>Radar attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>26 Mar</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>F-106</td>
<td>Radar attack plus offensive and defensive tactics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>27 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>0:35</td>
<td>27 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>27 Mar</td>
<td>TAC/USN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RF-4C</td>
<td>RF-4C Chaff evaluation; USN EI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>29 Mar</td>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B-58</td>
<td>Check IR tones of AIM-4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>29 Mar</td>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B-52</td>
<td>Determine B-52 active ECM capability vs. MIG-21 radar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>29 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>30 Mar</td>
<td>AFFTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stability and performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4D - Clean
F-8E - Camera Pod on left Wing pylon; AIM-9D missile on single fuselage pylon.

MISSION:

A. (U) Pilot familiarization

B. (U) Investigate:

1. Cockpit procedures
2. Ground start
3. Taxi
4. Takeoff
5. Flap response
6. Trim response
7. Control response
8. Engine response
9. Speed brake response
10. Visibility
11. Landing

C. (S-NFD) Perform MIG-21 comparison with F-4D and F-8E airplanes to evaluate:

1. Military power climb.
2. 10,000 foot level acceleration in MRT and CRT from 300 to 550 KIAS.
3. Deceleration - power and speed brakes.
4. Turn comparison.
5. Infrared tone.

SUMMARY:

A. (S) Pilot strap-in was cumbersome and required the assistance of a plane captain. Pre-start cockpit checks were simple but required concentration due to the cluttered switch panels and similarity of switches. Engine start was accomplished by turning on the battery, generator, engine instrument selection.
switches, and fuel pump switches; moving the throttle to idle and depressing the electric start button. Idle RPM was attained approximately 55 seconds after depressing the electric start button. Post-start checks were simple and logical. The air operated canopy required approximately 10 seconds to close after actuation. Locking and seal pressurizing were manually accomplished. The canopy had to be closed prior to moving the airplane.

B. (S) Taxiing required concentration to avoid over controlling the hand actuated brake lever which metered air to the wheel brakes. Directional control was accomplished by positioning the rudder pedals which controlled the amount of air supplied to each main wheel brake. Three wheel brakes were selected for engine run-up. Engine run-up prior to take-off required 15 seconds from idle to military power. Rudder control became effective in approximately 30 KIAS. Directional control on take-off was sensitive. Afterburner ignition occurred 3 to 5 seconds after selection. Rotation was accomplished at 140 KIAS and lift-off occurred at approximately 170 KIAS. Flaps were raised at approximately 230 KIAS. Minor trim changes were necessary. Longitudinal trim was comfortable and appeared to be well integrated into the control system. Rudder throw was adequate throughout the entire flight envelope. Lateral control was light and responsive. The longitudinal control system was excellent. Longitudinal stick forces were moderate at airspeeds up to 510 KIAS, below 16,000 feet. Below 16,000 feet, at speeds above 510 KIAS, longitudinal stick forces became extremely heavy.

C. (S) Engine response was slow in all areas. Speed brake effectiveness was poor. Visibility aft was severely limited by the ejection seat headrest windscreen and armored glass combination.

D. (S-NFD) A 350 KIAS MRT climb was made to 12,000 feet. The F-4D chase flew wing at a power setting of 92 to 93 percent. The F-8E, in trail, could not maintain position at MRT and began to drop back.
Mission Nr: 1

E. (S-NFD) At 12,000 feet, a level MRT acceleration was made from 300 KIAS to 450 KIAS. The F-4D, flying along side, passed the MIG-21. The F-8E could not match the MIG-21's acceleration. Acceleration time was 50 seconds.

F. (S-NFD) At 12,000 feet, a level CRT acceleration was made from 300 KIAS to 550 KIAS. Afterburners were selected on signal. The MIG-21 A/B ignition delayed approximately 9 seconds. No A/B puff was observed. The F-4, flying along side passed the MIG-21. Half-modulated A/B in the F-4 was used to maintain position. F-8E CRT acceleration was also superior to the MIG-21. The MIG-21 deselected A/B at 550 KIAS due to engine surging and/or airframe buffet. Vmax at this altitude is published as 595 KIAS.

G. (S-NFD) Deceleration was accomplished with speed brakes. F-4D and MIG-21 deceleration characteristics were similar. F-8E deceleration characteristics were superior to the MIG-21.

H. (S) A 180 degree turn was initiated at 550 KIAS and 5.5 g. The MIG-21 had adequate horizontal stabilizer available throughout the turn. Left wing dip and longitudinal control lightening were experienced at 5.2 g.

I. (S-NFD) A clear AIM-9D tone on the MIG-21 was held by the F-8E at 1.5 miles out to a 60 degree TCA.

J. (S) Low speed turns to buffet onset were performed at 250 KIAS (1.8 g left - 2.0 g right). Light buffet was experienced at 2.2 g.

K. (S) Straight and level, clean stalls were performed at 78 percent RPM. The MIG-21 encountered light buffet at 185 KIAS, wing rock at 175 KIAS and left wing roll off at 150 KIAS. Approximately 500 to 800 feet was lost in stall recovery, due partially to slow engine acceleration. During recovery, in slightly unbalanced flight, the MIG-21 rolled off in the direction of adverse yaw at 175 KIAS. The pilot of the MIG-21 felt comfortable at 300 to 500 KIAS. Below 200 KIAS, "the airplane feels squirrelly." He felt only a well-experienced pilot would attempt scissors, reversals, etc. Completely coordinated control must be maintained in this area to avoid unstable flight and subsequent departure.
L. (S) In flight, the MIG-21 was extremely small and difficult to see. There was no smoke trail apparent at any power setting.

M. (S) Return to base was uneventful. A low approach was made, followed by a final landing. Speed brakes are used to maintain high engine RPM during the approach. Landing gear and flaps were extended to 250 KIAS. In the landing configuration, longitudinal control lightening occurred at 140 KIAS followed by wing roll-off. The base leg was flown at 200 KIAS with 170 KIAS on final. Touch down was normal. The drag chute was actuated after touch down at 140 KIAS and deployed at 110 KIAS. Two wheel braking was selected prior to turning off the runway. Engine shutdown was normal.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4D - Clean
F-8E - Camera pod on wing station and 1 AIM-9D on fuselage pylon.

MISSION:

A. (U) The data collected on flight controls, flaps, trim response, wheel brakes, speed brake operation, and engine response will be repeated. Taxi, run-up, and take-off will be the same.

B. (S-NFD) The MIG-21 will fly a MRT climb schedule at 485 KIAS to .88 IMN holding .88 IMN to 30,000 feet. The F-4D will fly in close formation for an MRT climb performance comparison.

C. (S) At 30,000 feet, an acceleration test from .8 to 1.2 at CRT will be performed. Flight control responses will be investigated. This will be the first supersonic flight of the MIG-21. After each level acceleration, the MIG-21 pilot will estimate the g capability, either sustained or maximum, at this altitude.

D. (S-NFD) The MIG-21 pilot will evaluate the MIG-21's radar lock-on capability, manual ranging, and ability to track using the lead computing sight. The F-4 will position in front of the MIG-21 and a series of passes will be made while descending to low altitude.

E. (S-NFD) The F-4D will be between 400 to 450 KCAS at 15,000 feet. The MIG-21 will be on a high perch 30 degrees aft of abeam, and accelerate to gain 50 to 100 knots closure. The MIG-21 will call missile launch at or near 2 miles and continue to press the attack for a cannon tracking solution. The F-4D will perform a hard turn into the missile attack and then a break turn with a reversal at the overshoot. At this point, the relative positions, angle off, range, and possibilities of defensive or offensive positioning by either airplane will be noted.
SUMMARY:

A. (U) Engine response in all regimes was poor.

B. (S-NFD) In a military climb from take-off to 30,000 feet at 485 KCAS to .88 IMN, the F-4D maintained position on the MIG-21 and had excess power available throughout the climb. MIG-21 afterburner selection and deselection produced a small white puff.

C. (S-NFD) During the military power acceleration from .8 Mach to .96 IMN at 30,000 feet, the F-4D was able to stay with the MIG-21, utilizing approximately 95 percent RPM on each engine. During the afterburner acceleration from .8 to 1.2 IMN at 30,000 feet, the F-4D stayed with the MIG-21 using less than full A/B. Comparing acceleration of the MIG-21 to the F-4D, at 10,000 feet in military power and afterburner power, indicate that the energy-maneuverability diagrams in 1 g flight are optimistic for the MIG-21.

D. (S) The gun sight, which obtains an input from the range-only radar, would not lock on a target. The MIG-21 pilot did not like the tracking capabilities at low g. Considerable piper jitter existed.

E. (S-NFD) During the single attack by the MIG-21 on the F-4D, conditions were 15,000 feet for the F-4D at 400 to 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 attacked with a 20 degree TCA at 520 to 550 KIAS. The MIG-21 easily turned inside the F-4D in a hard turn. The MIG-21 pilot broke off the attack and slid to the outside of the turn in a slight overshoot. The MIG-21 pilot, at this time, believed he could have selected full A/B and zoomed well out of range of the reversing F-4D. On the other hand, the F-4D pilot indicated that, had he reversed abruptly towards the overshooting airplane, there was a possibility he could have obtained an offensive position. This situation requires investigation. The F-4D crew stated that visual acquisition of the MIG-21 is difficult because of the small size. The MIG-21 pilot indicated that, at slow speeds, reversals would not be an effective maneuver due to adverse yaw.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-8E - 2 AIM-9D missiles mounted, one each, on single pylons.

MISSION: Single plane F-8 offensive and defensive tactics.

A. (S) An F-8 will join the MIG-21 at 10,000 feet and attempt to match the MRT climb of the MIG-21 to 30,000 feet.

B. (S-NFD) F-8 #1 will perform a gunsight tracking exercise to determine the F-8's ability to maintain an offensive position within 20 MM cannon range.

1. The MIG-21 will commence maneuvering from 30,000 feet at .95 IMN. Maneuvers will consist of maximum performance turns, reversals, and high g barrel rolls while descending to 15,000 feet.

2. F-8 #1 will commence tracking the MIG-21 at 30,000 feet from 2,000 feet astern.

C. (S-NFD) Evaluate F-8E defensive maneuvers against a MIG-21 that is within cannon fire range.

1. The MIG-21 will perform a cannon attack from 3,000 feet astern with 20 to 30 degrees TCA at 450 to 500 KIAS. The MIG-21 pilot will evaluate airplane maneuvering and gunsight tracking.

2. The F-8, when attacked by the MIG-21, will be at 15,000 feet and 450 KIAS; and will perform defensive maneuvers, including high g barrel rolls, in an attempt to progress into a vertical scissors.

D. (S-NFD) Evaluate F-8E defensive maneuvers against a MIG-21 within Atoll missile range.

1. The MIG-21 will attack the F-8E from a 5 or 7 o'clock position, 2 miles range at 500 KIAS. The MIG-21 will attempt to maintain an offensive position.
2. The F-8E will be at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. As the MIG-21 approaches 1 to 1-1/2 miles, the F-8E will break down into the MIG-21, accelerate to 550 to 600 KIAS and execute a barrel roll up into the attack attempting to force an overshoot.

E. (S-NFD) Evaluate F-8E offensive maneuvers (hi and low yo-yo) against a MIG-21. Initial conditions:

   1. The MIG-21 will be at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The defensive maneuvers will include:

      a. A break turn level, for approximately 360° turn.

      b. A break turn down, for approximately 360° turn.

Note: The F-8 will call all breaks.

2. The F-8E will be at 500 KIAS, 3,000 feet from the MIG-21 at a 30 degree TCA. The pilot of the F-8 will call for the MIG-21 to break and will evaluate the maneuvers required to regain an offensive tracking position.

F. (S-NFD) During descent, the F-8 will perform low speed gunsight tracking exercises with turn reversals against the MIG-21.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) F-8 #2 joined on the MIG-21 at about 10,000 feet to monitor the military climb. The F-8 could not maintain a fixed position on the MIG-21 without intermittent use of A/B. At 30,000 feet, the F-8 was indicating Mach 1.0, while the MIG-21 was indicating Mach .94, it is not known which airspeed indicator was correct.

B. (S-NFD) At 30,000, F-8 #1 joined in 2,000 foot trail on the MIG-21. With the MIG-21 maneuvering at maximum performance, the pilot of F-8 #1 evaluated his airplane's gunsight tracking and maneuvering potential. Maneuvers performed by the MIG-21 included maximum performance turns, reversals, and high g barrel rolls. The F-8 was able to maintain an offensive position.
throughout the exercise. At times, the g required to maintain position temporarily precluded accurate gun tracking. The pilot of the MIG-21 noted that the airplane has a very slow reversal rate. It was described as feeling "jerky and very unstable." During reversals, the F-8 pilot deselected A/B to avoid overrunning the MIG-21.

C. (S-NFD) F-8 #1 assumed a defensive position, at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The MIG-21 attacked from a high perch position at 500 KIAS, into a position 3,000 feet aft of the F-8 at a TCA of 10 to 15 degrees. The F-8 broke into the MIG-21. After 135 degrees of turn, the MIG-21 overshot and went into a high yo-yo. As the MIG-21 overshot, the F-8 reversed and barrel rolled up into the attack. The F-8 attained an offensive position at the MIG-21's 6 o'clock, 4,000 to 5,000 feet.

D. (U) The third exercise commenced at 1-1/2 to 2 miles with the same initial conditions as the second. The results were the same.

E. (S-NFD) The fourth exercise placed the F-8E on offense against the MIG-21. As the F-8 closed to gun range, the pilot called for the MIG 21 to break. On the initial left break, the F-8 was able to track through 90 to 120 degrees of turn, before a high yo-yo was performed. At the completion of the yo-yo, the F-8 drove to the inside of the MIG-21's turn and resumed tracking. The F-8 repeated the yo-yo maneuver and maintained an offensive position throughout the turn.

1. The fourth exercise was continued with the F-8 again on offense against the MIG-21. Initial conditions placed the MIG-21 and the F-8 at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS, 2 miles abeam. As the F-8 closed to gun range, the MIG-21 pilot was told to break. The MIG-21 broke down and into the attack for 180 degrees of turn and reversed when it appeared the F-8 was overshooting. The F-8 was able to track the MIG-21 during the initial 90 degrees of turn and was still inside the turn when the MIG-21 reversed. Effective utilization of speed brakes and power enabled the F-8 to match the MIG-21's maneuvers throughout this exercise.

F. (S-NFD) General comments on this flight included:

1. The maximum roll rate of the MIG-21 was poor. When maneuvering offensively against the MIG-21, the F-8 pilot was forced to decrease his roll rate in order to match the MIG-21's.
The F-8 pilot felt that the maximum roll rate of the MIG-21 was approximately 1/2 that of the F-8.

2. The MIG-21 was a difficult airplane to acquire and maintain visually during ACM. The side and head on views were comparable to A-4 series airplanes. Side on and plan views from a low stern quarter position were similar to an F-8. A MIG-21 and an F-8, flying side by side, are extremely difficult to distinguish from each other when viewed from abeam or in the 4:30 or 7:30 o'clock positions at a range of 2 NM. The MIG-21 was extremely difficult to see in a head-on or tail-on aspect. From these aspects the wings of the MIG-21 were virtually impossible to see beyond 1 NM. The cross sectional area of the fuselage was smaller than an F-104.

3. The F-8 has superior subsonic CRT acceleration but inferior supersonic CRT and subsonic MRT acceleration when compared to the MIG-21.

4. Both the MIG-21 and the F-8 emitted a fuel vapor puff when afterburner was selected or deselected. JP-5 was used as fuel for the MIG-21 during the project. Countries now flying the MIG-21 use the equivalent of the JP-1 fuel. The difference in fuel may account for the presence of A/B puffs in the MIG-21.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4J - Station: 2 - 2 AIM-9D missiles on a LAU-17 Pylon
8 - Camera Pod on a LAU-17 Pylon
3 - 1 AIM-7E missile
7 - 1 AIM-7E missile
5 - Empty Centerline Tank

MISSION: (U) Single and section F-4J tactics from a neutral or defensive initial condition to include evaluation of APG-59 radar effectiveness.

A. (S-NFD) The MIG-21 will be at 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The F-4J's will perform a head-on VID maneuver commencing at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS with 40 to 50 NM separation.

B. (S-NFD) A single F-4J will be on defense at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS with the MIG-21 attacking from 5 o'clock. The F-4 will break when the MIG-21's range reaches 1 to 1-1/2 NM.

C. (S-NFD) One F-4J and the MIG-21 will perform a slow speed scissors, starting on parallel courses at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS, with 1/2 NM separation. Neither airplane will employ flaps.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) First engagement. The F-4J section commenced a forward quarter visual identification maneuver at 15,000 feet with the MIG-21 at 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The initial APG-59 radar detection and lock-on was in pulse doppler mode at 55 miles, 5 to 10 degrees left. The TAC Lead RIO intentionally broke lock in an attempt to separate the test airplane from the chase. No separation was observed and the target was reacquired at 37 miles, 5,000 feet low. FM ranging became erratic at 20 NM so lock-on was intentionally broken and the MIG-21 was not reacquired. Confusion regarding the chase and the MIG-21 positions spoiled the run. The next engagement was at close range (lock-up at 12 miles) and resulted in head-on pass in combat spread formation. The MIG-21 maneuvered in a level turn against the TAC Wing for three reversals. On each pass, TAC Wing was able to meet the MIG-21 head-on. TAC Lead maneuvered into the MIG-21's 6 o'clock for a simulated missile launch.
B. (S-NFD) Second engagement. An F-4J was on defense at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS; with the MIG-21 attacking from 5 o'clock. The engagement was terminated after the first reversal because both airplanes lost visual contact.

C. (S-NFD) Third engagement. (F-4 gross weight was 34,000 pounds.) A scissors maneuver was performed at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS, with 1/2 mile initial lateral separation between the F-4J (TAC Lead) and the MIG-21. The F-4J gained an altitude advantage on the first turn. Both airplanes were using afterburner. The F-4J maintained an altitude advantage and, after three nose-high full rudder reversals, the F-4J decelerated (below military power) and simulated AIM-9D launch. Neither airplane used flaps and speeds did not go below 200 KCAS.

D. (S-NFD) General comments regarding the flight included:

1. APG-59 radar was effective in the pulse doppler mode. Initial lock-on of the MIG-21 (and F-8 chase) was at 55 miles, 5 to 10 degrees left, in the pulse doppler mode.

2. The MIG-21 pilot did not see the F-4's (in A/B) during the head-on approach until two miles. The MIG-21 pilot also had difficulty keeping the F-4 in sight during encounters because of cockpit/windscreen design deficiencies.

3. The small size and virtual lack of engine smoke of the MIG-21 required "padlock" lookout. Keeping track of this small airplane in an ACM environment from an F-4 cockpit would be very difficult without a second crewman. The RIO is essential in the ACM environment.

4. When the MIG-21 is not flown at maximum performance in the vertical plane, it can be defeated by a well-trained F-4J crew. The 6 o'clock position, achieved by the F-4J in the scissors maneuver would have presented an excellent gun kill situation, had one been aboard.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4B - Station: 2 - 1 AIM-7E missile
F-4J - Station: 5 - 1 600-gallon fuel tank
3 - 1 inert AIM-7E missile

MISSION: (U) Pilot familiarization and Electronic Intelligence gathering.

A. (S-NFD) The MIG-21 will take off and climb to 20,000 feet. After the climb out, an F-4B and an F-4J will make head-on runs against the MIG-21. The F-4B will be gathering electronic intelligence data by making a full system radar run with a telemetered captive Sparrow III missile. The F-4J will make runs to measure and record turbine modulation with the pulse doppler radar.

B. (S-NFD) After completion of the intercepts, the MIG-21 pilot will evaluate the flying qualities of the MIG-21 by maneuvering with the F-4B in a tail chase position. The MIG-21 will then make offensive maneuvers against the F-4B flying at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 will attack at 500 KIAS, from 20,000 feet at a 30 degree TCA, calling the break at 1 to 1-1/2 miles. Following the break turn, both airplanes will maneuver to attain an offensive position.

SUMMARY:

A. (U) Take-off and climb to 20,000 feet was uneventful.

B. (S-NFD) After the completion of the radar intercept portion of the flight, the MIG-21 engaged in mild maneuvering flight. Attacks were commenced on an F-4 target from above and behind in a classic gun attack. A tracking position was maintained during the break until an overshot was imminent. At that point, a hi yo-yo was performed followed by a half roll on top dropping into a tail chase on the F-4. The MIG-21 handled well during the maneuvers and was responsive to all control inputs. Engine response was poor, and changes in power settings had to be anticipated. Afterburner ignition was slow. Seating position was very low, with limited visibility aft. The previously known areas of buffet, stick force per g, etc., were investigated. Landing approach and touch-down were uneventful. Wheel brake control was sensitive.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean

F-4J's - Station:

2 - Camera pod mounted on LAU-17 pylon
8 - 2 captive AIM-9D's on LAU-17 pylon
3 - Inert AIM-7E missile
7 - Inert AIM-7E missile

MISSION: (U) F-4J Section Tactics (Transition and Defensive Zone)

A. (S-NFD) Engagement # 1 will be a head-on VID maneuver. The 2 F-4J's will meet the MIG-21 head-on, perform a VID maneuver, and continue to engage until an envelope stern area missile position is obtained by an F-4 or the MIG-21 is tracking an F-4. The two F-4's will attain 70 NM separation, be in combat spread formation at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS searching with the APG-59 radar. The MIG-21 will proceed towards the F-4's at 20,000 to 30,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The MIG-21 pilot will determine the range at which an F-4 can be visually detected in the forward quarter area. If radar contact with the MIG-21 is held by both F-4's, the VID spread will be commenced at 20 NM. Minimum A/B will be initiated at 12 miles range to the MIG-21. TAC Lead will identify the MIG-21 and TAC Wing will maneuver for a forward quarter AIM-7E launch position. When crossing with TAC Lead, the MIG-21 will maneuver to engage TAC Lead and, at the same time, will attempt to keep TAC Wing from attaining a missile launch position on him.

B. (S-NFD) Engagement # 2 will be a defensive engagement for the two F-4J airplanes. The F-4J's will be at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS in combat spread formation. The MIG-21 will be at 20,000 feet, 450 to 500 KIAS, parallel heading, at either a 4 or 8 o'clock perch position. The MIG-21 will commence a stern area tracking run on the inside F-4. The inside F-4 will break down accelerating under moderate to high g loading, in an attempt to attain 600 KCAS and force the MIG-21 to overshoot. When an overshoot occurs, the near F-4 will commence a nose high barrel roll reversal. At the start of the break, TAC Wing (outside F-4) will maneuver to obtain an AIM-9D launch position on the MIG-21. The time from the break to achieving AIM-9D launch parameters will be recorded. The purpose of this engagement is to determine if an overshoot can be established against the MIG-21, while accelerating in the vertical plane, and to determine the time required for TAC Wing to obtain an AIM-9D launch position.
C. (S-NFD) Engagement # 3 will have the F-4's on defense. The F-4's will be in combat spread formation at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 will attack the F-4 section from 20,000 feet, 4:30 to 7:30 position, at 550 KIAS. The MIG-21 will initially engage the inside F-4. When an overshoot appears imminent, the MIG-21 will switch his attack to the far F-4. TAC Wing (outside F-4), when he is aware that the MIG-21 has disengaged from the inside F-4, will call a reversal for the inside F-4 and maneuver to keep the MIG-21 from gaining a firing position. The inside F-4 will attempt to sandwich the MIG-21.

D. (S-NFD) Engagement # 4 will be a head-on, combat spread engagement. The two F-4's will be at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 will be on a reciprocal heading to the F-4's and will pass head-on at 15,000 feet, 450 to 500 KIAS. The two F-4's will engage from a combat spread formation and the engagement will continue until two successful missile launch positions have been obtained by one F-4, or until the MIG-21 is tracking one F-4.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement evaluated the head-on VID formation maneuvering as described in the F-4 Tactical Manual. The MIG-21 was initially detected by the APG-59 radar at a range of 50 NM, looking down 12,000 feet. The VID maneuver was successful and resulted in a forward quarter Sparrow III launch position being attained by the TAC Wing. After the initial crossing at speeds of 500 KCAS, the MIG-21 and the TAC Lead engaged head-on, while TAC Wing maneuvered successfully for a stern area missile firing position.

B. (S-NFD) The second engagement commenced with the F-4 section in combat spread formation at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 attacked the near fighter from a high perch position at 550 KIAS. The near fighter maneuvered to keep the MIG-21's TCA as high as possible, while maintaining a high energy level. As the MIG-21 approached cannon range (4,000 feet), the near fighter broke nose low into the attack and attempted to force the overshoot. The MIG-21 commenced a high yo-yo which was interpreted by the near fighter as a rapid overshoot. The near fighter reversed, enabling the MIG-21 to roll off to a 6 o'clock position within the gun firing envelope. TAC Wing, on the break, initiated a nose high barrel roll maneuver into the MIG-21. Sixteen seconds after commencing this maneuver, a Sidewinder tone was held on
the MIG-21. This forced the MIG-21 to break off the attack on
the near fighter (TAC Lead) long enough to permit the near
fighter to meet the MIG-21 head-on. Maneuvering, thereafter,
was a series of turns and reversals with the MIG-21. During this
engagement TAC Wing approached to within 300 to 400 feet of the
MIG-21 as he commenced his slow speed reversals at the top of his
maneuvers.

C. (S-NFD) On engagement number three, the F-4 section was
in combat spread formation at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The MIG-21
attacked the inside fighter from a high starboard perch. The
intent of the engagement was to have the MIG-21 switch from the
inside to the outside fighter, rather than perform a high yo-yo
to maintain position on the inside fighter. However, the MIG-21
found that there was very little difficulty in tracking the inside
fighter who had approximately 5.5 g in buffet. After approximately
120 degrees of tracking, the MIG-21 commenced a nose high port turn
towards the outside fighter. The MIG-21 was definitely slower
than the outside fighter and the outside fighter was able to
roll around the MIG-21 to his stern area. The MIG-21 then reversed
back down to the inside fighter (TAC Lead), and the maneuvers that
followed consisted of the MIG-21 attempting to track TAC Lead
while TAC Wing sandwiched the MIG-21.

D. (S-NFD) The fourth engagement was commenced with the
F-4's at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 passed to the outside
of TAC Lead (9 o'clock). TAC Lead unloaded, accelerated to
1.1 IMN and performed a nose high "chandelle" type maneuver.
The RIO switched to pulse doppler mode on the APG-59 radar and,
as soon as the MIG-21 returned to within the limits of the APG-59,
automatic acquisition mode acquired the MIG-21. TAC Wing commenced
a barrel roll maneuver and was not held visually by the MIG-21.
This enabled the TAC Wing to tail in behind the MIG-21.

CONCLUSIONS:

A. (S-NFD) General comments on this flight included:

1. A forward quarter VID maneuver can be performed
   successfully against the MIG-21. This maneuver is identical to
   that described in the F-4 Tactical Manual.

2. The MIG-21 is very difficult to see from the forward
   or rear quarter aspects unless he rolls a wing up and presents a
   plane form view.
3. Approximately half of the simulated missile launches attempted were outside of established in-envelope parameters.

4. The MIG-21 bleeds off air speed in a high g turn at a very rapid rate. As the MIG-21 approaches a cannon firing position, a maximum performance turn must be initiated into the attack to preclude the possibility that the MIG-21 will be able to track inside the break turn and end up at a comparable airspeed, after bleed off occurs.

5. The APG-59 radar functioned as advertised. Look-down detection capability and target acquisition at 50 miles over mountainous terrain was demonstrated. The automatic acquisition mode functioned as advertised on this flight.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 — Clean
  F-8 — 2 AIM-9D missiles on single fuselage pylons

MISSION: (U) F-8 section tactics employing loose deuce maneuvering.

A. (S-NFD) The F-8's and MIG-21 will commence a head-on engagement at 30,000 feet. F-8 speed will be 0.95 IMN and MIG-21 speed as desired. Maneuvering will commence upon visual detection.

B. (S-NFD) The F-8's will be on defense at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS in combat spread. The MIG will commence a slashing attack from 5 to 7 o'clock at 1.0 IMN. The F-8's will maneuver defensively when the MIG-21 reaches Atoll missile range (approximately 1-1/2 NM).

C. (S-NFD) The F-8's will attack the MIG-21 from astern in combat spread formation at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The MIG-21 will commence defensive maneuvering when the F-8's reach 2 NM.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The F-8 section rendezvoused with the MIG-21 during climb to 30,000 feet at military power. The F-8's required intermittent A/B to maintain position with the MIG-21.

B. (S-NFD) The first engagement commenced head-on at 30,000 feet .99 to 1.1 IMN. Both airplanes pitched high into the vertical and met again head-on. The second reversal was a descending buffet turn with airspeed bleeding off. Again, both airplanes met head-on. During the third reversal, F-8 # 2 experienced control difficulty which assisted the MIG-21 in gaining angle off. During the fourth reversal, nose low, the MIG-21 was able to position into a cannon tracking solution on F-8 #2. The control difficulty reduced the performance of the F-8, but it is felt that the MIG-21 would have gained the advantage regardless. The F-8 and MIG-21 zoom maneuvers appeared to be equal. The MIG-21 was able to overtake the F-8 during the reversals in the speed range of 250-400 KIAS.

C. (S-NFD) The second engagement commenced with the F-8's in combat spread at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The MIG-21 made an astern, high side run with the F-8's breaking at 1-1/2 miles. The MIG-21 started to track and immediately reversed, unloaded, and dived for separation. The F-8's reversed to the MIG-21's heading, but were unable to locate the MIG-21. The break away by the MIG-21 appeared to be outside Atoll maximum range and contributed...
to the excessive separation between the MIG-21 and the F-8's after they turned to the MIG-21's heading.

D. (S-NFD) The third engagement commenced at 15,000 feet with the F-8's at 550 KIAS attacking the MIG-21 at 450 KIAS from astern. The MIG-21 broke into the formation. F-8 # 1 closed to 2,000 feet and tracked through the first 90 degrees of turn. While F-8 # 1 continued tracking, F-8 # 2 came by, on the inside, and tracked the MIG-21 into minimum range with considerable closing velocity. F-8 # 2 broke off the attack too late and overshot the MIG-21. Following a series of rolling scissors, the MIG-21 moved in behind the F-8 # 2 at 300 feet, 80 degrees nose down, while F-8 # 1 was tracking the MIG-21 from 500 feet astern.

E. (S-NFD) The fourth engagement was similar to the second, except that the MIG-21 was to press the attack instead of disengaging at 1 to 1-1/2 NM. The F-8's broke into the MIG-21 at 1 to 1-1/2 NM as the MIG-21 attacked F-8 # 1 (inside fighter). During the first 270 degrees of turn, the MIG-21 closed to approximately 4,000 feet without any overshoot, but could not track. F-8 # 1 performed a series of high and low yo-yo's at CRT, but the MIG-21 remained on the inside and aft of the F-8 at military power due to fuel state. The F-8 could go higher, gain some lateral separation and gradually gained an advantage. If the MIG-21 had used afterburner, he could have easily attained a tracking position. F-8 # 2 was not able to attain a firing position. The MIG-21 is capable of maintaining an offensive position behind the F-8.

F. (S-NFD) General comments on the flight included:

1. The MIG-21 can fly in the slow speed regime and turn with the F-8.

2. Due to high probability of an overshoot, an F-8 should press an attack into minimum range using extreme caution.

3. The MIG-21 will have little difficulty disengaging from an Atoll missile attack, and opening to a point beyond AIM-9D maximum range.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4D - Clean

MISSION:

A. (S-NFD) Performance comparison between a clean F-4D and the MIG-21, will include:

1. Level MRT acceleration from 300 MCAS to 450 KCAS at 10,000 feet MSL.

2. CRT climb starting at 450 KCAS, 10,000 feet MSL, 2.5 g pullup to 30 degrees pitch.

3. CRT energy maneuverability acceleration at 40,000 feet MSL from 260 KCAS to 1.2 IMN.

4. MRT climb starting at 10,000 feet MSL, 0.9 IMN. Rotate to 30 degrees of pitch at 2.5 g. Compare times, airspeeds, and altitudes at 5,000 foot intervals.

B. (S-NFD) F-4 will attack from high abeam while the MIG-21 at 20,000 feet, 400-450 KIAS takes defensive action.

C. (S-NFD) MIG-21 will attack the F-4 at 15,000 feet, 0.9 IMN. F-4 will take defensive action at MIG-21's missile launch range.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) Times for the MRT acceleration to 450 KIAS at 10,000 feet were:

1. F-4 38 seconds - MIG-21 51 seconds

2. Results of the CRT zoom climb comparisons from 10,000 feet were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MIG-21</th>
<th>F-4D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20,000 MSL</td>
<td></td>
<td>21,800 MSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000 MSL</td>
<td></td>
<td>27,000 MSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27,000 MSL</td>
<td></td>
<td>32,000 MSL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The terminating airspeeds were:

- MIG-21: 280 KIAS at 27,000 MSL
- F-4D: 300 KIAS at 32,000 MSL

3. CRT acceleration at 40,000 feet was approximately equal from 260 KIAS to 1.1 IMN, after which the F-4 had a slight advantage. The F-4 was 300 feet ahead of the MIG-21 at 1.2 IMN.

4. Results of the MRT zoom from 10,000 feet were:

- MIG-21: 15,000 MSL 19,500 MSL
- F-4: 15,600 MSL 21,500 MSL

The terminating airspeeds were:

- MIG-21: 300 KIAS at 19,500 MSL
- F-4D: 320 MCAS at 21,500 MSL

B. (U) The F-4 attacked from 25,000 feet at 1.1 IMN and was able to track through the hard turn maintaining 750 to 1,000 feet in trail.

C. (S) The MIG-21 maintained a position in the rear hemisphere.
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EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean  
F-4D's - Station: 2 - 1 AIM-9B missile on MAU-12 Pylon
Station: 8 - 1 AIM-9B missile on a MAU-12 Pylon

MISSION: (S-NFD) F-4 Fluid-Four and Division ECM (Pod) Tactics. The purpose of this mission is to determine radar and visual detection ranges of a MIG-21 target and evaluate pod formation tactics.

A. (S-NFD) The division of F-4D airplanes will be in Fluid-Four formation at 25,000 feet, 0.9 IMN. The MIG-21 will initially approach the formation from the forward hemisphere with 40 NM separation. The MIG-21 will attempt to convert to a rear hemisphere attack. The F-4's will attempt to acquire the target on radar and perform a radar attack. If the rear hemisphere by the MIG-21 occurs, the division of F-4's will try to defend as two separate elements utilizing Fluid-Four tactics.

B. (U) The second engagement will be identical to the first.

C. (S-NFD) On the third engagement, the F-4's will be in the ECM pod formation, 1,500 feet between airplanes, 500 feet altitude separation at 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 will be free to engage from any quadrant, attempt to launch a missile, and press for a gun kill. Visual contact, missile launch, and gun tracking ranges will be noted throughout each of these engagements.

SUMMARY:

A. (S) On the first engagement the conditions were as briefed. No radar contact on the MIG-21 was obtained. The MIG-21 converted from a head-on approach to a rear hemisphere attack and was successful in obtaining gun tracking film on the # 2 wingman of the first element. The MIG-21 switched from the wingman performed an 8.5 g defensive break turn. The MIG-21 pilot stated that he probably could not have matched this maximum performance break. The MIG-21 pilot called tracking on the leader of the first element which was maneuvering toward the MIG-21's stern area. The engagement ended at this point.
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B. (S-NFD) On the second engagement, the conditions were the same as the first, except for separation which was reduced to 15 NM. Simultaneous radar and visual contact by the F-4's occurred at 2 to 3 NM. The MIG-21 did not have visual contact with the Fluid-Four division. The lead element pulled into the vertical plane, maneuvered to the rear hemisphere of the MIG-21 and maintained this position throughout the engagement. The MIG-21 performed a number of reversals and hard turns, but did not see the F-4 airplanes in trail. The second element followed high, in trail on the first and maintained a supporting position.

C. (S-NFD) On the third engagement, the F-4's were in pod formation at about 20,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 converted a beam attack to a rear hemisphere attack and was in tracking position on the low element. The MIG-21 countered the F-4's initial hard turn with a zoom maneuver. The zoom maneuver was followed by a roll-off into position on the second element flying high. The first element (already attacked by the MIG-21) was successful in getting behind him.

D. (S-NFD) General comments on this flight included:

1. When the MIG-21 is in a lethal position at 6 o'clock it will be extremely difficult to negate this position. The support of another element or another airplane is mandatory in this situation. When the MIG-21 is defensive the inability of the MIG-21 pilot to see rearward is a definite MIG-21 disadvantage. Once an F-4 stabilized in the rear hemisphere, 50 degree blind cone on a MIG-21, it maintained this position.

2. The radar detection ranges were poor. Further investigation of head-on detection ranges using the APQ-109 and 120 will be investigated in flights which follow MSN # 22. The visual lookout pattern established in the Fluid-Four was not satisfactory on this flight. With the F-4's zoom capability, sustained g advantage, and excess power at low altitude, vertical maneuvering is required to gain an offensive position.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
A-4F - 300 gallon centerline tank

MISSION: (S-NFD) A-4F Defensive maneuvers against the MIG-21.

A. (S-NFD) On the first engagement, the A-4 will be at 15,000 feet, 400 KIAS with a fuel state of 4,000 pounds. The MIG-21 will attack from 6 o'clock at 500 KIAS, simulating a missile attack and attempt to press for a cannon kill. The A-4 will initiate a break turn at approximately 1 NM.

B. (S-NFD) On the second engagement, the A-4 will again be at 15,000 feet, 400 KIAS. The MIG-21 will perform a guns attack from an 8 o'clock low position. The A-4 will break into the attack, generate an overshoot, and attempt to reverse on the MIG-21.

C. (U) The third engagement will be a scissors maneuver commencing with both airplanes at 15,000 feet, 1 to 1-1/2 NM abeam, 400 KIAS. The scissors will continue until one airplane gains the advantage.

D. (U) On the fourth engagement, both airplanes will be at 15,000 feet 400 KIAS and will pass head-on. Upon crossing, both airplanes will reverse. The engagement will terminate when either airplane gains an advantage.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The A-4 was at 15,000 feet, 400 KIAS and 4,000 pounds of fuel. The MIG-21 approached from the 6 o'clock position. At one mile, the A-4 started a slightly nose low break to the left. Maximum g was 5.0. The A-4 pilot could not maintain visual contact with the MIG-21 during the break. The MIG-21 tracked for 30-50 degrees of turn with 6.2 g. Airspeed began to dissipate so g was relaxed and a high yo-yo was started. As the MIG-21 called "off," the A-4 reversed nose high at a very slow airspeed and saw the MIG-21. The A-4 used 1/4 flaps in an attempt to maintain a nose high attitude. The MIG-21 stayed high momentarily, before continuing a series of slashing attacks. The A-4 maintained a position beneath the MIG-21 and made it impossible for the MIG-21 to roll off behind the A-4. A scissors situation developed and the A-4 gained nose to tail
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separation after 3 to 4 crossings. The MIG-21 was maneuvering high in the vicinity of 150 KIAS but could not get slow enough to match the speed of the A-4. The MIG-21 did demonstrate the capability of relaxing g and accelerating or climbing away. During the scissors, the A-4 could not get his nose high enough for a gun or missile shot.

B. (S-NFD) The second engagement was set up as described in paragraph A. The MIG-21 approached from the 5 o'clock position at 520 KIAS and called 4,000 feet. The A-4 did not have the MIG-21 in sight and executed a break to the right on call. The MIG-21 tracked through 40 degrees of turn then yo-yo'd high in the pure vertical gaining approximately 10,000 feet. As the A-4 progressed toward the flight path of the MIG-21, the MIG-21 half rolled across the top and in behind the A-4, rounding out slightly below. The MIG-21 continued up to the altitude of the A-4 for another gun attack. The A-4 again broke into the MIG-21. The MIG-21 attempted another high yo-yo but did not gain sufficient altitude since his energy level was reduced. A scissors ensued and the A-4 began to gain nose to tail after four scissors. The A-4 pilot experienced difficulty in keeping the MIG-21 in sight during the engagement. On engagement A and on this engagement, the A-4 pilot did not have the MIG-21 in sight during the initial attacks.

C. (S-NFD) The third engagement was a scissors maneuver. The A-4 and MIG-21 were positioned 1 NM abeam for the turn in. The MIG-21 passed over the A-4 on the first reversal. Two more reversals were performed. During these reversals, the MIG-21 executed the reversal in an unloaded condition to gain more rapid control response. A full stall developed at 135 KTS during one reversal. Recovery was accomplished by unloading the MIG-21 with neutral ailerons. The airplane recovered from the stall but the nose dropped and a pendulum effect began. Control was regained and the scissors resumed. The A-4 gained a definite nose to tail advantage after 4 reversals. The A-4 has been the most successful airplane to date in scissoring with the MIG-21. The MIG-21 demonstrated the ability of rapidly gaining an altitude advantage at the start of a scissors maneuver. A rapid loss of energy follows, but control is maintained.

D. (S-NFD) The fourth engagement was set up head-on. The MIG-21 approached low. On passing, both airplanes reversed at maximum performance in the vertical. Three head-on passes resulted. On the fourth reversal, the A-4 began to pick up a slight angle on the MIG-21. The engagement was terminated at this time due to low fuel state in the MIG-21.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
A-7A - Six wing pylons; 2 AIM-9B missiles fuselage pylons (Gross weight 24,000 lbs)

MISSION: (U) A-7A Defensive Maneuvering

A. (S-NFD) For the first engagement, the A-7 will be at 400 KIAS at 14,000 feet. The MIG-21 will commence a missile attack from the A-7's 5:30 position at 500 KIAS. The A-7 will execute a shallow turn to maintain visual contact as the MIG-21 commences his run. When the MIG-21 calls 1 - 1 1/2 NM, the A-7 will start a hard right turn slightly nose down. As the MIG-21 overshoots, the A-7 will perform a nose high reversal.

B. (S-NFD) In the second engagement, the A-7 will be at 14,000 feet at 400 KIAS. The MIG-21 will commence a gun attack from a 5 o'clock level position at 500 KIAS. The A-7 will commence a right break when the MIG-21 calls 4,000 feet and tracking. Once an overshoot is imminent, the MIG-21 will yo-yo high and the A-7 will reverse attempting to get beneath him. The A-7 will try to meet the MIG-21 for a head-on shot with guns.

C. (S-NFD) In the third engagement, the A-7 will be at 300 KIAS at 14,000 feet. The MIG-21 will perform a missile attack from 7 o'clock at a speed of at least 450 KIAS. When the MIG-21 approaches one mile, the A-7 will execute a nose-low left break. As the MIG-21 overshoots, the A-7 will continue a barrel roll underneath using 18 to 19 units angle of attack and avoiding the use of top rudder.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement commenced with the A-7 at 14,000 feet 400 KIAS. The MIG-21 attacked from 5:30 at 540 KIAS. The A-7 pilot put in a slight angle of bank to maintain visual contact. As the MIG-21 approached missile range, the A-7 increased his turn to 4 g's. At estimated cannon range, the A-7 executed a right break turn at 6 g's. The MIG-21 tracked through 30-40 degrees at approximately 6.9 g's, then rolled off into a high yo-yo as the A-7 reversed, using 18 units angle of attack and left rudder to position the nose. The MIG-21 continued into a low g barrel roll type maneuver and gained...
nose to tail separation. However, the MIG-21 was in a steep nose down attitude behind the A-7 and could not bring a weapon to bear. The A-7 was still in horizontal flight, so the MIG-21 overshot his altitude and started back up at him, maintaining 4,000 to 5,000 feet of nose to tail separation. This pattern continued throughout the engagement. Each time the MIG-21 attained missile or cannon range, the A-7 would break, precluding an in-envelope missile shot. The MIG-21 would pull up into a high yo-yo and roll off behind the A-7 into a nose attitude. At times during the engagement, the A-7 was able to generate a TCA as large as 120 degrees.

B. (S-NFD) In the second engagement, the starting parameters for the A-7 were the same as described above. The A-7 executed a break turn slightly early, at about 6 g's. The MIG-21 yo-yo'd high and had excessive nose-to-tail separation. The A-7 pilot estimated the overshoot and reversed using full aft stick and full left rudder. The MIG-21 reversed his bank angle as the A-7 crossed under him, pushed forward in a negative g descent, and went about 40 degrees nose down. The MIG-21 gained nose-to-tail separation, pulled to the inside of the A-7's turn, called "tracking," and overshot slightly. The A-7 had lost visual contact, but when the MIG-21 called his position the A-7 again broke into him. The remainder of the encounter repeated what had occurred in the first engagement; where the A-7's break turn generated a TCA that precluded missile employment by the MIG-21.

C. (S-NFD) The third engagement commenced with the A-7 at 14,000 feet, 300 KIAS. The MIG-21 began his attack at 4 miles from the A-7's 7:30 position. The A-7 broke as the MIG-21 approached missile range, using little or no rudder and allowing the nose to drop low. The MIG-21 yo-yo'd high, turning left toward the A-7. The A-7, after about 270 degrees of turn, had brought his nose back to the horizon using 18 units angle of attack and started back up toward the MIG-21. The MIG-21 elected to make a slashing attack because the vertical separation (7000-8000 feet) allowed the A-7 to increase TCA to almost a head-on pass. After passing, both airplanes reversed. The MIG-21 was flying a much wider area than the A-7, and there was a great deal of lateral separation on subsequent meetings. After three reversals, the engagement was terminated.
Note: Cloud cover prevented the MIG-21 from using full zoom capability.

D. (S-NFD) General comments on this flight included:

1. The A-7 turns approximately like the A-4, and can generate a high angular rate in a break turn using full rudder and full aft stick. The MIG-21 had to close to cannon range prior to the A-7's break, or he cannot match the turn. If the MIG-21 elects to get slow with the A-7, he loses his zoom capability. In general, the MIG-21 must be satisfied with slashing attacks, at high TCA's.

2. Because of the low thrust-to-weight ratio and high drag associated with the A-7, no attempt should be made to hold the nose up with top rudder during a break turn. Eighteen units angle of attack should be used to pull the nose back to the horizon after the MIG-21 has overshot. The A-7 must avoid slow speed nose high attitudes and maintain sufficient energy to execute the full rudder, full aft stick break against repeated slashing attacks by the MIG-21.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4E - Clean

MISSION: (U) F-4E close in, one on one tactics.

A. (S-NFD) On the first engagement, the F-4E and the MIG-21 will engage at 30,000 feet, at 1.2 IMN. The F-4E will initially maneuver in the vertical plane with whatever bank angle is required to keep the MIG-21 in sight. The MIG-21 will also maneuver in the vertical plane.

B. (S-NFD) On the second engagement, the F-4E and the MIG-21 will meet head-on at 15,000 feet, 550 KIAS. The F-4E will turn in the vertical plane with sufficient bank to keep the MIG-21 in sight. The MIG-21 will pull in the vertical plane and attempt to maneuver towards the F-4E's rear hemisphere.

C. (U) On the third engagement, a scissors maneuver will be commenced from 15,000 feet, 350 KIAS, and one NM abeam on parallel headings.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement resulted in the MIG-21 gaining an initial offensive position and maintaining it throughout the engagement. On the initial pass, the MIG-21 performed an immediate hard turn into the F-4 and forced the F-4 to a slow speed. From that point on, the MIG-21 moved steadily toward the F-4's 6 o'clock position.

B. (S-NFD) The second engagement, a head-on, 550 KIAS, 15,000 foot setup was lost because each airplane failed to visually acquire the other. After reversing course, the F-4E sighted the MIG-21 and maneuvered to his 50 degree blind cone. The MIG-21 pilot could not maintain visual contact with the F-4 behind him and thus could not maneuver to negate the F-4 attack.

C. (S-NFD) A slow speed scissors developed when the MIG-21 and the F-4E turned into each other from the initial conditions of 20,000 feet, 300 KIAS, and one mile abeam. The MIG-21 appeared
to be slightly ahead of the F-4E after the first crossing. From that point on, the MIG-21 steadily gained on the F-4 until the engagement was terminated with the MIG-21 directly behind the F-4 in cannon tracking position.

D. (S-NFD) General comments on the flight included:

1. At 30,000 feet the MIG-21 has a smaller turn radius than the F-4E. Conserving energy and dragging the flight to low altitude still remain very important for successful offensive maneuvering. At low altitude, the F-4E's ability to zoom should be utilized to its maximum, always trying to position in the rear hemisphere. An immediate advantage is not apparent until this rear hemisphere blind area is obtained. The slow speed scissors is not a recommended F-4 maneuver against the MIG-21.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
  F-8 # 1 - 2 AIM-9D missiles mounted one each on
  single fuselage pylons.
  F-8 # 2 - 1 AIM-9D missile mounted on a fuselage
  pylon, 1 camera pod mounted on the
  left wing pylon

MISSION: (U) F-8 one-on-one tactics.

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement will commence with the
  MIG-21 at 1.05 IMN passing the # 1 F-8 at .95 IMN head-on at
  30,000 feet. After passing head-on, the MIG-21 and the # 1 F-8
  will maneuver for a tactical advantage.

B. (S-NFD) The second engagement will be head-on at 15,000
  feet with # 1 F-8 at 450 KIAS and the MIG-21 at 500 KIAS. The
  # 1 F-8 will attempt to maintain a high energy level and strive
  for a point 1,500 feet aft of the MIG-21.

C. (S-NFD) The third engagement will be at 15,000 feet,
  300 KIAS, with the MIG-21 and the # 1 F-8 4,000 feet abeam to
  evaluate the relative performance in a scissors maneuver. The
  F-8 will attempt to attain a gun tracking position.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement commenced at 30,000 feet
  with the MIG-21 at 1.1 IMN and the F-8 at 1.0 IMN. The # 2
  F-8 flew a chase position on the MIG-21. Number 1 F-8 had
  approximately an 80 degree TCA on the MIG-21 instead of the
  planned head-on. The MIG-21 pitched up a high yo-yo; while
  the F-8 completed a horizontal turn reversal and pitched up
  behind the MIG-21, in a shallow starboard turn, to close as he
  reversed nose down. Both airplanes passed close abeam on reciprocal
  courses. The MIG-21 commenced an immediate port high yo-yo
  and was reversing back down with its nose on the F-8 as the F-8
  was starting up from a low yo-yo. As the F-8 pitched up, the
  MIG-21 cut across the bottom and closed. This greatly assisted
  the MIG-21 in reaching a tracking solution. The difficulty of
  keeping the MIG-21 in sight, when the aspect is head-on, beyond
  2 miles was a tremendous tactical advantage for the MIG-21.
  The increased rate and small radius of turn by the MIG-21 at the
  top of the high yo-yo, at low speed, was superior to that of the
  F-8 or F-4.
B. (S-NFD) The second engagement was initiated at 15,000 feet head-on with F-8 # 1 at 450 KIAS and the MIG-21 at 525 KIAS. The first turn reversal into each other was a very high yo-yo with the MIG-21 coming out of the turn before the F-8. This allowed the MIG-21 to gain lateral separation and to turn approximately 40 degrees toward the F-8 prior to passing. A series of three more high and low yo-yo's and descending maximum performance reversals were performed, with the MIG-21 decreasing the TCA on the F-8 a few degrees on each passing. The engagement was terminated at very low altitude and it appeared the MIG-21 would have been able to gain a cannon tracking solution following one more series of reversals. The turn performance and CRT acceleration of the MIG-21 in the medium speed range is superior to the F-8.

C. (S-NFD) The third engagement commenced at 15,000 feet 325 KIAS with the MIG-21 and F-8 # 1 abeam at 4,000 feet for a scissors maneuver in military power. Both airplanes pitched up into each other with the F-8 gaining an immediate advantage. Two reversals were completed with the F-8 gaining nose to tail separation and almost in phase with the MIG-21 due to slow speed control problems. A rudder lock was experienced in the MIG-21. Recovery was accomplished by unloading with neutral ailerons.

D. (S-NFD) The fourth engagement was a repeat of # 3. The first two reversals were very similar but the F-8 felt he would have had to raise the wing to attain a satisfactory gun tracking position. The wing was raised and the F-8 moved into an excellent gun tracking position at 500 feet. Burner had to be used periodically to maintain position with the wing up. The F-8 can definitely scissors satisfactorily with the MIG-21 in military power at slow speeds.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4J's - Station 2 - 2 AIM-9D missiles
8 - Camera pod
7 - Inert AIM-7E missile
3 - Inert AIM-7E missile

MISSION: (U) F-4J one-on-one tactics.

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement will commence with a head-on pass at 15,000 feet, both airplanes at 500 KCAS. Upon crossing, the F-4 will maneuver vertically to gain an advantage. The MIG-21 will be free to maneuver in any plane.

B. (S-NFD) The second engagement will commence with the MIG-21 attacking F-4J # 1 from a 7 o'clock position. The F-4 will be at 15,000 feet, 500 KCAS. The F-4 will start an easy turn into the attack as the MIG-21 closes to 1-1/2 NM, gradually increasing the turn to 7 g as the attacker closes to 3,000 feet separation.

C. (U) The third engagement will be a repeat of event # 1, with the F-4J # 2 as the participating airplane.

Note: F-4's will utilize the vertical plane to maneuver and maintain a high energy level on all encounters.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) On the first engagement a head-on pass between the MIG-21 and F-4J # 1 was executed at 15,000 feet (500 KCAS both airplanes). The F-4J pitched to approximately 70 degrees and reversed over the top inverted. The MIG-21 also reversed in the vertical but was well separated from the F-4 and topped out well below the F-4. A series of head-on passes were executed with the F-4 remaining in the vertical plane with a high energy level. The MIG-21's energy level decreased and the F-4 was able to roll into a 6 o'clock position, attaining AIM-7E and AIM-9D envelope parameters. The AIM-7E launch was at 7 o'clock, 1-1/2 miles. The F-4 passed the MIG-21 at about 90 degrees TCA, executed a high yo-yo, and obtained full system lock at 2 miles. An AIM-9D launch position and a solid tone were attained at 5 o'clock, 1-1/2 miles. The MIG-21 did not maneuver to maximum during this engagement.
B. (S-NFD) The second engagement was defensive for a single F-4J at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS, with the MIG-21 attacking at 500 KIAS at approximately 30 degrees TCA. The F-4J executed an increasing g turn as the MIG-21 closed from 1-1/2 miles to about 4,000 feet. A full afterburner, slightly nose down, 7 g break by the F-4J caused the MIG-21 to overshoot. The F-4J reversed into a nose high barrel roll and achieved a head-on pass at the next crossing. The MIG-21 separated to gain energy. When the F-4J completed its reversal (nose high at 150 KCAS), the lateral separation was 3 to 4 miles. As the F-4J recovered nose low, the pilot attempted an afterburner light. Both J-79-10 engines experienced severe compressor stalls and the engagement was terminated. The F-4 had a chance for a 90 degree to 120 degree TCA AIM-7E launch at 2-3 miles.

C. (S-NFD) The third engagement was head on at 15,000 feet, 500 KCAS, between F-4J #2 and the MIG-21 in full afterburner. Both airplanes pitched into the vertical and reversed, passing with about 3/4 mile lateral separation. On the next reversal, the F-4J elected to stay high and the MIG-21 gained the offensive. Failure of the F-4 to attain maximum performance at high energy levels allowed the MIG-21 to gain the advantage.

D. (S-NFD) General comments on this flight included:

1. Starting head-on at 15,000 feet, at 500 KCAS, a single F-4J gained the advantage over the MIG-21 by maintaining a high energy level, working the vertical and waiting for a clear advantage. The MIG-21 purposely did not maneuver to maximum performance. (Slow speed scissors maneuvers were avoided.)

2. The RIO was invaluable in keeping sight of the MIG-21.

3. The F-4 should not press a stern attack unless the following conditions are in his favor:
   a. Position advantage.
   b. Energy advantage.

4. Do not rush the attack if conditions are not ideal; separate for a new set-up.

5. One F-4J experienced compressor stalls in both engines while attempting to light afterburner at 25,000 feet and 150 KCAS, nose low, after a vertical reversal.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:
(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4E - Clean

MISSION: (S-NFD) Air combat maneuvering F-4E vs. MIG-21

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement will commence when the F-4E and the MIG-21 turn into each other from 2 NM abeam, 20,000 feet, at 1.2 IMN.

B. (U) Engagement number one will be repeated at 15,000 feet, .95 IMN 1 NM abeam.

C. (S-NFD) The F-4E will utilize a barrel roll attack from 3 NM at 70 degrees TCA to engage the MIG-21. Initial altitude for the MIG-21 will be 15,000 feet. Both airplanes will be at 450 KIAS.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) Both airplanes pulled up into each other from a line abreast position, 2 NM abeam. The F-4 performed a 30 degree climbing, high g turn for 50 degrees of heading change and then a descending turn in an attempt to get inside of the turning MIG-21. The MIG-21 climbed higher in his zoom maneuver. The airplanes passed head-on. The MIG-21 turned down into the F-4, and a second 180 degree TCA was obtained. This terminated the maneuver with neither airplane gaining an advantage.

B. (S-NFD) Separation between the F-4E and the MIG-21 at the start of the second engagement was approximately 1 NM. The F-4 and the MIG-21 attained pitch attitudes of 70 degrees. The two airplanes passed close aboard at a TCA of 120 degrees. The MIG-21 lost sight of the F-4, went much higher and slower, and turned away. The F-4 reversed immediately, and at the termination of this engagement, was in the rear hemisphere blind area of the MIG-21.

C. (S-NFD) The F-4E was 3 to 4 NM on a perch with a 70 to 90 degree TCA. As the attack was started, the F-4E dove below the MIG-21 and accelerated to 1.2 IMN. The MIG-21 started an easy turn into the attacking F-4. The F-4 attempted to perform a barrel roll attack, but had difficulty in maintaining visual contact with the MIG-21. The F-4 commenced a high yo-yo, and attempted to roll off the apex of this maneuver into the MIG-21's blind cone. Loss of visual contact forced the F-4 to roll away, unload, and accelerate away from the engagement. The MIG-21 maneuvered toward a 6 o'clock position outside of
gun, but within missile range. The F-4E attempted a vertical
zoom at a 60 to 80 degree pitch attitude, and gained separation.
The slow speed reversal on top and dive for the 6 o'clock area
on the lower flying MIG-21 was successful, and the engagement
terminated with the F-4 in the rear hemisphere blind area of
the MIG-21 within missile range.

D. (S-NFD) General comments on this flight included:

1. The first engagement ended in a stalemate as a
   result of low vertical maneuvering by the F-4.

2. The second engagement proved high vertical
   maneuvering to be advantageous for the F-4. Use of the vertical
   plane by the F-4 caused the MIG-21 to lose visual contact and
   become defensive. Air-speed throughout these maneuvers was as
   high as could be maintained.

3. On the third engagement, the MIG-21 initially
   gained an advantage, but became a possible victim of the F-4
   at termination of the engagement. High speed vertical maneuver-
   ing below 15,000 feet was required for the F-4 to gain an
   offensive advantage.

4. The exploitation of the blind area of the MIG-21
   is significant.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATIONS: (S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-8 #1 - 2 AIM-9D missiles mounted, one each, on fuselage pylons
F-8 #2 - 1 AIM-9D missile fuselage mounted, 1 camera pod on the left wing pylon

MISSION: (U) F-8 Tactics, one-on-one.

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement will be initiated from a head-on pass at 15,000 feet at 1.0 IMN. Both airplanes will maneuver to attempt to gain a tactical advantage. If unable to attain an offensive position behind the MIG-21, the F-8 will attempt to stalemate the engagement by meeting the MIG-21 head-on at each passing. If unable to stalemate the engagement, the F-8 will perform an escape maneuver, and attempt to regain the offensive.

B. (S-NFD) The second engagement will commence at 15,000 feet with the F-8 at 450 KIAS. The MIG-21 will attack the F-8 from a level 90° TCA at 500 KIAS. Both airplanes will attempt to attain an offensive position.

C. (U) The third engagement will be initiated at 15,000 feet abeam with 1 NM separation at 325 KIAS. Scissors maneuvering in CRT will be performed by both airplanes in an attempt to gain a gun tracking position astern. The F-8 will maneuver wing up, if necessary, in attempting to gain an offensive position.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement was initiated head-on at 15,000 feet with the MIG-21 at 1.1 IMN and #1 F-8 at .99 IMN. Both airplanes immediately pitched into the vertical with the MIG-21 going higher than the F-8. The MIG-21 completed the 180° degree turn prior to the F-8, allowing it to gain lateral separation, and reducing TCA prior to passing abeam. After the second passing, the F-8 delayed the turn reversal and continued opening. The F-8 accelerated to 500 KIAS, pitched up, and reversed towards the MIG-21. The delayed reversal by the F-8 increased the distance between the airplanes during the turn reversal, allowing the F-8 sufficient time to complete the turn and meet the MIG-21 head-on with no lateral separation. This negated the MIG-21's prior advantage. The engagement descended to below 10,000 feet. Two more maximum performance, vertical reversals were performed with the airplanes meeting head-on. On the subsequent reversal
at low altitude, the MIG-21 was able to decrease the TCA on the F-8. The F-8 elected to commence an escape maneuver, vice another reversal, due to the low altitude. The F-8 unloaded and accelerated to 550 KIAS in a 4 g turn. The F-8 observed the MIG-21 close to one NM pulling to the inside. The F-8 increased g to 6.5 and performed a high g barrel roll over the top. The MIG-21 overshot laterally with a considerable overtaking speed. The MIG-21 continued in a high yo-yo and lost sight of the F-8. The F-8 completed a 360 degree turn and sighted the MIG-21 high at 12 o'clock in excess of 4 NM.

B. (S-NFD) The third engagement was set up 1 NM abeam for a scissors maneuver at 15,000 feet, 325 KIAS, at CRT. During the first two reversals, the MIG-21 was gaining an altitude advantage and gradually forcing the F-8 to overshoot with airspeed approaching 200 KIAS. The F-8 was forced to raise the wing on the third reversal and appeared to regain what it had lost. As the speeds decreased to below 130 KIAS in very heavy buffet, the F-8 continued to ease out in front. Although the MIG-21 was able to sustain flight, 1-2 knots slower than the F-8, and gain nose-tail separation, it could not get in phase for a satisfactory gun attack.

C. (S-NFD) General comments on this flight included:

1. The F-8 can successfully defend itself against the MIG-21 if:

   a. All turns are conducted in the vertical plane at maximum performance.

   b. A high energy level is maintained (in excess of the MIG-21, if possible).

   c. The F-8 drags the fight to low altitudes.

   d. After passing head-on, the reversal is delayed 3 to 5 seconds to accelerate and gain additional separation to insure another head-on pass.

   e. The F-8, when losing the advantage, immediately performs an escape maneuver to disengage.

2. The MIG-21 can scissors with the F-8 and gradually gain an advantage at CRT.

3. The F-8 is able to out-accelerate the MIG-21 at subsonic speeds, particularly when unloading from slow speeds.
4. While diving for separation with the MIG-21 close behind, a continuous jinking maneuver should be performed while opening to 4,000 feet to destroy a gun tracking solution.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION: (S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4E - Station: 2 - 2 AIM-9B missiles on MAU-12 pylon
Station: 8 - 2 AIM-9B missiles on MAU-12 pylon

MISSION: F-4E one-on-one tactics.

A. (S-NFD) The MIG-21 will be at 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The F-4 will attack with a 70-90 degree TCA, at approximately 3 NM. A barrel roll attack will be used in an attempt to fly into the MIG-21's blind cone.

B. (U) The second engagement will be head-on commencing at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. Both airplanes will be free to maneuver after the initial crossing. The F-4E will attempt to conserve energy.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The F-4 was at a 70 degree TCA, 3 to 4 NM separation at the start of the engagement. The F-4 rolled in, dove below the MIG-21's line of flight, obtained 1.2 NM and cleared the MIG-21 to begin a defensive maneuver. The MIG-21 pulled up and turned into the attacking F-4. The F-4 performed a nose high barrel roll inside and behind the MIG-21. The F-4 was able to maneuver to the MIG-21's blind area attaining in-envelope, missile and gun parameters.

B. (S) The second engagement was continued for two reversals. Each crossing resulted in a head-on pass. The F-4 attained a radar lock-on at 3-1/2 NM in the forward quarter on the first reversal and 3 miles in the forward quarter on the second reversal. The AIM-7E-2 is the only missile capable of functioning at these ranges and aspects.

C. (S) On the third maneuver, lag pursuit maneuvering proved successful. Continually diving for the MIG-21's blind area resulted in attaining in-envelope missile and gun parameters.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4D - Station 2 - 2 AIM-9B missiles on MAU-12 pylon

MISSION: (S-NFD) F-4D/MIG-21 side-by-side comparison and one-on-one tactics.

A. (S) The first maneuver will be a zoom comparison. The conditions at the start of the zoom will be .9 IMN at 10,000 feet. Pitchup will be to 40 degrees. The MIG-21 will call every 5,000 feet. Final airspeed and altitude will be noted by both airplanes.

B. (S-NFD) The first tactical engagement will investigate the barrel roll attack will cross through the MIG-21's flight path. Initial conditions will have the MIG-21 at 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The F-4 with 3 to 4 NM separation, will have a 70 degree TCA. As the F-4 dives towards the MIG-21, the MIG-21 will be cleared to turn into the attack. The F-4 will pull up into the vertical plane and barrel roll away from the MIG-21. The MIG-21 will attempt to negate this maneuver.

C. (S-NFD) On the second engagement, lag pursuit maneuvering will be investigated. Initial conditions will place the MIG-21 at 15,000 feet 450 KIAS. The F-4 will attack from 17,000 feet, 450 KCAS, attempting to attain a 60 degree TCA at 1 NM. The F-4 will aim for an area 3,000 to 4,000 feet behind the MIG-21. When the F-4 has attained these parameters, the MIG-21 will maneuver to negate the attack.

D. (S-NFD) The third engagement will be head-on with the MIG-21 and the F-4 crossing at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. At crossing, the F-4 will perform a 135 degree, modified split-S maneuver; the MIG-21 will maneuver high. The F-4 will attempt to attain forward quarter missile firing parameters.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The F-4 performed a zoom comparison with a clean MIG-21 from 10,000 feet at .9 IMN at CRT using 40 degrees of pitch. The zoom terminated when the MIG-21 reached 250 KIAS. The MIG-21 was 2,000 feet below the F-4. Final airspeeds were 250 KIAS for the MIG-21, 280 KCAS for the F-4.
B. (S-NFD) On the first engagement, the MIG-21 was at 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The F-4 performed a barrel roll attack to the outside of the MIG-21's flight path. The MIG-21 continued the turn into the attack. The F-4 had considerable difficulty maintaining an offensive position, but at the termination of the maneuver was approaching in-envelope, stern quarter missile parameters.

C. (S-NFD) On the second engagement, the F-4 performed a high speed, lag pursuit attack aiming for a position 3,000 to 4,000 feet behind the MIG-21. The MIG-21 broke into the attacking F-4. The F-4 rolled to the outside and maintained an offense position throughout the ensuing maneuvers.

D. (U) On the third engagement, the F-4 acquired a marginal AIM-7 forward quarter launch position.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4J's - Station 2 - 2 AIM-9D missiles on LAU-17 pylon
Station 8 - 1 camera pod on LAU-17 pylon
Station 3 - 1 AIM-7E missile
Station 7 - 1 AIM-7E missile

MISSION: F-4J section and one-on-one tactics.

A. (S-NFD) The section of F-4J airplanes will perform a forward quarter VID maneuver. The MIG-21 will be at 15,000 to 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The F-4J airplanes will be at 500 KCAS, in combat spread formation, 10,000 to 15,000 feet. The MIG-21 will maneuver to engage. The engagement will terminate when an F-4J attains a stern area missile launch position on the MIG-21 or when the MIG-21 tracks an F-4J.

B. (S-NFD) The second engagement will be head-on, one-on-one. The MIG-21 and one F-4J will be 3 to 4 NM abeam, on a parallel course, at 15,000 feet, 500 KIAS. On signal, a turn to meet head-on at 15,000 feet, 500 KIAS, will be initiated. The MIG-21 will maneuver at will. The F-4 will concentrate on vertical maneuvering. The engagement will terminate when either airplane attains a stern area weapon launch position.

C. (S-NFD) The third engagement will place the F-4 section on defense in combat wing formation. The F-4 section will be at 15,000 feet, 500 KCAS. The MIG-21 will attack from the 4:30 or 7:30 level position at 500 KIAS. The F-4 section will break down 40 degrees and accelerate to 600 KCAS. If the MIG-21 overshoots, the F-4 will reverse nose high into the attack. The engagement will terminate when the MIG-21 attains a tracking position on one F-4, or when an F-4 attains a stern area missile launch position.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The forward quarter VID engagement was successful. The MIG-21 maneuvered to meet TAC Wing head-on while TAC Lead completed an ID and attained a minimum range, forward quarter AIM-7 launch position. Total time of the engagement after the visual identification was 30 seconds. The APG-59 radar in pulse doppler mode achieved full system lock-up at 45 miles. The F-4J # 2 RIO had considerable adjacent channel interference while in the pulse doppler mode.
B. (S) The even start engagement was a head-on encounter at 15,000 feet, one-on-one, with both airplanes in A/B. Although F-4J #1 lost sight after the first reversal for 5-10 seconds, he was able to gain a clear advantage by working the vertical plane and unloading to accelerate when possible.

C. (S-NFD) The last engagement was at 15,000 feet with the F-4J section on defense at 450 KCAS, and the MIG-21 closing at 550 KIAS with approximately 30 degrees TCA. The MIG-21 initially attacked the inside F-4J (#1), but switched to F-4J #2 before F-4J #2 could attain a stern area missile launch position. F-4J #2 and the MIG-21 met in a series of head-on passes, while F-4J #1 maneuvered to the stern area of the MIG-21, achieving a satisfactory AIM-9D launch position. Although initially on the offensive, the MIG-21 was unable to track either airplane during the engagement.

D. (S-NFD) General comments on this flight included:

1. The VID maneuver as published in the F-4 TACMAN is sound and was effective against the MIG-21.

2. The F-4 is capable of defeating the MIG-21 in a one-one-one engagement, provided the following rules are observed:
   a. Maintain high energy.
   b. Force the fight below 16,000 feet.
   c. Use the vertical plane and avoid slow speed reversals.
   d. Do not rush the fight, but use the initial turn, to gain an energy advantage and to evaluate the MIG-21 pilot's competence.

3. This flight demonstrated the capability of the APG-59 radar to detect, acquire, and track a head-on, high Vc, low altitude target over rugged terrain using the pulse doppler mode. It should be noted that the radar in the TAC Wing airplane was degraded approximately 50% because of adjacent channel interference (Channels 17 and 18). The TAC Lead radar was affected only slightly, but TAC Wing was denied pulse doppler detection and lock-on capability until a point so late in the VID maneuver that it would have precluded a successful forward quarter AIM-7 launch. VID tactics with AWG-10 equipped airplanes must be modified to take co-channel and adjacent channel interference into consideration. This mission also illustrated the serious need for an automatic switch-over capability from pulse doppler to pulse mode in the APG-59 radar while maintaining a lock-on.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - Clean
F-4E - Station 2 - 2 AIM-9B missiles on MAU-12 pylon
     Station 8 - 2 AIM-9B missiles on MAU-12 pylon

MISSION: (U) Fluid-Four Tactics

A. (S-NFD) The F-4s will simulate an element and fly Fluid-Four formation. Initial conditions will place the MIG-21 at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS with 40 NM separation on the F-4s. The F-4s, flying Fluid-Four spread formation at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS, will engage the MIG-21 head-on.

B. (S) The second engagement will be the same as the first except that the MIG-21 will be at 25,000 feet, .9 IMN.

C. (S-NFD) The third engagement will place the F-4s in element formation at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 will attack from a high perch position at 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS. As the MIG-21 closed to 4,000 feet, the free F-4 will attempt to sandwich the MIG-21 while the threatened F-4 maneuvers to thwart the attack.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) On the first engagement, both F-4s were at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 with 40 NM separation, was at 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. Radar contact with the MIG-21 was not accomplished on the first head-on pass. As the airplanes crossed, the MIG-21 acquired visual contact with the F-4s and converted the attack to a rear hemisphere, missile firing position. The high element turned into the MIG-21 as he called "missiles away". The MIG-21 pulled off the high element and positioned to the rear hemisphere of the low element. After a series of high speed vertical maneuvers, the MIG-21 called "missiles away" on the low element.

B. (S-NFD) On the second engagement, the MIG-21 was at 25,000 feet, .9 IMN. The F-4s were at 15,000 to 20,000 feet simulating elements flying Fluid-Four formation. A fifteen NM radar contact was obtained. High speed, vertical maneuvering resulted in both elements ending up in trail on the MIG-21. Missile and gun parameters were attained.
The third engagement was Fluid-Four element defensive maneuvering. The MIG-21 was on a high perch at 20,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The F-4s were in element formation at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 initiated a high speed attack on the F-4s. The F-4s turned into the attack; and, when the MIG-21 reached 4,000 feet range, a vertical split was called. The MIG-21 elected to pursue the low man who was in a descending, high g spiral. The high element sandwiched the MIG-21 and attained AIM-9B missile launch and gun firing parameters prior to the time the MIG-21 attained a tracking position on the low F-4.

D. (S) General comments on this flight included:

1. The MIG-21 is extremely hard to detect on radar at ranges beyond 15 NM.

2. When on defense, a descending, high g turn greatly complicates the MIG-21's tracking problem.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 — Clean
F-4D — Station 2 - 2 AIM-9B on MAU-12 pylon
Station 8 - 2 AIM-9B on MAU-12 pylon

MISSION: (U) F-4D Fluid-Four tactics.

A. (S-NFD) The first and second engagements will evaluate radar tactics. Initially, the MIG-21 will be between 20,000 and 30,000 feet, .9 IMN, and will have approximately 40 NM separation. The F-4's flying Fluid-Four formation, will attempt to contact the MIG-21 on radar and perform a head-on VID radar attack. The flight will record radar detection and lock-on range, missile parameters, and the resulting maneuvers after the initial engagement.

B. (S-NFD) On the third engagement, the MIG-21 will perform a high speed beam attack against the F-4's flying in a Fluid-Four formation. The MIG-21 will attack from 25,000 feet, 450 KIAS, 4 or 8 o'clock high position against the division of F-4s at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS.

SUMMARY:

A. (U) On the first and second passes, no radar contact was made.

B. (S-NFD) On the third head-on pass, radar contact was made at approximately 15 NM and a radar attack was accomplished. The resulting engagement was a matter of mutual support and, eventually, the division of F-4's were in trail on the MIG-21. The MIG-21 did not have an opportunity to launch a missile or perform any gun tracking on the F-4s.

C. (S-NFD) Because of low fuel, the fourth engagement was started with the MIG-21 at 25,000 feet; the F-4s at 15,000 feet in Fluid-Four formation. A high speed attack was initiated on the high element. The high element turned up into the attack. The MIG-21 overshot and lost sight of the F-4s. The F-4s attained a stern quarter offensive position on the MIG-21.

D. (S) General comments on this flight included:
1. The search pattern used on this particular flight called for #1 and #3 radar operators to be free to search from slightly below the horizon to above the horizon in Map B. Number 2 and #4 radar operators were to be in radar mode and were to overlap the search area, but their primary responsibility was visual search. The visual coverage proved worthwhile in the second engagement. Visual contact was acquired at the initiation of the attack and was never lost throughout the engagement. Through a series of high speed or energy-maintaining turns (at least 450 KCAS), the entire flight of four was able to position to the rear hemisphere of the MIG-21 and attained missile and gun tracking solutions.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21  2 AIM-9B missiles on wing pylons

F-8's         2 AIM-9B missiles on single fuselage pylons

MISSION: (U) F-8 Tactics, two-on-one

A. (S-NFD) The F-8's will join the MIG-21 at 10,000 feet, 300 KIAS. When positioned abeam, a CRT level acceleration to 500 KIAS will be executed. The MIG-21 will zoom at 40 degrees pitch, and the F-8's will attempt to match the MIG-21's performance. At 250 KIAS, unloaded acceleration performance will be evaluated.

B. (S-NFD) The first tactical engagement will be initiated with the F-8's in combat spread, 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The MIG-21 will attack head-on at 1.0 IMN. Using loose deuce maneuvering, one F-8 will keep the MIG-21 engaged head-on, while the other F-8 maneuvers for the kil.

C. (S-NFD) The second engagement will be initiated with the MIG-21 attacking the F-8's from a high perch position, pressing to a 30 to 40 degree TCA at 1 NM. The F-8's will start the engagement using the tactical wing formation. As the MIG-21 closes, the inside F-8 will break into the attack using a nose-down turn while accelerating to 550 KIAS and keeping the MIG-21 at maximum TCA. The outside F-8 will maneuver as high as necessary to engage the MIG-21.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement evaluated side by side performance at CRT in a level acceleration from 300 to 500 KIAS at 10,000 feet; a zoom from 10,000 feet at 500 KIAS to 37,000 feet at 250 KIAS, with 40 degrees of pitch; and unloaded acceleration at 0.5 g from 250 KIAS to 1.3 IMN. The F-8's lost approximately 800 feet during the level acceleration. In the zoom, the F-8's climbed with the MIG-21 but dropped aft approximately 1,000 feet. The F-8's maintained position during the subsonic part of the unloaded acceleration, but had fallen approximately 1,000 feet aft when the acceleration was terminated. Although the MIG-21 gained a very slight advantage, it should be noted that the participating F-8's engines are down-trimmed due to their training mission.
Mission Nr. 55

B. (S-NFD) The first tactical engagement was initiated at 15,000 feet, head-on. The F-8's were in combat spread at 450 KIAS, and the MIG-21 at 500 KIAS. After passing, the MIG-21 broke port and the F-8's broke starboard. The MIG-21 and F-8 # 1 met approximately head-on after 180 degrees of turn. F-8 # 1 reversed port and, after 270 degrees of turn, closed and overshot the MIG-21 on a 90 degree TCA. F-8 # 2 continued starboard and after 450 degrees of turn, picked up the MIG-21 at 12 o'clock and closed for a Sidewinder shot at a 70 degree TCA. The MIG-21 engaged F-8 # 1, while # 2 was free to maneuver for a Sidewinder shot.

C. (S-NFD) The second engagement was initiated with the F-8's in tactical wing, 15,000 feet, 450 KIAS. The MIG-21 attacked from a high perch at 4 o'clock. When the MIG-21 had approached 1 NM, 60 degrees TCA, the F-8 section broke starboard to increase TCA. After approximately 90 degrees of turn, F-8 # 1 rolled port and over the top to counter the MIG-21, who was in a high yo-yo. Although F-8 # 1 met the MIG-21 nearly head-on with minimum lateral separation, the MIG-21 was able to roll port and reverse back-up in a 7 g turn to a 0 degree TCA approximately 2,000 feet aft of the # 1 F-8. On the initial turn, F-8 # 2 continued in the starboard turn for approximately 180 degrees, pulled over the top, and dropped to 6 o'clock, 1-1/2 NM on the MIG-21 for a simulated Sidewinder kill. During the ensuing tail chase, F-8 # 1 unloaded and accelerated to 600 KIAS and high g barrel rolled over the top. The MIG-21 did not follow the F-8 down, but remained high and again closed astern of F-8 # 1 as he completed the barrel roll.

D. (S-NFD) General comments on this flight included:

1. The F-8 and MIG-21 are equal in performance in:
   a. Level acceleration in the low and medium speed ranges.
   b. Zoom maneuvers, excepte at very high altitude and unloaded accelerations out to approximately 1. 3 IMN.

2. A section of F-8's in combat spread can successfully engage the MIG-21 with one attacking head-on while the other is positioning for the kill.

3. If a MIG-21 attacks a section of F-8's in tactical wing from astern, the F-8's must separate in the vertical plane to present two separate targets and employ loose deuce maneuvering if any success is to be expected in destroying the attacker.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-21 - 2 Atoll missiles on wing pylons
F-4J - Station 3 - 1 AIM-7E
Station 7 - 1 AIM-7E
Station 2 - 2 AIM-9D missiles on LAU-17 pylon
Station 8 - 1 Camera Pod on LAU-17 pylon
F-4B - Same as F-4J

MISSION: (U) F-4 offensive and defensive section tactics at medium altitudes. Performance comparisons between APG-50 and APQ-72 radars.

A. (S-NFD) The F-4 section will be on defense 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS, in combat spread formation. The MIG-21 will attack from 7 o'clock level at 520 KIAS. The threatened F-4 will break to force the overshoot and will reverse with a nose high barrel roll when called for by the free F-4.

B. (S-NFD) The F-4 section will attack the MIG-21 from 7:30 o'clock level at 15,000 feet, 500 KCAS. The MIG-21 will be at 450 KIAS. At one NM the MIG-21 will break. The F-4 will execute a roll away maneuver, rather than a high yo-yo, to try to position himself in the MIG-21's 50 degree blind cone, 2,000 to 4,000 feet aft. TAC Wing will attain a high cover position, 2,000 to 4,000 feet from TAC Lead and stepped up to provide support and maneuver for slashing attacks.

C. (S-NFD) On the third engagement, the F-4J and the MIG-21 will engage head-on at 25,000 feet. The MIG-21 will be at 530 KIAS, the F-4 at 450 KCAS. Both airplanes will maneuver for offensive positioning.

D. (S-NFD) The fourth engagement will be a slow speed scissors, commencing from 1 NM abeam at 300 KCAS. The F-4B and the MIG-21 will be at 15,000 feet at the start of the engagement.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement placed the F-4's on defense at 15,000 feet, 450 KCAS, in level flight. The MIG-21 attacked from 7 o'clock at about 440 KIAS. As the MIG-21 approached one NM to the threatened F-4 # 1, F-4 # 1 broke into the attack about
25 degrees nose down, accelerating to 600 KCAS at 6.5 g's in a descending spiral. After approximately 120 degrees of turn, F-4 # 2 called F-4 # 1's reversal and F-4 # 1 performed a hard port, high g barrel roll up and into the MIG-21. The MIG-21 did not follow F-4 # 1 through the spiral maneuver. Instead, he performed a high yo-yo after about 60 degrees of turn. When F-4 # 1 came out of high g barrel roll reversal, the MIG-21 was well above him and was able to stay high. The MIG-21 waited for F-4 # 1 to top out with approximately 200 KCAS, and then rolled off into F-4 # 1's 6 o'clock. The F-4 maneuver was unsuccessful because the MIG-21 did not follow F-4 # 1 through the maneuver. F-4 # 1 dissipated a considerable amount of energy before re-engaging, and also lost sight of the MIG-21 while executing a nose low spiral. The reversal must be called by the wingman. A re-run of the first engagement was set up immediately, and F-4 # 1 broke into the attack and down into a descending spiral. F-4 # 2 called a reversal after about 60 degrees of turn. At this point, F-4 # 2 called a reversal after about 60 degrees of turn. At this, F-4 # 1 had about 550 KCAS and 6 to 6.5 g's. The barrel roll reversal was executed while maintaining the g. In this case, F-4 # 1 was able to meet the MIG-21 headon at 300 KCAS. F-4 # 1 unloaded to regain energy and attain separation. During the initial part of the run-out, the MIG-21 might have had a missile launch opportunity. F-4 # 1 accelerated in CRT, nose-low, achieved approximately 2 to 2-1/2 miles separation and terminated the engagement at this point. With this amount of separation, another head-on encounter could have been obtained.

B. (S-NFD) The second engagement placed the F-4 section on the offensive with F-4 # 2 in the lead. Altitude was 15,000 feet, speed was 500 KCAS. The MIG-21 was at 450 KIAS when F-4 # 2 reached approximately 1 NM at the MIG-21's 7:30. The MIG-21 broke; F-4 # 2 rolled away from the MIG-21 into his blind cone, instead of executing a high yo-yo. This blind area is a 50 degree cone aft, and the optimum maneuvering ranges are from 2,000 to 4,000 feet. At ranges closer than 2,000 feet the MIG-21, because of its turning ability and rapid deceleration, will be able to throw an F-4 into the beam position or out front. In subsequent maneuvering, F-4 # 2 was able to hold between 2,000 and 4,000 feet on the MIG-21. With F-4 # 2 in his trail position, the MIG-21 lost visual contact and was unable to maneuver effectively. In following the MIG-21's maneuvers, F-4 # 2 occasionally rolled away from the MIG-21's turn to stay in the blind cone. It was
necessary to roll to the outside of the turn when the range was near 4,000 feet keeping g on during the first 90 degrees of roll, relaxing during the next 180 degrees of roll, and then rapidly re-applying the g to pull the nose onto the MIG-21. F-4 # 2's airspeed did not get below 380 KCAS except when the MIG-21 performed a slow nose-high reversal. During this maneuver, the F-4 # 2 followed the MIG-21 on the outside and slowed to 250 KCAS. F-4 # 1 executed a series of slash attacks and attained in-envelope missile launch positions three times during the engagement, while F-4 # 2 was within the AIM-9D lethal cone. The engagement terminated after it was clearly established that the F-4 could, once in an offensive position, maintain it against the MIG-21.

C. (S-NFD) The third engagement was a head-on engagement at 25,000 feet between the MIG-21 at approximately 530 KIAS and F-4 # 1 at approximately 450 KCAS. The MIG-21 pulled nose-high and achieved a 2,000 to 3,000 foot height advantage over F-4 # 1 at a distance of about 1 NM. The MIG-21 rolled inverted, pulled his nose down into the vertical, and achieved a 30 to 40 degree TCA advantage on F-4 # 1 as they crossed. F-4 # 1 erred in this situation by not pulling up into the MIG-21 to achieve a head-on pass. The intent of F-4 # 1 was to drive the MIG-21 to low altitude and he hesitated to pull the F-4 into the vertical at 25,000 feet on the initial pass. The MIG-21 continued into a split-S overshoot below F-4 # 1 as F-4 # 1 accelerated away, slightly nose down at CRT. F-4 # 1 accelerated to above 600 KCAS, achieved 3 to 4 NM separation, and commenced a reversal without afterburner. The RIO was able to maintain visual contact with the MIG-21 throughout the run-out and reversal; but maintaining visual contact with the MIG-21, in the head-on aspect, was extremely difficult. F-4 # 1 lost sight during the 6 g reversal and when contact was re-established, the MIG-21 was about 3,000 feet behind with a 60 degree TCA. Had the crew of F-4 # 1 been able to maintain visual contact with the MIG-21 throughout the reversal, a head-on would have resulted. As it was, F-4 # 1 was in a defensive position when the reversal was completed. F-4 # 1 went high during the next maneuver slowing to 250 KCAS. During subsequent maneuvering including three reversals, F-4 # 1 was unable to increase separation or regain energy. He attempted to maneuver in close with the MIG-21 and the MIG-21 gradually gained an offensive position. F-4 # 1 should have disengaged when he lost sight of the MIG-21, instead of reversing after gaining 3 to 4 NM separation.
D. (S-NFD) The fourth engagement was a scissors maneuver at 15,000 feet, between F-4 # 2 and the MIG-21. It commenced when both airplanes turned into each other from 1 NM abeam at 300 KCAS. The MIG-21 had minimum fuel and could not use afterburner. F-4 # 2 and the MIG-21 met head-on at the first crossing. On the second crossing, the F-4 # 2 rolled away from the MIG-21 instead of reversing. A small amount of TCA was gained by F-4 # 2, but the most important benefit of this maneuver was that the MIG-21 lost F-4 # 2 as he approached his blind cone. At this point, the engagement was terminated because MIG-21 had reached bingo fuel.

E. (S-NFD) F-4 # 1 detected and acquired the MIG-21 at 45 NM, almost immediately after lift-off. A rapid relock into the pulse mode was accomplished at 18 NM. F-4 # 2 achieved initial contact at 26 NM using information supplied by F-4 # 1. The F-4J radar was unaffected by the MIG-21's altitude on climb out, demonstrating the excellent forward quarter, look-down, detection capability of pulse doppler radar search. During this engagement, F-4 # 2, using APQ-72 radar, made momentary contact at 26 NM, and 18 NM, but was unable to acquire the MIG-21 until 2 NM due to ground clutter. The effectiveness of the APG-59 radar in pulse doppler mode during this type of encounter, over mountainous terrain, cannot be over-stressed.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON THIS FLIGHT INCLUDED:

A. (S-NFD) The F-4 cannot effectively execute a high g, barrel roll type reversal from a nose low position unless the MIG-21 follows him down. If the MIG-21 stays high, the F-4 will bleed off excessive energy trying to reverse back up into the attack. The best that can be expected from this situation will be a head-on pass, with the F-4 nose high at a low energy level, and the MIG-21 nose low at a high energy level.

An alternative would be to perform the counter to a high yo-yo as depicted in the F-4 Tactical Manual. This would allow a buildup of energy at a higher altitude, and would enable the F-4 to dissipate as little energy as possible when pulling up into the MIG-21 as he starts his nose back down from the apex of a high yo-yo. It also enables the threatened F-4 to maintain constant visual contact with the MIG-21, which is not possible when reversing with a barrel roll type maneuver.

B. (S-NFD) The F-4 cannot engage the MIG-21 and maneuver in close if an optimum energy level (450 KCAS minimum) has not been attained prior to crossing head-on. If necessary, disengagement should be made to insure adequate separation and sufficient energy are attained to allow reversing to meet the MIG-21 head-on. In
the medium speed range (250 to 450 KIAS), the MIG-21 has more g available, and will out turn the F-4. Head-on slashing attacks, attempting to drive the fight to a lower altitude, should be the objective of the F-4. Instead of rushing to attain a stern area missile launch position, importance should be placed on conserving energy.

C. (S-NFD) When on the offensive, the F-4 should maneuver to the MIG-21's blind cone. This is a 50 degree cone in the stern area of the MIG-21. The optimum range in this cone is 2,000 to 4,000 feet. When the MIG-21 turns in an attempt to negate the F-4 or to drive him to the outside, the F-4 may have to roll away from the MIG-21's initial turn in order to remain in the 50 degree cone. In the final analysis, it is lag pursuit maneuvering.

D. (S-NFD) The F-4J APG-59 radar in PD mode detected and acquired the MIG-21 just after take-off at a range of 45 NM. The F-4 section was at 20,000 feet altitude. The F-4B APQ-72 radar detected the MIG-21 momentarily at 26 and 18 NM, but did not lock on until 2 NM.

E. (S-NFD) Maximum range during a separation maneuver against the MIG-21 should be 2 to 3 NM. This negates any possibility of a forward quarter Sparrow III shot, but is necessary to maintain visual contact due to the MIG-21's small size.
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION:

(S-NFD) MIG-12 - Clean
A-6A - Wing pylons and 2 AIM-9B missiles

MISSION: (U) A-6A Defensive Tactics

A. (S-NFD) In the first engagement, the MIG-21 will perform a rear quarter attack at 500 KIAS, 12,000 feet. The A-6 will be at 12,000, 400 KCAS. The A-6 will initiate a break turn as the MIG-21 approaches 1 NM.

B. (S) On the second engagement the A-6 will be at 12,000, 400 KCAS. The MIG-21 will attack from 6 o'clock with a 100 knot closure rate. The A-6 will break at about 1 NM.

C. (U) The third, fourth and fifth engagements will be scissors maneuvers starting from a position 1-1/2 NM abeam, 12,000 feet at 400 KCAS.

SUMMARY:

A. (S-NFD) The first engagement commenced at 12,000 feet with the MIG-21 at 520 KIAS and the A-6 at 400 KCAS. The MIG-21 approached from 7 o'clock and the A-6 initiated a 6.5 g break at about 1 NM. The MIG-21 tracked the A-6 at 7 g's for about 90 degrees of turn. During the turn, the MIG-21 lost over 100 knots airspeed and was beginning to overshoot. The MIG-21 yo-yo'd high, but was outside the turn. The A-6 reversed with a roll under using full rudder and closed to AIM-9 missile range, as the MIG-21 was attempting to regain airspeed.

B. (S-NFD) The second engagement commenced with the A-6 at 12,000 feet, 400 KCAS and the MIG-21 at his 6 o'clock position at 520 KIAS. The A-6 broke as the MIG-21 approached 1 NM. The MIG-21 tracked for 30 degrees of turn, then yo-yo'd very high at about 500 KIAS. The A-6 repeated the roll under reversal, but the MIG-21 had sufficient energy to stay above the A-6, and as the A-6 reversed, the MIG-21 performed a roll under and gained a gun-tracking position of the A-6.

C. (S-NFD) The scissors maneuvers were started at 12,000 feet, 400 KCAS, 1 NM abeam.
1. On the first scissors, the A-6 turned very sharply and gained an 80 degree TCA on the MIG-21, who had yo-yo'd high. As the MIG-21 came back down, the A-6 turned inside and assumed a 6 o'clock position at about 1/2 NM. On the first reversal, the MIG-21 lost sight of the A-6 in his blind cone and never saw him again.

2. On the second scissors, the MIG-21 did not yo-yo as high, but the A-6 again dove into blind cone, reversed, and gained the advantage.

3. On the third scissors, the MIG-21 turned in the horizontal plane and decelerated. The MIG-21 pilot noted that he was beginning to gain on the A-6, but further stated that he felt a normal MIG-21 would choose to maneuver vertically in a scissoring situation.

D. (S-NFD) General comments on this flight included:

1. The A-6A crew improved their field of view by careful ejection seat and body positioning. The pilot put his seat full forward and very high up. The bombardier navigator put his seat full aft and sat erect, holding himself away from the headrest by using the canopy hand hold, allowing the pilot to see his 2 o'clock low position. By keeping the attacker in a position that allows the A-6 to roll up to 60 degrees, the pilot can see an attacker back to the 5:30 position with the ejection seats positioned as described.

2. The A-6 pilot's use of "Spin Assist" increased his capability in the ACM environment. "Spin Assist" makes extended rudder throw available to the pilot and retrimming to zero stick force after engaging "Spin Assist" results in the stick being displaced approximately three inches forward, making it possible to obtain maximum aft stick movement with the seat full forward. Without "Spin Assist" the stick is far back, almost at the pilot's abdomen, and is uncomfortable during ACM.

3. Nose positioning is critical for the A-6 during ACM. If the A-6 gets too nose-high, airspeed diminishes rapidly and he is at a serious disadvantage if the attacker comes out of his turn with sufficient maneuvering airspeed. A-6 pilots should practice maneuvering nose-high attitudes into buffet onset, to observe the rapid deterioration of airspeed and maneuvering capability.
4. In the scissors maneuver, the A-6 repeatedly demonstrated the ability to maneuver into the MIG-21's blind cone and gain a tactical advantage. The A-6 pilot and BN noted that RCVW and squadron training should include ACM and basic air combat tactics.
SUPPLEMENT 3

PROJECT HAVE DOUGHNUT

REPORT OF TACTICAL EVALUATION AS DETERMINED BY AEROSPACE DEFENSE COMMAND

(This page Unclassified)
INTRODUCTION

(S-NFD) The Aerospace Defense Command participated in Project HAVE DOUGHNUT by evaluating F-106 tactics against the MIG-21F-13. This supplement contains the objectives, data and results of these tests.

OBJECTIVES

(S-NFD) The objectives of the ADC tests were to develop/verify defensive and offensive tactics against the project vehicle with the F-106. Specifically, to check relative acceleration, turn rate/radius, zoom/dive and energy loss rate on a direct comparison basis. Other special areas to be examined are:

(1) Specific counters to currently used tactics for the vehicle.

(2) Initiate some engagements at high entry Mach for the test vehicle (1.4 Mach minimum).

(3) Check counters to current test vehicle tactics using vehicle configured with pylons and missiles.

(4) Check of APR 25/APS 107/APS 109 capability for providing warning of vehicle approach to patrolling information (360 degree aspects).

(5) Verify range/endurance profiles of vehicle.

(6) Develop optimum AIM-series missile launch parameters during maneuvering engagements.

(7) Investigate radar/IRSTS acquisition/tracking ability of MA-1 system.

(S-NFD) Additional objectives were to:

(1) Verify limits of fire control system, guns and missiles and develop or refine evasive maneuvers.

(2) Determine rate and radius of turn to defeat vehicle gun sight.

(3) Determine rate or radius of turn to prevent vehicle missile launch.

(4) Develop electronic countering of VHF and LF communication capability of vehicle during air-to-air engagements.

(S-NFD) The above objectives were in addition to those already planned by TAC/Navy. Specifically, ADC was interested in:
(1) E–M curve validation
(2) Time to climb
(3) Optimum/maximum altitude
(4) Turn radius/rate
(5) Roll rate
(6) Yaw characteristics
(7) Range and endurance
(8) Acceleration
(9) High/low speed controllability
(10) Maintainability/reliability
(11) Flyability – human factors evaluation
(12) Radar cross section, both vertical and horizontal – 360 degree aspect to GCI and AI radars
(13) IR signature relative to MA-1 IRSTS and AIM-4G missile. IRSTS tracking range – 360 degree crossing angles.
(14) Radar contact range, all aspects – MA-1 FCS
(15) Radar tracking range (max) of AIM-4F missile
(16) Visual acquisition – 360 degree crossing angles – unaugmented and radar/IR augmented
(17) Verification of aircraft/armament limiting factors

RESULTS

(S–NFD) Six missions were scheduled to satisfy as many of the test objectives as possible; they were scheduled as follows:

(1) Mission 78, 20 March 1968. One F-106 to fly escort with F-4 on B-66 mission against test aircraft and to acquire data on radar IR signatures and tracking performance of fire control systems.

(2) Mission 84, 22 March 1968. One F-106 vs test aircraft for performance comparison and 1 vs 1 tactics evaluation.

(3) Mission 92, 25 March 1968. Four F-106 vs test aircraft for patrol formation acquisition and missile launch tactics, familiarization of F-106 aircrews and 1 vs 1 tactics evaluation.
(4) **Mission 93, 25 March 1968.** Two F-106 vs test aircraft for defensive and offensive tactics evaluation.

(5) **Mission 95, 26 March 1968.** Two F-106 vs test aircraft for defensive and offensive tactics evaluation.

(6) **Mission 96, 26 March 1968.** Four F-106 vs test aircraft for acquisition testing and four ship offensive and defensive tactics evaluation.

(S-NFD) Although six missions were scheduled, only five were flown. The first mission had a primary objective of escape maneuvers for the B-56 aircraft. One mission was cancelled because of a closed runway.

(S-NFD) Overall ADC comments on Project HAVE DOUGHNUT.

(1) **Test Aircraft:**

(a) Visual contact is difficult because of small size, except that planform view is relatively easy to see because of silver color.

(b) Radar signature to MA-1 fire control system indicates contact and tracking adequate for intercept completion. Contact 20-25 miles in all aspects. Stern contacts best and head-on co-altitude worst. Relative to an F-4, it provides a return 1/2 as large in front, 3/4 in beam and almost identical in stern because of engine modulation.

(c) IR signature to MA-1 fire control system is adequate for acquisition and tracking, is about 3/4 as strong a return as the F-4 and similar to the F-106 in military, but not as strong as F-106 in A/B.

(d) The performance of the test aircraft is not as good as expected. Limiting factors capable of exploitation by F-106 follow:

1. Slow engine response in military.
2. Time required for A/B initiation.
3. Q limit below 15,000'.
4. Visibility to rear.
5. Visibility over the nose.
6. Energy and time required to transit the transonic zone with pylons and missiles aboard.
7. Stiffening of controls at low speed and low altitude.
2. Endurance at maximum power.

2. Lack of radar fire control system.

(2) F-106 Aircraft:

(a) The radar is capable of acquisition and should be used to put the F-106 in position for armament launch.

(b) Radar snap-up attacks with all-aspect armament load should be used to exploit the aircraft's lack of adequate fire control system and the inability of the test aircraft pilot to see over the nose and through the windshield.

(c) The F-106 ability to accelerate faster than the test aircraft and achieve a higher speed (beyond Q Limit) should be used to separate anytime the F-106 is not in an advantageous position during engagements.

(d) The F-106 should use missile launch and then use lag pursuit while closing to gun kill position, depending upon its superior turn capability to pull necessary lead for gun firing.

(e) Procurement of cannon for F-106 for near term close-in-kill armament should be expedited.

(f) The superior zoom capability of the F-106 can be used to advantage for repositioning after separation during engagements.

(g) The bar overhead in the F-106 canopy will cause F-106 aircrews to lose sight of the test aircraft during close-in engagements. Extreme care must be used to fight around this defect. Rolling maneuvers are most liable to get F-106 into trouble on this count.

(h) Every effort should be made to expedite replacement of the F-106 canopy bar with a clear pane.

(i) F-106 aircrews must take care to preclude unnecessary expenditure of energy when they observe the test aircraft initiate a turn. The appearance of generation of a great amount of turn is deceiving when initiated by the test aircraft.

(j) The size of the test aircraft is misleading and can cause an error in estimation of range and rate of closure by F-106 aircrews.

(k) The F-106 should not attempt slow speed turning contests with test aircraft. Performance is close to equal and a slight miscalculation could be fatal. Speed should be kept at 400 to 450 KCAS during patrol and during an engagement.
(1) The P-106 missile armament can be used during an engagement. Efforts to modify the fire control system with IR boresight should be expedited. The IR boresight modification should include automatic radar lock-on by caging the radar antenna to the IR head and sweeping the range gate out effecting radar lock-on. The option of caging the radar antenna dead ahead should also be included. This modification would provide radar ranging for a gunsight when needed.

(m) P-106 patrol formation, as taught at the Interceptor Weapons School, provides adequate protection against surprise attack by the test aircraft.

(n) P-106 radar and visual search patterns should be improved to insure responsibilities for sector search are known to all flight members. The amount of time spent on radar vs visual search should be resolved.

(o) Procedures for assigning responsibility within and between elements for armament launch when a test aircraft is acquired by some or all members of the flight must be resolved. Radar tracking procedures are presently lacking.

(p) P-106 aircrews must be taught that when pressing an attack after acquiring the test aircraft, armament must be expended in order of priority, i.e., missiles, then press to gun position or separate if no gun is aboard or all missiles are expended.

(q) Successful qualification of 5 out of 5 missile simulator evaluators (WSEMS) during the test indicates that the AIM-4F missiles will be properly prepared, will see the test aircraft as far out as 3.5 miles on front aspects and will have a high probability of successful guidance. This indicates an all-aspect armament capability.

(3) Overall Comment: The F-106 with its present configuration and with tactics being developed is an effective counter to the test aircraft. Mission summaries were prepared for each mission and are included in pages 3-6 through 3-24.
F-106 MISSION SUMMARY, MISSION #78, 20 MARCH 1968

Participating Aircraft:
Test Aircraft
Chase F-4
Chase F-8
Mission B-66
Escort F-4
Escort F-106

Takeoff Time for F-106 - 1345
Landing Time for F-106 - 1506

OBJECTIVES:

(S) The mission was to verify defensive escape maneuver for the B-66 to prevent kill by the test vehicle and to allow escort to achieve a kill position on the test vehicle.

(S) Secondary mission - to familiarize test aircraft pilot with operation of the 30mm cannon and to photograph the firing of it.

(S) Secondary mission - to acquire data on radar/IR acquisition and tracking of test aircraft by APQ120 (F-4) and MA-1 (F-106).

RESULTS:

(S-NFD) The rendezvous was effected and photos were taken of the B-66, the test A/C and the F-106 for comparison. The B-66 was attacked by the test aircraft from 7 o'clock. A break was called at about 2 1/2 miles by escort. The B-66 performed a diving 3G spiral into the attack. The escort got into a gun-firing position on the test aircraft, but not before it had achieved tracking on the B-66. This was the best the B-66 could do. Probably the test aircraft would be unable to track it using the same maneuver.

(S-NFD) The test aircraft then set up and fired the 30mm cannon. Ten rounds were expended in a 1/2 second burst indicating a rate of about 1200 rounds a minute. The rounds were fired at a slant range of about 10,000'; none of the observers saw the impacts. The muzzle flashes were very large and bright.
The test aircraft moved out climbing to 30,000'. Escort F-4 and F-106 acquired radar track and held as long as possible the F-106 radar lock broke at 21 NM, the F-4 at 23 NM.

The test aircraft went to A/B operation at 25 NM for an IR check by the F-106, but because of a misaligned IR seeker no contact was made from either the stern or head-on aspect.

Head-on radar contact was made at 18 NM and track lock-on at 15 NM by the F-106. Tracking was good all the way in.

Another head-on contact was made at 16 NM with tracking at 13 NM. Look broke at 3 NM when tracking limits were exceeded to stay in formation.

A beam attack resulted in contact at 15 NM and lock-on at 12 NM. This was short because of attempts at IR contact down to 15 NM.

Another beam attack was made with a contact at 18 NM and lock-on at 16 NM. This was short in that target was off-scope and came on at 50° left at 18 NM.

Some IR signatures were recorded on film (as was the above radar) while the test aircraft headed home.

OVERALL COMMENT:

These radar checks were co-altitude (2000' low for the F-106). On front attacks the blip was about 1/2 the size of the chase F-4. On stern and beam it was about 3/4 the size. During turns it gave a return about equal return to that of the F-4. With vertical aspect of at least 10,000' it is expected that contact distance will be greater.

The F-4 experienced radar contacts of 20-25 NM with lock-on at 15-20 NM.

The IR signature from the stern aspect was about 3/4 as strong in intensity as the chase F-4 (military power).

Visual acquisition did not appear to be as difficult as expected.
F-106 MISSION SUMMARY, MISSION 84, 22 MARCH 1968

Participating Aircraft:
Test Aircraft
Chase F-4
Chase F-4
Mission F-106

Takeoff Time for Mission = 1345
Landing Time = 1445

OBJECTIVES:
(S-NFD) Primary objective - performance comparison between F-106 and test aircraft.
(S-NFD) Secondary objective - test fire 30mm cannon.
(S-NFD) Miscellaneous engagements.

RESULTS:
(S) Rendezvous was completed and military acceleration checked at 10,000', 325 to 450 kt. F-106 finished 2000-3000' ahead and had 480 kt when test aircraft had 450 kt.

(S) Deceleration was checked at 10,000', 450 kt, and speed brakes. Test aircraft appeared to decelerate slightly faster.

(S) Firing descent was made and two air-to-ground gunnery passes were made with firing on the second pass. Firing of 10 rounds commenced at 2500' slant range, with 40 mils caged sight. The rounds hit 200 feet long. Muzzle flashes were very apparent on right side and the firing sound could be distinctly heard by the F-4 chase 500 ft to the side.

(S) Climb was made to 17,000' where a full A/B acceleration was accomplished from 325 kt to Mach .9. The F-106 and the test vehicle were almost exactly even at the end of the run. The F-106 waited for the test aircraft to call A/B before going into A/B operation.

(S) A zoom was commenced at Mach .9, 17,000' with a 30 pull up to 30° pitch. The F-106 was 1000 to 1500 ft (37,000') above the test aircraft at 230 kt when test aircraft pushed over at 195 kt.
(S) An A/B acceleration was performed at 35,000' starting at 200 kt. The F-106 and the test vehicle were even up to Mach .95, then the F-106 moved out in front by 2-3000' due to ease in getting through the Mach. Speeds were Mach 1.5 for the test vehicle and Mach 1.23 for the F-106 at termination of the acceleration.

(S) The F-106 began an optimum alpha turn at Mach 1.2, 35,000', 5G. The test aircraft stayed inside the turn throughout 360°. The F-106 bled down to 30 and 250 kt, while the test aircraft had 2 1/20 with 200 kt.

(S) First engagement. The F-106 set up at 20,000' at 450 kt. The test aircraft made a high side pass from 9 o'clock. The F-106 turned early maintaining greater than 90° track crossing angle. The test aircraft called "missile away" and overshot at 100° track crossing angle. The F-106 reversed hard to the right and the right rudder pedal/lock released 3/4 through the reverse preventing a full turn in the scissors. The F-106 relaxed 0, accelerated and dove to separate. Test called "missile away" and achieved gun range on the pull up after a reverse.

(S) Second engagement. The test aircraft set up at 15,000 ft Mach .9. The F-106 made a simulated gun pass from 7 o'clock. The F-106 called missile at 1.5 NM. The test aircraft pulled hard up into the attack and zoomed vertically. The F-106 pulled lead during the zoom at the top, dropped low to 6 o'clock on the test aircraft to prevent loss of visual observation, but the canopy bar actually caused loss of sight in that position. The F-106 pulled through thinking the test aircraft was pulling over the top, but test had actually reversed in the vertical. A simple roll then put test aircraft at 6 o'clock, but well out of range since the F-106 was separating vertically down. On pull-up by the F-106, the engagement was terminated as the F-106 turned up into the test vehicle.

SUMMARY COMMENTS:

(S) The F-106 excelled in subsonic A/B acceleration. Supersonic acceleration was terminated at a point where the F-106 does best - Mach 1.25.

(S) The F-106 can out-zoom the test aircraft. Though the test aircraft was only 1000 to 1500' low at the top, the F-106 could have made several thousand more feet as airspeed was still much higher than minimum (225 kt vs 150 kt).

(S) The canopy bar on the F-106 is very bad.

(S) The rudder pedal release could be fatal.

(S) Test "missile away" the F-106 should go to leg pursuit and get to the test aircraft's blind area.
(S) The size of the test aircraft makes interpretation of closure and range very difficult. It was apparent that the F-106 was closing slowly on the second engagement even though overtake was Mach .4.

(S) Slow speed turning with test aircraft should be further evaluated.

(S) The F-106 cannot expect optimum alpha turn to out-turn the test aircraft, as the test aircraft can turn with the F-106 even though losing energy faster - thus reducing the radius of turn and staying inside. If the test aircraft is in range - or about to be, a break is required or the ADC special "jink".

(S) If the gunsight on the test aircraft is typical, it probably will not be very accurate with gun.

(S) A check of the ADC (air data computer) in the F-106 showed it to be correct. (Reference comment about apparent error.)
F-106 MISSION SUMMARY, MISSION 92, 25 MARCH 1968

Participating Aircraft:
Test Aircraft
Chase F-4
Mission F-106A
Mission F-106B
Mission F-106A
Mission F-106A

Takeoff Time Mission Vehicles - 1055
Landing Time - 1200

OBJECTIVES:

(S) Primary objective - radar attack for snap-up launch with WSEMS (weapon system evaluators) and one vs one engagement.

(S) Secondary objectives - visual familiarization with test aircraft for F-106 pilots.

RESULTS:

(S) The test aircraft set up an orbit at 25,000' about 35 NM north of the F-106 orbit point. The flight of four F-106's in fluid four formation at 10,000' proceeded head-on toward the target. Radar contact was made by #3 aircraft at 25 NM with 15 NM look-on. The #1 F-106 made contact at 21 NM with 15 NM look-on. Both passes were successful and #1 reversed heading for the flight as the test aircraft went by high right. (Visual contact at 2 miles, 30° right and high.) Scope film was good on these two intercepts.

(S) Rendezvous with the test aircraft was effected so the F-106 aircrews could look over the aircraft. A photo ship obtained extensive coverage for comparison of the aircraft.

(S) F-106 #3 and #4 were sent home while the lead set up for a head-on attack. Radar contact was made on test aircraft which was at 20,000' (F-106 was at 17,000') at 20 NM with look-on at 12 NM. A pass was completed and the turn was reversed by the F-106 hard into the test aircraft, using radar for positioning. The F-106 picked up the test aircraft visually at 11 o'clock low and at two miles after reversing heading 180°.
Since the F-106 still had 400 kt, it rolled in on the test aircraft which began a left turn. The test aircraft continued to turn for acceleration and the F-106 moved into the blind area and closed to 2000'. The F-106 then pulled into gun kill position with adequate lead.

(S) At termination of the previous engagement, both aircraft were slow. The F-106 moved up to line abreast and a slow speed scissors was commenced to check flight characteristics. Three reversals were made. The test aircraft increased altitude during these turns, but moved in front of F-106 in doing it. Both aircraft went down to 150 kt and the engagement ended with the test aircraft 1000 to 2000' above the F-106, at the same speed and in front.

(S) The test aircraft accelerated out of the slow condition and the F-106 set up on a 90° heading differential. As the test aircraft was about to go out of sight (estimated 8 miles), both aircraft reversed the turn to set up a head-on attack. When the test aircraft began the turn back, it appeared to be generating a lot of turn initially; therefore, the F-106 turned hard and ended up with 90° track crossing angle. The F-106 rolled in and did a roll up and over to the outside of the test aircraft. The test aircraft reversed and the two vehicles were even, canopy to canopy. The F-106 lost the test aircraft as he pulled hard up into the F-106. The F-106 zeroed out and accelerated to 520 kt opening the range to 2 miles on the test aircraft which fell into stern. The F-106 then pulled up at 7G's and zoomed up, reversing direction at 175 kt. The hard pull-up allowed the test aircraft to close to one mile. The ensuing dive went out to about 500 kt with another zoom with a 6G pull-up. The test aircraft closed several thousand feet during this pull-up, also due to the hard pull-up. Disengagement was then accomplished when the test aircraft fuel ran low.

SUMMARY COMMENTS:

(S) The F-106 in patrol formation can acquire the test aircraft in orbit pattern and complete the snap-up launch of missiles. Both element leaders completed the pass. The weapon system evaluator missile on #3 was qualified.

(S) Visual acquisition of the snapping-up F-106's was difficult for the pilot of the test aircraft because limited visibility over the nose.

(S) Element leaders must use care in the terminal phase of missile attack to prevent mid-air collision or getting in front of each other's missiles. Flight coordination requires improvement.

(S) The F-106 aircrews commented on the extreme difficulty of acquiring the test aircraft visually.
(S) Radar acquisition of the test aircraft was accomplished at longer range during snap-up than from a front co-altitude position.

(S) The F-106's should stay below test aircraft during positioning because the test vehicle cannot acquire them as easily there.

(S) With an advantage on stern attacks, the F-106 was able to drop into the blind area and close to a gun kill position during maneuvering and then pull adequate lead for firing.

(S) The F-106 can apparently maneuver at slow airspeed with the test aircraft, although the test aircraft was able to gain altitude during three scissors turns. The F-106 crew should be careful to maintain as much energy as possible during reverses, using only as hard a turn as is necessary to gain or maintain nose/tail clearance.

(S) The second engagement showed that during rolling maneuvers, the F-106 pilot will many times lose the adversary during an engagement, because of the canopy bar overhead on the F-106.

(S) The F-106 pilots learned that when acquiring separation on the test aircraft, the Q limit should be exploited. The F-106 can exceed 750 kt and should exceed the test aircraft's Q limit to open the range. Pull-ups should be at 3-4G's and not at max. 6 capability. This will prevent the test aircraft from cutting across the corner and will maintain F-106 energy so the test aircraft cannot then zoom with the F-106.

(S) The two good WSEMS (missile evaluators) on this mission proved that in the front snap-up with a launch of 3.5 miles, and in the stern with launch of 1 mile, the AIM-4F missile will be properly prepared by the fire control system and will see the test aircraft at launch, giving a high probability of successful guidance (Tabs A and B).

(S) When the test aircraft initiates a turn, it appears to an observing aircraft that much more turn is being generated than is actually the case. This happens when the planform of the aircraft comes into view. Aircrews should anticipate it and not unnecessarily expend energy to counter the apparent turn.
MISSION 92, PASS #1

(S-NFD) A front snap-up was initiated at 10,000 feet against the test aircraft at 25,000 feet. Missile launch was an automatic lead collision mode at 21,000 feet at a range of 3.5 NM. The missile (AIM-4F) simulator evaluator acquired the target and indicated a time of flight of 8.9 seconds. All missile parameters were correctly set indicating proper guidance. Missile Pk against the test aircraft on this intercept is estimated* as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missiles Launched</th>
<th>Pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4F and 2 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4F</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4F</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4F and 1 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Estimate based on operational firing program data.
MISSION 92, PASS #2

(S-NFD) A stern co-altitude intercept was initiated at 13,000 feet as the launching P-106 was in high element. The test aircraft was at 10,000 feet. Missile launch was in automatic lead collision mode at 13,000 feet at a range of 1.1 NM. The missile (AIM-4F) simulator/evaluator acquired the target and indicated a time of flight of 4.7 seconds. All missile parameters were correctly set indicating proper guidance. Missile Pk against the test aircraft on this intercept is estimated* as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missiles Launched</th>
<th>Pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4F and 2 AIM-4G</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4F</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4F</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4F and 1 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Estimate based on operational firing program data.
MISSION #93, TWO F-106 VS TEST AIRCRAFT, 25 MARCH 1968

(S) Cancelled because runway closure. Rescheduled on 26 March as Mission #94 with four F-106 aircraft.
F-106 MISSION SUMMARY, MISSION 94, 26 MARCH 1968

Participating Aircraft:
Test Aircraft
Chase F-4
Mission F-106A
Mission F-106B
Mission F-106A
Mission F-106B
Mission F-4D

Takeoff Time for Mission Aircraft - 1110
Landing Time - 1200

Mission #4 F-106 ground aborted because of generator failure.

OBJECTIVES:

(S) Primary objective - radar attack by fluid four formation with WSEMS and flight engagement vs test aircraft.

(S) Secondary objective - to check accuracy of test aircraft 30mm cannon on an air-to-ground firing.

RESULTS:

(S) The F-106 flight departed late because of the ground abort of #4.

(S) The test aircraft did the gun firing first, while the F-106 flight entered the area.

(S) The test aircraft and the three F-106 aircraft separated and set up the first engagement with the test aircraft at 25,000 feet, Mach .9 and the F-106's at 10,000 feet, 450 kt. Separation was 30-40 NM. The head-on intercept was no contest as neither the test aircraft nor the F-106's saw the other.
The second engagement was set up like the first. This time the F-106’s picked up the test aircraft on radar at 20 NM with a lock-on at 12 NM. As the intercept deteriorated from front to beam, a simulated missile launch with qualified evaluator (WSEM) was completed at 2.5 NM.

Number 3 F-106 on the second engagement rolled out after a turn at one mile in trail with the test aircraft at 30,000 feet, Mach .88 and locked-on in radar pursuit mode. A simulated missile launch at 5400 feet with a qualified missile evaluator (WSEM) was completed.

Three additional engagements were set up head-on with no contact either on radar or visually by either the F-106’s or the test aircraft. Incorrect ground orientation was the most probable cause of failure.

SUMMARY COMMENTS:

Four of five engagements attempted on this mission were failures because of the lack of acquisition by either the F-106’s or test aircraft. This probably indicates that without canned routes, known orbit points or GCI control, the probability of acquisition of test aircraft types by F-106 aircrews is poor. On these intercepts, the F-4 which had been with the test aircraft on previous missions stayed clear to prevent spotlighting the test aircraft for the F-106’s. (Contact on the F-4 by the F-106 is 35 NM at medium altitude.) Failure of the test aircraft to spot the F-106 flight visually, probably indicates that F-106’s coming in low, looking up, will not be acquired by the test aircraft in sufficient time to react. The F-106’s were difficult for the test aircraft to acquire visually because of limited visibility over the nose looking down.

The one successful engagement indicated that the test aircraft can be acquired at adequate range for intercept completion (20 NM). It is apparently just a matter of looking in the right place. The reason that the intercept deteriorated into a beam intercept was that acquisition was 45° to the side and as the F-106 flight turned up into the attack, the test aircraft held its heading as the F-106’s had not yet been detected by the test pilot.

The two good WSEMs (missile evaluators) proved that in beam (2.5 mile launch) and stern area (1 mile launch) the AIM-4F missile will be properly prepared by the fire control system and will see the test aircraft at launch giving a high probability of successful guidance.
MISSION 94, PASS #1

(S-NFQ) This stern co-altitude intercept was initiated at 30,000 feet against the test aircraft at 30,000 feet and Mach .9. Missile launch was in the pursuit manual mode with radar look-on. Launch range was 5400 feet. The missile (AIM-4P) simulator/evaluator acquired the target and indicated a time of flight of 7.1 seconds. All missile parameters were correctly set indicating proper guidance. Missile Fk against the test aircraft on this intercept is estimated* as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missiles Launched</th>
<th>Fk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4G and 2 AIM-4F</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4F</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4F</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4F and 1 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimate based on operational firing program data.
MISSION 94, PASS #1

(S-NPD) This snap-up was initiated in the front and deteriorated toward the beam area. The test aircraft was at 28,000 feet at Mach .9. Launch was in the automatic lead collision mode at range of 2.5 NM. The missile (AIM-4F) simulator/evaluator acquired the target and indicated a time of flight of 9.9 seconds. All missile parameters except (TAU) were correctly set indicating proper guidance. Missile Pk against the test aircraft on this intercept is estimated* as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missiles Launched</th>
<th>Pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4F and 2 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4F</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4F</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4F and 1 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimate based on operational firing program data.
F-106 MISSION SUMMARY, MISSION 95, 26 MARCH 1968

Participating Aircraft:
Test Aircraft
Chase F-4
Mission F-106A
Mission F-106A
Mission F-106A
Mission F-106B
Mission F-4

Takeoff Time - 1350
Landing Time - 1435

OBJECTIVES:

(S-NFD) Primary objective - radar snap-up attack with WSEMS by four F-106's and engagement of test aircraft by four ship flight to evaluate flight tactics.

(S-NFD) Secondary objective - test of accuracy of test aircraft 30mm cannon.

RESULTS:

(S) Initial conditions for the radar snap-up attack were four F-106's in patrol formation, 450 KCAS at 10,000' and the test aircraft on a reciprocal heading at 25,000', Mach .9. Number 2 F-106A picked up the test aircraft dead ahead and high at 12 NM and #3 had contact 30° left at 12 NM. Number 2 F-106 locked on at 8 NM and simulated missile launch at 3 NM in lead collision mode. The missile evaluator (WSEMS) was qualified on the pass. The flight broke left into the test aircraft and as the test aircraft reacted, the flight reversed the turn behind the test vehicle. The lead element quickly closed to gun range with the wing element supporting. The wing element did not separate high enough to stay in good position had the engagement lasted longer.

(S) The F-106 flight and the test aircraft separated on diverse headings. As the test aircraft was about to go out of sight (estimated 8 miles), the F-106 lead called for a heading reverse and the flight commenced a head-on attack. Test aircraft went down and the lead
element rolled in. The test aircraft began closing on #4. As the test called lock-on to #4 at 1.5 NM, the lead F-106 called tracking at about 3000' and the engagement was terminated.

(S) The third engagement was set up with the F-106 flight at 15,000', 325 KCAS in patrol formation. The test aircraft set up for a random attack. Number 2 F-106 picked up the test vehicle at 6 o'clock on 5 NM, diving, lined up between the elements. The F-106 flight broke into the test aircraft with the test aircraft closing to 2 NM on #2 after two turns. At that time #3 was at 2 NM on the test vehicle and the engagement was terminated. The F-106 flight was too low on airspeed at the beginning and the lead element did not exploit the Q limit on the attempted separation.

(S) F-106, #1, #2, and #4 left the area, and F-106 #3 and F-4D #5 joined up with the test aircraft for gun firing. The cannon jammed so firing was not accomplished.

SUMMARY COMMENTS:

(S) A snap-up attack from the patrol formation can be successful and the test aircraft did not acquire the flight until the lead element was in a position to insure closure to gun position.

(S) The F-106 flight coordination needs improvement as to radar tracking, who is going to shoot and when.

(S) The qualified missile evaluator again proved that missiles will be properly prepared by fire control system on front attacks against the test aircraft and will see the target at launch, giving a high probability of successful guidance.

(S) Although an 8 NM look-on proved satisfactory on this snap-up, preparation of the missiles should probably begin at 20 NM to get A and B time out of the way when intent is to launch.

(S) The F-106 elements should separate in different planes sufficient to support each other and enough to prevent an adversary from being able to choose between them, thus preventing his altering the attack from one to the other.

(S) On the second engagement, although the test aircraft did not close to gun range on #4, he could have, had taken a little longer getting to kill position. This is assessed as a problem with the F-106B (#4 was a B model) not being able to keep up with the F-106A in a close-in turning engagement. The B model should not be used in combat against the test aircraft type, but if it is, it should be in the element lead position, if the element is to defend itself.
(S) When the test aircraft attacks an F-106 flight in patrol formation, it can be picked up visually at 3-5 NM with the elements separated 3000'.

(S) F-106's should not patrol at less than 400 KCAS and preferably should be at 450 KCAS to insure adequate energy for maneuvering when expecting a random attack by the test aircraft.

(S) F-106 elements, when attempting separation, should accelerate to enough speed to exploit the Q limit of the test aircraft. Depending on how close the test vehicle is, the speed may vary from 600 to 750 KCAS. Pull-up for reversal should be at 3 to 4 G's as long as the test aircraft is out of range. This will preserve energy and prevent test aircraft from cutting across the corner and closing.

(S) The F-106B's (526 and 530) with the special test paint applied for ADC Test Project 168-13 were easier to see than the normal F-106 paint, even though the F-106A's used had bright yellow tails. Test Project 168-13 should abandon the light grey paint.

(S) The bright yellow tails and black nose radomes on the F-106A's were easy to see. F-106's in combat should have normal grey paint, small lettering and decals and grey radomes. No unit insignias or bright colors should be used.

(S) The switch on the F-106 IR dome extension which activates the closed cycle cooler dictates that the IR head must be extended the entire mission to insure IR cooling when needed. Aircrews did not feel that they should retract the head, for fear of loss of cooling even though several times at low altitude the external head noise was preventing inter-flight UHF communication. Switch should be removed.

(S) The multimode storage tube used on the three F-106's involved proved to be very good for acquiring the test aircraft (comment by all aircrews). It builds on weak contacts and allows aircrews freedom to look around. This helps in flight defense and allows the aircrews to interpret radar, search visually and maintain flight position simultaneously (not true of F-17 scope).
MISSION 95, PASS #1

(S-NFD) A front snap-up was initiated at 10,000 feet against the test aircraft at 23,000 feet. Missile launch was in automatic lead collision mode at a range of 3.5 NM and a closure rate of 1160 kt. The missile (AIM-4F) simulator/evaluator acquired the target and indicated a time of flight of 8.4 seconds. All missile parameters were correctly set indicating proper guidance. Missile Pk against the test aircraft on this intercept is estimated* as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missiles Launched</th>
<th>Pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4F and 2 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AIM-4F</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4F</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 AIM-4F and 1 AIM-4G</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Estimate based on operational firing program data.
This report presents the results of a tactical exploitation of a Soviet FISHBED E (MIG-21-F-13) aircraft performed during the period 23 January to 8 April 1968, under the management of the Foreign Technology Division. Comparative tactical flight evaluations of the MIG-21 versus U.S. first-line aircraft acquired from the exploitation are presented. Results of the technical exploitation including system and subsystem characteristics, design features and technological information are reported in FTD Document CR-20-13-69 INT, HAVE DOUGHNUT - Technical - VOLUME I (U). The tactics which are found in the USAF and Navy tactics manuals, when flown properly against the MIG-21, are still valid.

(DIA Task T65-20-2.)